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INTRODUCTION

This volume is actually a dual instrument, in that it

consists of final reports for two research projects. The larger

study, reported first, incorporates the smaller, in that the

sample, interview schedule and field procedures served also to

provide data for the second.

The several chapters of the report contain materials relating

to particular dimensions of the investigation, each reported in a

kind of progression.

The first part of this investigation described in Chapters 1

through 7, is devoted to four tasks: first, the presentation of an

overview of the socialization process in general, and the family and

school as particular socializing agencies; second, an exposition of

the concept of consensus, as it is applicable to the.family as a

social system. Of particular concern here will be the notion of the

partition of consensus measures into three kinds: consensus between

parents, consensus between parents and son, and an overall measure

of total family consensus.

The third task will be the description of the research design,

procedures and data which have been developed to provide empirical

foundations for an understanding of intra-family relations and

adolescent socialization. The final task is the interpretation and

discussion of the data as applied to the conceptual framework.



The first of these tasks is taken up in Chapter 2, with a

selective review of relevant concepts concerning consensus and

socialization. An emphasis is placed upon the family as a social

system, a set of interacting positions and incymbents, serving to

induce conformity on the part of the child to behavior norms pro-

vided by the family and general societal milieu.

The second task mentioned above is dealt with in Chapter 3,

Here a sot of concepts is presented for the analysis of consensus of

role expectations in the family. The means for operationalization

of the concepts are described, together with the overall charac-

teristics of the research design, the field procedures and respondent

sample selection.

Chapter 4 presents a description of the process whereby the

criterion measures of school adjustment were developed, as well as

descriptive material on the sample.

Chapter 5 presents the analysis of data, relating the intra-

family consensus measures to values and standards for each school

adjustment criterion group.

Chapter 6 contains a discussion and analysis of data concerning

Importance.ratings, as distincv frpm consensus. The Importance data

are contrasted with consensus rata, to determine the more relevant

issue for differential socialisation.

Part Two of the report contains material on further aspects of

intra-family relationships and school adjustment. Chapter 7 deals

with an analysis of perceptions of problems as seen by the father,
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mother and son concerning the son's behavior in a number of

socialization arenas.

Chapter 8 concerns an analysis of differential utilization of

socialization techniques for influencing the behavior of the son,

as related to the school adjustment criterion.

Chapter 9 represents a separate report, inasmuch as it

contains the results of analyses done under US Office of Education

Contract S-044, entitled "Consistence, Continuity and Congruence in

Adolescent Socialization". The data for this section are the

same as the prior chapters, but the analytical dimensions were

developed later than the material reported in the first eight chapters.

Chapter 10 serves as a summary and concluding statement, referring

to the analyses presented throughout the report.

The several Appendices at the end of the volume contain

various tables, forms and a codebook used in the field stages of the

project.

iii



PART I

THE'ANALYSIS OF INTRA±FAMILY CONSENSUS

Chapter 1

THE PRO4EM AND. ITS SIGNIFICANCE

This section of the report concerns the analysis of intrafamily

consensus on role prescriptions, and the relation of that consensus to

the family's socialization of the adolescent boy. For the purposes of

this work, the process of socialization may be thought of such that the

prescribed behavior conforms.to expectationS and requirements for the

child by family and society. In-a.general sense these role prescriptions

define the behavior believed by adult family members to represent the means

to the achievement of some desired outcome. For the most part, the out-

come expectedis an acceptable degree of conformity by the adolescent

to family, school and societal norms.

Agents of socialization are provided-by ail societies and social

organizations for the purpose of communicating-the role prescriptions

deemed relevant for the behavior of the person to be socialized. The

major socializing agents whose efforts most directly effect the American

adolescent are the family,.the peer group and the school. The family

provides the major influences early in life, but the degree of overall

control and effect on behavior wanes as the child 'enters playmate groups,

the class room, and eventually other major social systems such as employ-

ment and marriage. Each of these social systems, from family to



occupational organization, also serves in either a formal or informal

manner to enforce sets of role expectations bearing upon the individual.

The present concern with adolescence as a crucial period in the

socialization process is based on the fact that at this point in the in-

dividual's life cycle it is expected that a major transition will take

place. Socializing agents begin to relinquish responsibility for him;

he is expected to make choices which will have great signif;cance for

his future, and he I:: held in part accountable for his behavior and

attitudes. The adolescent to some extent is judged by the same standards

held for adults, and his potential success or failure can be estimated

with some precision for perhaps the first time in his life. Relin-

quishment of responsibility for the adolescent by the initial socializ-

ing Igents is only partial at this stage. Family, school and community

still figure prominently in his life - morally, legally, psychologically

and economically - hence the family, the school and the community must

be taken into account in considering adolescent success and failure.

It is, therefore, to this transitional moment in the individual's

life history that we turn our attention in this study of a portion

of the socialization process.

The theoretical literature on adolescence and social development

of the child is replete with references to the importance of the

efforts and effects of the several socializing systems. Both those

formal systems institutionalized within society, and those informal

ones which provide less systematic influences upon the individual
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are variously assigned the credit (or blame) for the eventual outcome.

What is often left unclear, however, is the mechanism or mechanisms by

moans of which specific actions, conditions or relationships within or

between socializing agents can be related to outcome attributes of the

child. Until these intervening mechanisms can be understood, the over-

01 process of socialization must remain in its present paradoxical

state -- of obvious theoretical import, yet composed of inadequately

operationalized concepts, with questionable or unknown relations to

eventual behavior.

THE PRQBLEM

The central problem addressed in this part of the report concerns

the values and standards impinging upon the adolescent boy, and the de-

gree to which intra-family consensus on those values and standards re-

lates to the school and social adjustment of the boy. The question can

be stated thus: What relationship occurs between differing degrees of

intra-family consensus and differing levels of school and social adjust

ment?

Intra-family consensus has been chosen as the major conceptual

focus for this part of the study since it appears to be one of the most

relevant conditions in terms of influence upon the outcome of the social

ization process) If the parents are considered as providing role ex-

pectations for the developing child, the degree to which they are in

agreement as to the behavior, characteristics and attributes desired for

3



the child is clearly important. Consensus among role definers will

be taken as a variable, rather than as a given condition, following the

extensive work of Gross, Mason and McEachern2 who clearly demonstrated

the need for empirical evaluation of this concept. As .a criterion mea-

sure, several indices of school and social success will be utilized.

The desired goal of this part of the study is the development of

further knowledge concerning the inter-relationships between a specific

family organizational variable -- intra-family consensus on values and

standards for the adolescent -- and external performance by the adoles-

cent. Particular concern will be directed toward the determination of

specific areas of expectation in which intra-family consensus might have

increased association with the external performance criterion. A multi-

variate prcedure for relating a number of consensus, measures to the

criterion will be used for this purpose.

The examination of the family as a socialization agency is by no

means an innovatory research approach. Indeed, the general area of re-

search on the family may probably be singled out as one of the most

heavily explored portions of human behavior. In spite of the volume

of research, however, systematic theory development by social scientists

has been conspicuously absent. The family occupies a position of tem-

poral primacy as a socializing agency, and therefore might be expected

to have the most profound effect upon later behavior. It is the nature

of this effect, however, which is so vaguely known. As Goode has indicated:



No theorist has been able to state, let alone prove,
any set of systematic propositions about the relations
between the family and other institutions, no matter
which is dependent.3

In*thesame vein, Goode points out that future sociological in-

quiry and conceptualization might best be directed not toward the Family

as a separate area of sociological study, but as an interaction situation

in which basic variables common to all interaction are studied. Following

this position, this study does not attempt to develop the missing system-

atic .propositions per:se. This would not only be extremely ambitious

given our present knowledge, but also might not represent the best con-

ceptual procedure, if the variables of sociology rather than the special

nature of the family are to be emphasized. In other words, this study

should not be thought of as family research alone, but rather as an in-

vestigation of consensus on behavioral expectations within one socializ-

ing agency, and the relation of the degree of consensus to behavior of

the adolescent in other agencies (in this case, the school and the legal

system).

5



FOOTNOTES

1 A thorough discussion of socialization is given in:
Irwin L. Child, "Socialization," in Handbook of Social
Psychology, edited by Gardner Lindzenbridge:
Addison-Wesley, 1954.

2 Neal Gross, Ward Mason and Alexander McEachern, Explorations
in Role Analysis, New York: John Wiley, 1958, especially
Chapter 2.

3 William Goode, "The Sociology of the Family," in Sociology
Today, edited 4y Robert Merton, Leonard Broom and Leonard
Cottrell,.Jr., New York: Basic Books, 1959, p. 180.
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BASIC CONCEPTS AND DESIGN

Chapter 2

The focus of.this part of the study is on consensus as a part of

the interaction process in the family, with particular concern for the

relationship of consensus to socialization effectiveness. When dealing

with consensus, or agreement, three specifications must be made if the

concept is to be properly defined. First, one must specify the material

on which the degree of agreement is sought; then indicate the social

context in which agreement might be achieved; then note the positions

between which agreement is a relevant issue. The importance of these

specifications is especially great if one is attempting to relate a

measure of consensus to some criterion, assumed to be causally linked

with the consensus phenomena.1,2

For the present study, the material on which the degree of agree-

ment is a concern represents values and standards used as role expecta-

tions for an adolescent boy. The social context for the agreement is

the family as a socializing agency, and the positions are those of

parents and the son, together with the sub-system relationships implied

thereby.3

The present chapter will discuss these matters in some detail,



describing the socialization process in general, th' operation of the

family as a socializing agency, and the manner by which the implicit

antra- family relations within sub-systems (between father-son, mother-

son, and mother-father) generate a complex measurement for consensus.

SOCIALIZATION AS PROCESS

The socialization process has been heavily dealt with in the

literature of the social sciences.4 Socialization is generally con-

ceptualized as the life-long, diffuse education of the individual by

means of which he is transformed from a biological organism into an

adult member of good standing in his society. It is the process whereby

group values are "built" into the individual. Beginning at birth, the

process extends to the end of life, with constant readjustments for the

changing requirements of society, and to a lesser extent, of the indi-

vidual.

A child is socialized not only to achieve the relatively simple

tasks of bowel and bladder control, but also he is socialized to master

more complex matters such as conformity to family rules, deportment and

accomplishments in the school, and making an appropriate choice of mar-

ital partner. Socialization influences his economic behavior, his or-

ientation toward illness, his perception of his place in the universe,

his adjustment to the superannuation of aging, and his acceptance of

eventual death. In all of these instances, the socialization process

consists of the transmission of more or less specific normative content,

8



representing behavioral expectations held for the individual at each

point in the sequence, paced to take account of level of development

and previously accomplished goals. When an individual's behavior de-

viates from the range of defined behaviors which a group or society

will tolerate in a given situation, sanctions are applied.

in the case of negative or undesired deviation, the socialization

process may be deemed ineffective or faulty to the extent that deviance

becomes chronic. In other words, successful socialization is assumed

when an individual's behavior displays a more-or-less consistent re-

lationship of conformity to prescriptions and expectations, set up by

society in general, as well as to smaller sub-systems within the society.

Conversely, if individual behavior is characterized by frequent failures

to conform to prescriptions and expectations, the socialization process,

(or more frequently, some specific socialization agency) is presumed to

have fallen short of optimum performance.

THE FAMILY AS SOCIALIZATION AGENCY

it is the effectiveness of a particular socialization agency, the

family, which is of concern here, even though this is clearly but a small

portion of the entire spectrum of influences impinging on an individual.

Broorp and Selznick stated the rationale for focus on the family succinctly:

The family is the major agency through which socialization takes place.

Within the family the parents try deliberately to mold children into

9



conformity with accepted cultural models."5 It is also true, of

course, that the family continues as a socializing agent far beyond

the time when the individual ceases to be defined as a "child." The

term "family of orientation," so often used in family research, aptly

describes the relationship that continues to hold after an individual

has left to form a family of his own, the "family of procreation."

The family comprises the first social system in which the indi-

vidual must occupy a position and fulfill role expectations. As such,

it can be expected to have a highly pervasive effect on the qualitative

characteristics of interaction by the individual in other social systems

later in life. As Parsons has pointed out, the child is never socializ-

ed only for and into his family of orientation, but also into social

structures which extend beyond the family both spatially and temporally.6

This implies that the family socialization process must be integrated

with the processes conducted by other socializing agencies which come

in contact with the child at later periods, if the overall effective-

ness of the process is to be maintained. By means of the socializing

influences of the family, the individual first begins to acquire values,

attitudes, norms, knowledge and skills. Based both on the location of

the family in the larger social milieu, and the individual within the

family system, the learning process takes place at a tempo and with con-

ditions appropriate to the individual's position and specific role expec-

tations. The nature of the position and role elements becomes altered

as the individual maintains conformity or not, and as he achieves what-

10



ever relevant criteria for differentiation of positions that are defined,

such as age or occupation.?

SOCIALIZATION AS INTERACTION

When socialization processes are discussed, the interactive nature

pf the relationship is often understated. Many writers appear to be

stating that socialization consists of a one-way influence, with the

socializer inducing conformity, without significant interactive effect.

What seems quite clear, however, is that when parents and other family

adults are enacting their roles as socializing agents they are in their

turn receiving socialization influences from the child.8

The interactive process begins even before the physical presence

of the child is in the family. Every society contains complex sets of

regulations, formal or informal, which exert control over young adults

who have announced their expectancy of a child, With the announcement

of expectancy, the parents become, willingly or otherwise, involved in

a complex set of behaviors and expectations concerning the arrival of

the child. The actual birth greatly intensifies the socialization of

the parents. Indeed, it may be said that the birth of the child has a

far greater effect on the behavior of the parents than upon that of the

With the birth of a child, the new parents must become socialized

into the requirements of their new status. They must learn and demon-

strate the socially upheld values of parenthood, to avoid societal and

11



group sanctions. As the child grows older, the parents continue to

receive constant feedback from the effects of the child's behavior as

perceived by themselves and others in the community. The results of

this feedback are to reinforce some values and to modify others, as the

child't behavior conforms or fails to conform to expectations and re-

quirements for his position in the. family and society. Parsons views

this part of the process as contributing to the stabilization of the

adult personalities in the society.9 Strauss has referred to the inter-

active nature of socialization by calling the family a "socialization

environment."1°

The interactive nature of.socialization extends beyond the limits

of family, however, or any single socializing agency. In the complex

process by means of which a human organism'is transformed into a social

being, a great number of groups and social institutions play a part.

Throughout the process, different emphasis as well as different subject

matter is handled by the several agencie's involved, although consider-

able overlap also occurs.11

In the life of an adolescent, a number of agencies compete for

influence -- the family, the school, the peer group, and the society

in general. The research on which this report is based is intended

to explore some of the interactive relations between family and school

as socializing agencies for an adolescent boy.

THE ISSUE OF CONSENSUS

Interaction within any social system implies a reciprocation of

12



behavior from one actor to another. Both actor and his alter bring

to the interaction situation idiosyncratic value and behavior elements

based on prior experience. The fact that the experiences of two per-

sons leading up to a given social act might be considerably different

leads to potentially discrepant expectations, held by each participant,

for self as well as other. Thus a full exposition of social interaction

requires a concept to deal with the degree of similarity of the expec-

tations or values by each of the actors involved. Although the culture

of any society contains many more or less agreed-upon specifications

for behavior, ranging from laws to popular stereotypes, day-to-day ex-

perience reveals many situations in which values and behavior expecta-

tions differ between persons who have been subjected to what might be

presumed overtly to be quite similar socialization. The degree of agree-

_ment, or consensus which exists between people can thus be likely to be

an important element in determining the nature of their interaction.

To consider consensus as a constant factor seems almost to ignore

the obvious in social behavior, yet in their recent book, Grosi, Mason,

and McEachern have illustrated, in a tour-de-force, that most authors

seem to have neglected the notion of variability in consensus.l2 The

postulate of role . onsensus, as they term it, seems to be implicit in

much of the work of sociologists, anthropologists and psychologists.13

Role expectiAions seem to have generally been considered as culturally

developed, generally agreed upon ways for carrying out the functions of

the defined positions in a social system.
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An implicit problem is involved with the acceptance of consensus

on expectations for behavior as a given, having to do with failure of

a system to achieve set goals. Gross et al. cite the following passage

from Newcomb, illustrating this.

Very few young men in any society have to use an ency-
clopedia to learn about either their future roles as
husbands or those of their future wives. Their brides
are similarly familiar, long before marriage, with most
aspects of their roles as wives, as well as those of
their husbands. If the marriage of any particular couple
"fails," it is not likely to be because of the strangeness
of their prescribed roles. It is apt to be, as Burgess
and Cottrell have shown (1939), because the personality of
one or both of them is such that special demands, not
necessarily included in the prescribed role are mpde which
the other spouse is unable or unwilling to meet.14

This statement clearly conveys the results of assuming consensus

about role expectations. If the family suffers from disorganizing in-

fluences, it is presumed to be caused by "personality" differences,

coupled with "inappropriate" expectations for the behavior of the other.

As Gross et al. indicate, two points must be considered here: first,

whether the marriage pair did in fact learn their roles through antici-

patory socialization, and second, whether once having learned a set of

expectations for marriage and family behavior, the substance of what

the couple learned was similar. This latter point, of course, focuses

our attention on consensus as a variable.

Taking the position that ro'e expectations may or may not be held

consensually by all members Jf a population of role definers has impor-

tant implications for the study of socialization and socialization

14



agencies. Gross et al. conclude their chapter on Role consensus with

this statement:

We'have maintained that the phenomenon of role
consensus requires both theoretical and empirical
examination, and deserves exploration as a variable
In propositions concerned' with cultural organization,
the functioning of social systems, and individual

The italicized lines suggest that the application of the concept

of differential expectations to the socialization process would be

fruitful. In this framework, one must ask about the degree of consensus

between socializing agents. In other words, if the child is exposed to

socialization practices and standards which attempt to induce conformity

on his part, a relevant question concerns the degree to which the social-

izing agents themselves are consensual regarding the values they are ad-

vocated or behavior they are endeavoring to influence. If parents are

not in agreement among themselves as to the values and standards to be

conveyed to the child, what level of effectiveness can they hope to attain?

In their study of school superintendents, Gross et al. were primarily

concerned with role conflict resolution. They did not concern themselves

with measurement of the effectiveness of the school boards, superintendents

or school systems. They did pose the question, however, of the impact

that differential consensus might have on the functioning of social systems.16

The remainder of this chapter deals with means for the measurement of con-

sensus, and the development of a research design for evaluating the

15



relationship between consensus on expectations within families, and the

1

effectiveness of the family socialization process itself, as measured

by the son's conformity to school rules and requirements.

TYPES OF INTRA-FAMILY CONSENSUS

When discussing aspects of the internal activities of any group

of persons, a basic question concerns the varieties of the phenomenon

in question which might arise as a result of the nature of the structure

of the group. This issue is especially relevant in considering the

phenomenon of intra-group consensus. The term "microscopic consensus"

has been used by Gross, et al. to deal with consensus among actors

within the same social system. Their opposing term, " macroscopic con-

sensus," refers to consensus among persons who hold similar positions,

but not within the same social system. It is the microscopic aspect

of consensus which is the concern of this report, since Its goal is to

relate specific family activities to the behavior of the son in another

social system external to the family.

If a social group contains members who are undifferentiated in

terms of status, the question of microconsensus becomes a simple matter

of agreement among incumbents of a single position. If, on the other

hand, the group structure is such that status differentiation does exist,

then consensus can be thought of in more complex terms. One can deal

with agreement among_ incumbents of each position, as well as agreement

between the several positions within the group structure. Gross, et al.

16
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made use of these considerations in their studies of school superintendents

and school boards. Each social system in their study consisted of a school

board plus a superintendent. The board members occupy a common position,

while the superintendent occupies an "opposing" one or counter-position,

Microconsensus measures are relevant both among the board members and be-

tween the members and the superintendent. Although Gross et al. had

groups of varying sizes, their model of microconsensus is directly app!c-

cable to the family situation, in which two parents may be seen as occupy-

ing a single position (parent) and the son as occupying a different position

(child). The fact that the groups used in the present study consisted of

two relevant positions (parent and child) simplifies a number of considera-

tions in the measurement of consensus.18

in their work with microconsensus, Gross, et al. have developed four

measures, which they label V, V', M and D.19 Of these, three are relevant

to the present study: V, M and D. Each will be described conceptually

here, with the actual computational details presented in Chapter 3.

The V score, as a measure of microconsensus, consists of the variance

of responses to a single item by all respondents in a single position.

This can be symbolized, for the jth item as:

J 1

N
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where xi represents deviation of the response from the !th

around the mean of all N incumbants of the same position. Anothe score,

V' has been defined by Gross et al." for use in the case in which d,f-

ferential group size might have an effect on the item response var ance,

Since all groups in the present study are composed of three persons, the

V' score does not apply. It differs from the V score only th that the

denominator of the fraction contains the value N - 1.

When dealing with microconsensus between incumbents of two poty ons,

additional complexities arise over the single. position case. sons'cle--

ing the degree of agreement between two parents, the V score just descf'bed

is appropriate. If one wishes to speak of the degree of agreement between

the parents and the son, however, one must generate some summary of comb -

natory measure for the parents' responses, to be compared with that of the

son. The nature of central tendency measures poses an objection he,-e,

however, as can be seen in the diagram below. If consensus between parents

and son is defined as the difference between the mean of the pa,rents re-

sponses and the value of the son's response, it is possible, as an al-E)fact,

to derive an index showing perfect agreement, even though no scores are

identical.

M

2

S F

3 5

For example, if the Mother's response score is 1, and the Father'z

is 5, their mean score is 1 + 5 / 2, or 3. If the son's score is 3, the
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resulting difference is zero, suggestinb lrfect agreement, even though

no persons chose the same category of response. An operational solution

to this difficulty has been provided by Gross, et al. Following their

model, the measure of consensus between incumbents of two positions can

be defined by the dispersion of the two parent's responses around the

response of the son. This may be written for the jth item:

Mj = /(Pijk Sjk)2 2:2

where P-ik represents the response of the ith parent and Sk represents

the response of the son, in the kth family. This form for the two-

position consensus score is free of the difficulty mentioned previously,

but has an additional flaw, in that with this definition, partitioning

of the total variance of family response to an item will not be possible

for further analyses. Because of this, the definition of between-position

consensus used for this study will be, for the jth item:

Mj = (rjk Sjk)2
2:3

where P k is the mean of the two parents' responses, and S
k

is the son's

response, for the kth family. This form follows the usage of Gross, et al.
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An additional value D,_can be defined as an overall measure of

between position consensus., such that.D..is_equal to the between position

variance plus.the within position variance,..or_M + V.21 By beginning

with a similar technique, to that used in analysis of variance, the de-

viation of an individual's response may be partitioned into two compon-

ents.22 Speciftcally, with the scores defined thus far, it is possible

to partition the deviation of a-parent from the son's score. This may

be shown, for any item,

/(Pik Sk) = /(Pik Pk) (15k Sk) 2:4

where Pik is the score for the ith parent, 15k is the mean of scores for

both parents, and Sk is the son's score, for the kth family. In other

words, the total within-family variation consists of the deviation of the

parents' responses around their mean responses plus the deviation of the

son's response around the parents' mean. Af_both sides of equation 2:4

are squared,. the following results:

k Sk)2.= /(Pik Pk)
N(11k Sk) 2

2(7k Sk) (P )
K k

2:5

. However, the last.expression in equation 2:5, representing the deviations
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of scores around their own mean, is equal to zero. The remaining expression

is:

id(Pik sk)2 = I(PikTO N(Pksk)2 2:6

By referring to_the earlier equations, it is clear that by definition, the

total family variation D .is.equal to the sum of the within (V) and the

between (M) variation, for an entire family of N = 2 parents and one son.

The three aspects of intra-family consensus just defined form the basis

for the research reported here, The operational procedures by means of

which these ( .Icepts were utilized are described in the following chapter..

THE PROBLEM OF FAMILIAL CONSENSUS

Based on-the foregoing discussion of socialization, intra-family

interaction, and the concept of differentlal_consensus among role de-

finers, the specific problem treated in this part of the investigation

emerges.. Two major questions are involved: (1) if intra-family con-

sensus is measured in.terms of variances of item response, does the

partitioning of total family consensus into.V.and M components yield

scores with the same or different relationship. to an effectiveness cri-

terion? and (2) _are there particular areas_of_expectations or values

which bear a stronger relationship to the criterion than others?

The partitioning of the total family.variance provides a score re-

presenting consensus between parents and another score for consensus
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Oetween the parents as punit and the son. These.two aspects of con-

sensus can be seen-to.be quite different, in terms of their implication

for antra- family interaction. The V score, measuring between'-parent

agreement,..seems to be adequate to deal. with a question as to the extent

to WO the parents share common expectations. or values. The M score,

dealing with .the son's divergence from the. parents, seems to be suited

for examining the question as to whether the_parents have been successful

in transmitting to the on the values and-expectations which, as social-

izers, they are trying to impart. The D score, defined as the over-all

infra- family consensus measure, and consisting of the sum of V and M,

does not show such a clear relation to the. socialization process. The

empirical examination of the present research will help evaluate its

Usefylneiss.

The second research question involved-here concerns the nature of

the content 'of the socialization values.and.standards being transmitted

to the son. All the manifold functions performed for the individual by

his family may not bear.a similar degree.of.nalitionship to external

criteria of-socialization. Some aspects of intra-family interaction,

in other words, may be irrelevant to the socialization process as it

affects the youth's.behavior in other social structures outside the

family. The task, then, is to divide the '.'universe" of values and stand-

irds which parents might hold for the behavior of their son into segments,

to determine whether consensus on some of the. segments is more closely

linked to socialization effectiveness than in other segments.
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In the ..work of Gross.et.at. the expectations held by school super-

intendent and.school board members for the-behavior of the superintendent

were divided into a number.of areas, dealing with personal attributes of

the superintendent, his participations, and.his friendships.23 The materi

al for this.study..is .Likewise divided, on, the basis of a scheme related

to the aspects of the family which deal with the crucial process of dif-

ferentiation of parents' influence. Categories. of behavior judged to be

of importance in the overall socialization.process are also included.

The details of this division will be considered in the following section.

DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH BEARING ON FAMILIAL CONSENSUS

In order to deal with-the two-fold research problem described above,

,a-multi-variate research design has been evolved.. A criterion measure,

dealing with adolescent school success, will be.examined in juxtaposition

with predictor variables.of.consensus.

In an earlier_ section.of this report, ..it.was_.mentioned that numerous

social agencies and institutions participatelathe socialization process

as it impinges upon.the adolescent. The.family.was identified as being of

primary importance.which wanes as the child grows up. Parsons has indi-

cated that the family "products" the individual, by means of the sociali-

zation process. 24 This concept carries the notion that the socialization

carried out in the family has, as one of its_goals, the "production" of

a child whose-behavior will be acceptable to.social structures other than

the family system, in this case school behavior is considered.
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Contrasted with the.criterion of school behavior are intra-family

consensus measures in a number of areas. The_ same-multiple organization

influence in socialization mentioned above.ls....partinent here, also. The

values and standards which parents set up.as part of their socialization

efforts' deal heavily with behaviors that crossrcut several -social spheres.

Three major areas, Family, School and Society, have been used in this re-

search. Within each of these areas, sub-parts have been identified,

based in part on the work of.Parsons, Bales. and Zelditch.25 The sub-

areas have been labelled Expressive Activities, Instrumental Activities,

Normative Activities, and Participative Activities.

These (the three areas of family, school and society on one hand

and .the four .types of activities within these. areas on the other) two

axes logically generate twelve separate categories for classification of

behavioral expectations. In the research. described in this report,

only 10 of the 12.logical categories will be considered, along with

an additional, more general, area-free category, Aspirations. The

resultant eleven categories can be diagrammed as follows:

Areas: 44,TAMILY SCHOOL SOCIETY ASPIRATIONS

Types Participative Instrumental Instrumental (no type of
of Normative Normative Normative activity)

Activities Expressive Expressive Expressive
Participative

The eleven categories for behavior. expectation, when combined with

the three measures of consensus, V, M, and D, result in a 33-cell table

which contains the measures of intra-family consensus for any given family.
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The criterion measure -of school- behavior,...desc.ribed in detail in the next

. chapterl.consIsts .of. a three-fold classlficatl.en..of students, into cate-

gories called Aggressives,.Well-adjusteds, anALUnder-achievers. The com-

plete design-of this.research may be expressed.. as a 99-cell matrix, with

each cell containing.measures-for n families. The entire design may be

diagrammed as -follows:

SOC SOC SOC SCH SCH SCH SCH FAM FAM FAM ASP N of
INS NOR EX° PAR EXP NOR INS PAR NOR EXP Families

S

F

S

Total N = 252

19

19

19

48

48

48

17

17

17

The research questions under constderatimr.and the complex require-

ments of design, suggest that a multivariate procedure would be most suit-

able for the analysis of the data. The_question_concerning the relative

merits of the three measures of intra-family consensus will be dealt with
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by making three separate analyses. The relatiate_contribution of consensus

in any of the .several .sub -areas will be.expiared..by means of multiple dis-

criminant function,. seeking the set or sets af...aleven weights which maxi-

mize between-group variance while minimtzta4 wIthin-group variance. The

details of the actual-analysis and the speclf..i.cation of the generalized,

multivariate hypotheses. under test will be presented in a later chapter.
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_MEASUREMENT. OF THE PREDICTOR VARIABLE:

INTRA-FAMILY CONSENSUS

Chapter 3

The previous chapters have described this. research and its antecedents

in relatively abstract terms. This chapter...will describe the steps in oper-

ationalizing the measures of intra-faralyi_consensus, as well as presenting

the overall details of the field data-gathering procedures.

DEVELOPMENTOF,THE INTERVIEW SCHEME

The part.of.the interview utilized for.analysis in this section of

the report consists of a list of 110 statements, descriptive of objects,

conditions, and. relationships which the son. milht have, do or be.* The

items were developed by Family Relations.Project staff after examination

of both scholarly.and.popular literatureconcerning the kinds of sociali-

zation goals which middle-class American_parents were presumed to hold

for their sons. ...In order to provide a systematic framework for the wide

range of analyses handled, the items were.generated in accord with the

*The second part.of-the interview is described in Part II of this report

along with the data. it yielded.



categoric scheme. mentioned in the previous. chapter. The item content

concerned achievement of.formal goals (instrumental activities); man-

agement of interpersonal affairs (expressiue. activities) ; conformity to

rules (normative activities); and attendance.within the several social

systems involved.(participative activities)... These sub-categories were

in turn proliferated.on the basis of the-three relevant areas, Family,

School and Society, as described in the previous chapter. A more gen-

eral set of items which we have called-AspIrations dealt with personal

and instrumental-adaptive attributes_of_the.son, and concerned charac-

teristics which parents might hope would_be.manifested by the son in the

future. Th/s category was deemed necessary...because such future-oriented

items could not_ be responded to within_ the...framework provided for replies

to items dealing directly with present.behavior. Aspirations for future

behavior, in other words, required different.treatment than that used

for prescriptions for present behaviOr.

Each item was presented to the respondents three times, with three

different instructions. Each person.ratedi_on_a.five point continuum,

(1) the extent to which he felt the item wasImportant, (2) the extent

to which the behavior actually occured,..and.(3) .the extent to which the
flu

behavior was viewed as.creating a problemfor someone in the family.

These three response.modes, Importance., Occurence and Problem, for the

110 items of .the schedule, constituted_the.first half of the interview.

For this section.of.the.report only the data generated by the Importance
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ratings. is used.

The list-of.items as used is shown_ip_Xable 3:1, illustrating each

of the groups.in which the items were classIfied. Since a differential

measure of Importance is pertinent here.the.mean Importance rating for

each set of items is also shown, separately_for each of the three cri-

terion groups.. These data.are consideredin Chapter 4. The item list

shown is that presented .to the son ..i.n....tbi_interview. The parents' list

differed only. in grammatical form. As- a prefix phrase to each item read

"How important is it to you that "....Eor the parents' interviews, the

prefix phrase should read."How important is it to you that your son ".

CONDUCT OF THE.INTERVIEW

The interviewing-process took place-wer-a.period of approximately

one year.- The interviewers were hired-after_extensive contacts with

local colleges.and universities. Imselectica,. a primary concern was

obtaining.persons with-some previous expirience as interviewers, as well

as professional.committment to some social_scIence or related profession.

Of the total .group interviewed; 18 were. chosen..,.. Some indication of the

success of the .selection .process can be.seen_in the fact that all. of the

interviewers continued_their work for the project through the completion

of the task.

Since the choice .of interviewers was-based in part on professional

aspirations related.to the research, the. corps of interviewers was capable

of. serving the project in manifold, ways. Thus, tasks involving the editing



of interview items, the development of coding categories, pretesting

documents, and final selection of items-and_format were distributed

among the interviewer group. These tasks-were incorporated into the

overall training process which occupied. approximately three months in

the early stages of-the project. Training_techniques such as role-

playing situations were utilized in.or4er.to.acquaint both the inter-

viewers and the researchers with probJeirs.JJkely to be encountered

either by the interviewing procedures or the interviewing situation.

The role-playing process also served as-part-of the pre-testing of

each of the numerous documents used. in...the...research project. Several

revisions of documents were made to achieve. the goals of clarity of

meaning for each item and smoothness of operation in administering the

items.

TABLE 3:1

SOCIETY INSTRUMENTAL

How important is .it to.you that

You prepare .for a.profession.

You get.further in life than your parents have.

You prepare-for.a skilled trade.

You go out. and let. what you want.

You become well-educated.

You marry someone.who help you get ahead in the world.

You look out for yourself even if it means getting a friend in
trouble.

You have the best of everything even if it means your parents
must sacrifice.
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You get and keep a jobA

You make a_lot of money .someday.

SOCIETY NORMATIVE

How important.is.itto you that .
......

You obey even those.laws you think are .unfair.

You don't try to get around the law even when you can get away
with it.

You do not hang around with kids who. are known to the police.

You do not drink until you are 21.

You follow curfew laws.

You observe the law even when it means.giving up a good time.

You obey even those laws which most people ignore.

SOCIETY EXPRESSIVE

How important is it to you that :

You get.along well .with boys.

You get along with authorities. .

You do have a lot.in common with other kids.

You are not rude to other adults.

You get along well with girls.

You have the things a boy needs to be popular.

SCHOOL PARTICIPATIVE

How important.is it to.you that .--
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TABLE 3:1

(continued)

.you.get.to school. on time.

You attend a class even though you.dislike the subject.

.You.participate actively in school.social events.

You never miss a day.of school.

You remain.in school even if you want to.quit.

You participate actively in.school,clubs.

You attend .a. class even if you dislike.the teacher.

You participate.actively in school_atbletic events, sports.

You attend .school even if you feel_too-tired.

You.attend school even if you are afraid of something or.someone.

SCHOOL EXPRESSIVE

How. important. Ls_ it-to-you_that

You get-abong.well with.teachers..

You do pr. 'et.other kids push you.around.

You do not let teachers.push.you-around.

You be a school leader.

SCHOOL NORMATIVE

How important is it .to you that :

You obey even.those.school. rules.that_most kids ignore.

You do_not-go-off school grounds without permission.
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TABLE 3:1

(continued)

You do not abuse school equipment.

You conform to school rules about dress.

You obey even those school rules which you think are unfair.

You do not cheat or copy someone else's work.

You do not read comic books or magazines in class.

You do not smoke at school.

You are not caught breaking school rules.

You do not fight on school grounds.

You do not hang around with kids who get in trouble in school.

SCHOOL INSTRUMENTAL

How important is it to you that :

You show enthusiasm and interest in school work.

You do more than just enough work to stay in school.

You get really good grades in school.

You graduate from high school.

You prepare for college.

You have a good citizenship record.

You work hard even in school subjects you don't like or you are
not good in.
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TABLE 3:1

(continued)

FAMILY PARTICIPATIVE

How important is it to you.that

You be home most evenings during the week.

You have dinner with the family nearly every night.

You spend.holidaysmith.the family.

You bring your friends home.

The whole family be in on family problems and tries to solve them
together.

You talk things over with the family.

You do things with the family on weekends.

You have interests in common with your parents.

You like to do.things with the family.

FAMILY NORMATIVE

How important is it to you that

. You let the family know where you are going and who you are with.

You*do not talk back to parents when they tell you to do something.

You come home at the time your parents tell you to.

You associate only with those kids your parents approve of.

You obey even those family rules you feel are unfair.

You keep your things neat and tidy.

You be completely truthful with your parents.
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TABLE 3:1

(continued)

You do your home chores willingly.

You ask your parents' permission when you are supposed to.

You get your homework done before going out.

You have good table manners at home.

You keep yourself clean and tidy.

You get .your fair share of family possessions.

You are not rude to your parents.

You obey your family's rules even if they are different than most.

You follow rules about taking care of family property.

You do not shout or raise your voice to.your parents.

FAMILY EXPRESSIVE

How important is it to you that:

You get along.with your brothers, sisters and other family members.

Your parents keep promises they make to you.

You be on good terms with your parent's friends.

There be very little quarreling in your home.

You show,affection to your parents.

You show affection to other members of the family.

Your parents always give you an explanation for things they tell you
to do.

Your parents show respect for you.

Your parents give advice and information to you.
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TABLE 3:1

(continued)

You-showlour parents a lot. of respect.

Your parents do not shout or raise their voices to you.

Your parents listen to your.opinions.

Your parents practice what they preach to you.

You keep the promises you make to your parents.

You feel your parents are treating you fairly.

Your parents openly show affection for you.

ASPIRATIONS

How important is it to you that

You be satisfied with what comes your way in life.

You be a kind,- considerate person.

You have a better time of things than your parents did.

You make your own decisions.

You make the most of your abilities.

You make a good impression on people.'

You be able to get people to do what you want.

You feel you are every bit as good as anybody else.

You know your own limits.

You have a happy home life of your own someday.

You be a self-sufficient and independent person.

You be a really good athlete.

You have a big job someday.
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During the latter part of the training period, the field staff

mailed letters requesting-the cooperation of parents and their sons

in serving as interview subjects for the study. ,Following the letters,

telephone contacts were made with several families each day, to estab-

lish specific appointment times when the interviewer team could meet

with the family members. In all, 138 families were interviewed. Of

thete, 84 provided complete three-person interview sets which could be

analysed for the purposes of this section of the report. 1

This re-

duced number of families was primarily brought about by the frequent

unavailability of the fatherin many of the families, because of separ-

ation or divorce. The data from the two-person families are being dealt

with elsewhere in the report. Since the consensus measures defined

earlier require data from all three family members, the N must neces-

sarily be reduced for the problem treated in this part of the report.

The three interviewers acted as a team, making their contact with

the family and appearing at the home together, so as to remove any

possibility of interaction between family members during the interview.

Each interviewer was responsible for one of the persons to be interviewed,

and stayed with that person .as much as possible throughout the interview

period. One of the interviewers was designated as team captain, and

served as spokesman for the group when first approaching the family.

The appendix contains the structions to the interviewers, and the

introductory statement which they were required to use. An identifi-

cation with the University of Southern California was clearly established,
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necessitated Ln part by local political issues prevailing at that time.

The data used .in this section-of the report were glthered during

the first part of the interview. They consist of ratings of importance

of 110 behaviorally descriptive items. The subjects were shown a re-

sponse card prior to starting and the card remained in view throughout

the task, so that the subjects could use pre-coded response categories.

The rating continuum was shown with five adjectives, ranging from Very

Important to Not At All Important. Subjects were instructed to reply

with either an adjective or its numeric equivalent, 1 to 5. The responses

were coded onto acetate plastic sheets, on which were printed grid

patterns for quick-and accurate marking.2 Later phases of the inter.

view, not dealt w!th here, required the rapid determination of the degree

of disagreement among family members' responses, and the clear sheets

allowed instant recognition of disagreed-upon items. Samples of the in-

terview materials are shown in the Appendix.

The section of the interview described here took approximately

one and one half to two hours to complete. Each respondent was inter-

viewed in a different part of the home, so that contamination of responses

could not occur. Although in some homes this situation was awkward due

to lack of space, adequate separation was almost always maintained by

using bedrooms, kitchens, bathroom, etc. Table 3:2 shows 'the mean

length of time required for the total interview.
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TABLE 3:2

Mean Length of Interview in Munutes, by

Adjustment Group and Family Posltion

AGG ,/A UA

Mothers 204.5 200.0 182.2

Fathers 206.6 196.3 178.1

Sons 192.6 184.5 182.4

When a large staff of interviewers is employed, and appointments

are scheduled primarily in the evening, a considerable waste of daytime

work may result. In the present project, this_was.ovei=come by making

use of the daytime hours of the interviewers for coding of interview

data in preparation for machine analysis. Since each family provided

three interviews, and the 110 items were asked three times each, this

resulted in 990 ratings. Without considering the. remainder of the

interview, thismould,recrAre more key-punching machines than are gen-

erally available to any project. To overcome.the machine shortage and

provide full-time work for the interviewers, a method for coding the

rating data was developed; making use of mark sense cards. The

technique can be described most simply `with an illustrations..
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An example of a typical card, pre-punched to indicate it is
Card 01, for position 1 (mother), in family number 018.
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For each person to be tnterviewed, thirteen cards were prepared in

the office. The family case number, the position of the person being

interviewed, and the card number were prepunched on the pack of cards.

After completion .of the_interview, the responsible interviewer checked-

out. the pack of cards from the field supervisor, and coded the contents

of the acetate sheet onto the mark sense cards. To further enable

visual distinction between the packs, "father cards" were blue striped,

"mother cards" were pink .striped, and "son cards" were brown striped.

By naving all cards prepunched, and passed out under the control of the

field supervisor, chances for error due to misnumbering were minimized.

When the interviewers had finished the cards for a family, they were

turned in to the field supervisor, who acknowledged their receipt on

the master interview control forms maintained.in the project office.

The mark sense cards themselves were returned to the data processing

room, where they were converted into punched cards on an IBM Type 514

reproducing punch. Full electronic as well as logical checks were used

to insure that all data were converted as originally marked. If anoma-

lies were discovered, the original document was consulted for recon-

ciliation of the error. When all data cards had been punched and

checked, the criterion category to which the son belonged was punched

on all the cards for each family. For the interview as a whole, 103 cards

per family were required to contain the data. When the cards were

rechecked and found satisfactory, a master deck was made for filing. A
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magnetic tape copy was utilized for actual analysis, to reduce computer

running time.

DETERMINATION OF .CONSENSUS MEASURES

In Chapter 2, three measures of intra-family consensus were pre-

sented. The V score is a measure of consensus between the two parents,

and consists of the variance of their ratings on a given item. For the

group of items in a scale or category, the overall V score is the sum

of the parents' variance. Since there are eleven item-categories involved,

the result is eleven separate V scores for each family.

The M, in turn, scores are measures of consensus between the two

parents, taken as a unit, and the son. Again," the variance of ratings

is used, following the formula shown in Chapter 2 (2:3). Eleven sub-

scores result, allowing a determination of two-position consensus on

all eleven item-categories.

The D scores for a family are derived by summing, for each of the

eleven rem-categories, the previously computed V and M sores. The

calculations involved in these operations are very simple, but given

the magniture of the project are highly time-consuming. To speed the

process as well as to insure complete accuracy, a computer program was

prepared by the author to compute the 33 scores for each family. In all,

several dozen programs were written to handle certain part's of the analy-

sis of the entire project, but the Consensus program is most relevant

to mention here.
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FOOTNOTES

1 The remaining cases will be included in the analyses for the
second part of this report. The data for incomplete families
do not lend themselves to analysis by the methods described

.here.

2 The author is indebted to Mr. Fred I. White, then of the Youth
Studies Center, who suggested this procedure.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE CRITERION VARIABLE:

SCHOOL ADJUSTMENT

Chapter 4

This chapter deals with the background and procedures utilized in

the development of the three groups of adolescent boys used as the sample

for this study. The work described took place, for the most part, prior

to the time when the author joined the staff of the Youth Studies Center.

The design and conduct of the process described here was directed by

Dr. Fred J. Shanley who kindly allowed the author to make use of his

material)

CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND

If, as commonly supposed, the family is the most significant

socialization influence in the life of the child, surely the school must

rank in second place. Receiving the child at a, early stage in his

development, the school as a social system continues to mold the indi-

vidual for as long as two decades. The school provides the first

intensive relations between the child and a non-family adult and perhaps

the first view of the falliWity of parents and family. The school pro-

vides the child with his first, and perhaps most lasting exposure to the

workings of formal organizations and status differentiation. The school
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provides a clearly specified set of behaviors for achieving goals which

are rationally and impersonally rather than emotionally determined. In

all, the school must.be said to represent a highly complex socialization

situation, differing in important ways from the socialization procedures

carried out in the family system. This more extensive socialization has

been alluded to by Parsons, who has pointed out that the family does not

offer sufficiently wide ranges of role participations for the developing

child.2 Movement from the family socialization process to that of other

social systems is required by the need to learn, in a progressive fashion,

more kinds of role behaviors and expectations than the family can manage

to teach. By its provisions for interaction with other children as well

as non-family adults, the school offers the actors and status relation-

ships necessary for teaching the growing repertoire of roles which the

successful adult is expected to play.

Earlier in the discussion, the point was made that the family has, as

a major task in its socialization capacity, the responsibility for the

"production" of a child whose behavior will be acceptable in other social

systems outside the family. Specifically, with young children, a good

share of the family's training activity is directed toward inducing be-

havio- which the parent perceives as desirable for school situations.

No doubt considerable generalization occurs in this training, so that

many kinds of interactive situations are influenced. What seems important

in this relationship, however, is thai. the school behaviors and activities

of the child might be used as a criterion of the degree of success

achieved by the family in their socialization efforts. This represents
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a departure from much reported family research, in which personality

characteristics of the child are usually used as criteria of socialization

effectiveness.

For the present research, the relationship between family and school

as adjacent points on the continuum of socialization suggested itself as a

source of criterion measurements of socialization effectiveness. To

accomplish this, some measures of the degree of success a child achieved

in school are necessary, following the assumption that if the parents were

successful as socializers, the likelihood of school success should be

increased. In this kind of situation, however, a definition of "success"

poses operational difficulties, in that many expectations are set up for

adolescent school behavior, some dealing with formal behavior and some

with personal relations. To cover a range of possibilities for success

definition, a composite approach was developed for the present study.

The formal requirements of academic achievement were taken into account in

terms of grades, but conforming behavior and sociometric considerations

were also involved. The remainder of this chapter describes the criterion

groups and the means used in their identification.

DEVELOPMENT OF BEHAVIOR CATEGORIES

As the first step in determining those adolescents whose families

seemed successful in their socialization tasks, several criteria of

unacceptable school behavior were developed. A perennial problem in an

approach like this is the avoidance of value judgments in determining

"unacceptable" or "bad" behavior. To insure that the researchers' own
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Name

CHART 4:1

RATING FORM FOR AGGRESSIVE (ACTING-OUT) BEHAVIOR

School Grade

YPES OF AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR
FRE-

QUENCY
INTENSITY
L M H

UNRECORDED BEHAVIOR
COMMENTS

Defiance of authority,

teachers, deans of boys,

principals, counselors, etc.
'ggressor in fight on

school grounds, intimidating
others.

Destruction of school or
student roert .

Theft

Aggressive. sexual

behavior.

,

Truancy

Smoking in violation of
school regulations.
Leaving school grounds in
violation of regulations.

Disturbing class.

General rudeness, pushing

others, unfair, refuses to
take his turn.

Use of rofanit .

Chronic lateness.

Wearing special clothing,
1.3., black leather 'acket,
Refusing to prepare for
classes,

OTHERS: Secif
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feelings and perceptions were not providing a bias, the staff members of

the school system involved in the study were asked to compile a list of,

school behaviors which they felt were unacceptable within their organi-

zation. The persons consulted in this step we're principals, deans of boys,

school psychologists, and Youth Studies Center representatives. The

behaviors they designated were such things as "fighting-aggressor,"

"defiance of authority," "destruction of school property," etc. The form

resulting from this determination is found in Chart 4:1.

After the behavioral criteria had been established, the next step was

to determine which boys were actually involved. Three schools in a

southern California city were participating at this point in the study, .

two junior high schools and the senior high school they served. The deans

of boys from each of these schools provided names of boys in each school

whose behaviors were identified in the first step. For each boy, an

offense list was prepared, showing frequencies and seriousness of each

category. The boys nominated by this process constituted the pool from

which the group labelled Aggressives would be drawn, in a later step.

MEASUREMENT OF UNDER-ACHIEVEMENT

Apart from the degree of conformity to behavioral requirements of the

type mentioned above, another major area of behavior is of concern to the.

school -- that of academic achievement. (Which of these questions is

dominant in today's urban school system is a moot point, and must be left

to others to decide.) To discover the boys exhibiting the most serious

degree of discrepancy between school achievement and ability was the next
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task. To accomplish this, grade point averages for academic subjects were

contrasted with intelligence tests scores for a large group of boys, who

,,.had not been nominated in the Aggressive group. By making use of a bival--

late scatter-plot of these scores, it was possible to select those boys who

showed the most serious discrepancy between achievement and ability. The

boys chosen were those who ranked lowest on grade point interval, within

each IQ interval of five points. These boys, falling in the lowest decile

on grade average for their IQ score group, became the group labelled

Under-achievers.

In order to provide contrasts with the Aggressive and Under-achiever

group identified, it was deemed desirable to develop criteria for a so-

called Well-adjusted group of subjects. The members of this group were

selected through the use of more complex criteria, described below:

TEACHER RATINGS

Because the teacher is in constant and significant interaction with

the adolescent at school, the evaluations which he can provide often yields

Information which proves to be some of the most revealing and important

obtainable. The teacher may often be the first, if not the only, college-

trained person the child contacts. As an achiever of many middle-class

goals himself, the teacher can serve as an excellent judge of the adoles-

cent's conformity and iikelihood of achievement. In developing the

criterion groups for this study, data from the teacher seemed a requisite

part of the overall scheme.
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In order to provide a common basis on which the teachers might

evaluate the students, three attributes were selected which bore on fre-

quently mentioned characteristics of students: Ambition, Responsibility,

and Emotional Maturity A panel of teachers was selected by the dean of

boys in each of the three schools. The teachers selected were those felt

to be most experienced and knowledgeable concerning students and school-,

behavior.

To accomplish the actual rating task, decks of cards were prepared,

each containing the name of an :ligible sample member, and space for the

three ratings. Names of boys already selected in the Aggressive and

Under-achieving groups were included here also. Pre-shuffling of the

cards prevented the group membership from being revealed, and no infor-

mation concerning any of the boys was given to the rating teachers.

Printed instructions were given the teachers, requesting them to sort out

those students they felt they knew well enough to rate. Having elimi-

nated the unknowns, the teachers then proceeded with the rating task, using

the form shown in Chart 4:2.

SOCIOMETRIC MEASURES

The influence of peer group relations has received widespread

attention as a major socializing force. During the period of adolescence,

particularly, the effects of adult influence seem to wane, and much of the

adolescent's behavior is oriented toward conformity with behavioral

expectations developed among his peers. Information concerning the per-

ceptions of an individual by his peers should be very significant in

'''.774-rillichtTg;-7;4017,4741,11:6114V110111wommairmerwmumor
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evaluating a level-of schooladjustment. .Consequently, a sociometric

questionaire was nirculated to all students in the 8th, 9th and 10th

grades in the three schools from which the. sample was to be drawn.

The questionaire dealt with friendship choices, social detachment, and

school dislike.

CHART 4:2

RATING SCHEDULE

Description
Rating

Is responsible, dependable, con-
forms to school standards .of be-

haviorand.teachers' goals; is

conscientious and bel;eves in
honesty.

II. Is ambitious to succeed.in most
school activities; likes prestige
and to be looked up to; is per-
sistent --. i.e., voluntarily works
at school tasks.

III. Is usually cheerful, emotionally
mature, and composed. Is not
moody, nervous or childish.
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Each student was asked to indicate the names of the three boys in his

school that he.l'ked .best .of all, the three boys with whom he did not

get along well, the three boys who were too shy to-make friends, and

the three boys who.really.dislike school, The choosers were free to

nominate anyone.in.their school at that time, whether or not in their

same grade.

To insure that fear of disclosure Would,not influence the results

of the Rociometac questionnaire, an elaborate protective technique was'

worked out. To each questionnaire, a separate identification slip was

attached, on which the student's name, grade, school and sex were to be

indicated. The slip was serial numbered, and the serial number matched

the number of.the questionnaire to which it was attached. After the forms

were passed out in.the schoolroom, the students were instructed to fill

out the identification ship, tear it from the cover of the questionnaire

and turn it in to .the research assistant present. After all slips were

collected, the nominations were made. The slips were conspicuously

sealed in an envelope, and the questionnaires.placed in a separate box,

bearing-a University of Southern California emblem. Later, at the Youth

Studies Center, the slips and the questionnaires were rematched.

DETERMINATION OF THE WELL ADJUSTED GROUP

The methods for the determination of the Aggressive and Under-

achieving groups has already been presented.. The third group, labeled

Well-adjusted, was selected on the basis of several simultaneous criteria,
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making use of the teacher ratings, sociometric data and school grades.

The pool of eligible boys from which the Well-adjusted could be

drawn was defined .as the. entire 8th, 9th, and 10th grades, minus the boys

already identified. as Aggressives or Under-achievers. The remainder was

subjected to a three part criterion, as shown below:

1. Acceptance by-peer group, measured in terms of sociometric

nomination on two items:

a. Nominated.as a-person "liked best of all".

To be included in the Well-adjusted group, a student

had-to have two .or .more such nominations.

b. -Nominated as a person who "you don't get along with

very well". Students receiving three or more nominations

on this item were eliminated from consideration.

2. Teacher ratings on three scales repreienting three personality

trait continua; dePendability-responsibflity, ambition-drive,

and emotional maturity. Only students receiving a mean rating

of 4..0 or more were considered for inclusion.

3. An.overall grade average of "C" or above, in academic subjects.

By application of the several criteria described in this chapter,

a total of 317 students were selected for study in the original Critical

Factors Project. By school adjustment group there were 101 Aggressives,

131 Well-adjusteds and 87.Under-achievers, divided about evenly in the

8th, 9th and 10th grades of the junior and senior high schools. A great

deal of data were gathered on the subjects, from a variety of sources,
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An order to illustrate some of-the differences between the three groups,

and to serve as a .validaCon for the criterion used in selection, Table

4:1 has been includedhere.3

THE PRESENT SAMPLE

As mentioned in .Chapter 1, the Family Relations Project made use

of the Critical Factors Project sample, reduced through attrition over

the passage of time. The sample was generated according to the procedures

described above during the 1959-60 school year, arc he interviewing

process described In.Chapter 3 took place during 1962. By that time, a

number of families had moved from the community, sew boys had dropped

out from school, and some had simply dropped from view.. The effects

Of these attritional processes were such that a total group of.156 .

families could be located in 1962 by the field. staff of the Family

Relations Project. Of this group, 138 families agreed to'be interviewed,

Of those who agreed, 84 families yielded complete three-person inter-

views which could be analysed. The remaininglamilies had one 'parent

absent, or the son absent -- frequently he was in college, military

service or in a correctional institution.

In a review article on family research, Brimm has made the point

that more descriptive material should be provided for each study reported

and so that other researchers can determine some bases for generality of

their concerns. Following this suggestion, a number of desCriptive

variables are presented in the present study, particularly to indicate
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TABLE 4:1

Results of Comparative Data Analysis
for Three Student Groups

Tie of Data

1. Dropout Rate (April 1962)

2. Police Contact Rate
(April 1962)

3. Grades (Mean)(1960-61)
2.

Academic

Non-Academic

4. Attendance (Median)
(196041)
Unexcused absence (day).

Periods Truant

Days Suspended

Frequency of Tardiness

5. Teacher Ratings (Mean)
(1960-61)3

Responsibility

Ambition

Emotional Maturity

6. Sociometric Nomination
(Median)(1960-61)

"Liked Best of All"

"Difficult to get
along with"

"Dislikes School"

7. Psychometric Data
(1960-61) Calif.

Psych. Inventory

emminwwillmommrrm

Signif. of Diff.
1

Type of Student AGG AGG WA
AGG AJA'.:' WA WA UA UA

33% 18% 4%

66% 19% 3%

7.75 7.53 4.02

7.03 6.92. 3.42

5.7 2.0 .2

6,0 1.3 .2

.7 .1 .01

8.5 .5 .06

4.85 3.90 1:78

5.15 4,80 2.15

4.88 4,35 Z.11

1.17 2.25 4.00

2.50 .47 .33

3.50 1.06 .21

** *

** ** **

15 of 18 scales differentiate AO from WA,
10 of 18 scales differentiate AGG from UA
at .05 level of significance.

1 * significance at .05 leve;.** significance at .01 level.
2 High mean scores associated with low grades; range is 1-10.
3 High mean scores associated with poor ratings; range of rating is 1.17.
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the general similarity of the three-groups of respondents. Comparisons

between criterion .groups and family positions are shown in the following

tables.

Only very slight differences in ages appear in Table 4:2. As would

be expected from the technique of sample selection, the sons' mean ages

are about equal. The age range for the parents as a combined group was

36-64. For the sons, the range was 15-19.

TABLE 4:2

Mein Age of Respondents,
By Adjustment Group and Family Position

AGG WA WA

Mothers 45.2 45.2 43.5

Fathers 50.3 48.5 48,.0

Sons 16.6 16.9 16.8

Since the level of education attained is so often correlated with

types of values and standards accepted, an examination of that variable

is necessary here. Tables 4:3 and 4:4 show the.data on this question.

Table 4:3 indicates a slight tendency for Aggressive parents to have
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had somewhat more schooling than Well-adjusted parenn, while the parents

of Under- achievers have less. The differences are small, and when the

ranges are examined, in Table 4:4, seem to be mere artifacts. In all,

little difference exists between the three criterion groups in terms of

the education.of parents. The sons, naturally, are equivalent.

The frequenr? *4 remarriage is frequently. offered as a rough index

of family stability. Unless reasons for disrupting a marriage are ex-

plored carefully, however, the mere fact of multiple marriage would be

of little utility. Table 4:5 shows the number.of the present marriage

by criterion group and family position. Little difference can be seen

between the Well-adjusted and.the Under-achiever groups. Second marriages

are more common, proportionally, among the Aggressive families.

TABLE 4:3

Median Number of School Years Completed,
By Adjustment Group and Family Position

AGG WA VA

Mothers 13.5 12.5 12.0

1

Fathers 14.0 13.0 12.0
.

Sons 11.0 11.0 11.0
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TABLE 4:4

Ranges of Reported School Years Completed,
By Adjustment Group and Family Position

AUG WA UA

Mothers

0......-__"---........,..."--

Fathers

8

5

- 18

- 20

6 - 21 10 - 18

6 - 22 8 - 21

Sons 10 - 13* 10 - 13* 10 - 12

* The two boys with a 13th year had begun junior college
under a special program alloiring the last year of high
school and the first year of college to be completed
simultaneously.

TABLE 4:5

Number of Present Marriage, By
Adjustment Group and Family Position

AGG WA UA

Mothers 1st - 13

2nd - 6

1st - 38*

2nd - 8

3rd - 1

1st - 12

2nd - 4

4th - 1

Fathers 1st - 13

2nd - 6

1st - 41*

2nd - 2

3rd 2

1st - 13
2nd - 2

3rd - 2

* One set of parents reported not being married, and cwo
fathers declined to answer the question.
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Data.concerning-claimed.religious affiliation for the total sample

combined are. shown in Table 4.:6.. As can be seen, the majority of the

sample profess Protestantism. Although the "None" category is small, its

composition, is of .interest. Of the 27 persons who responsed "None" to

the religious question, 59 percent (16) were sons, 27 percent (7) were

fathers, and 14 percent (4) were mothers, Table 4:7 shows the responses

to the religious affiliation question by criterion group and family posi-

tion. Considerable more variation in religious affiliation occurs with-

in ',:he families of Aggressives, compared to the other two groups.

A frequently used indicator of socio-economic level is family income.

Data concerning this was gathered from the fathers of 82 of the 84 families

involved in this part of the study. The remaining two declined to give

income information. Since so many families have more than one wage-

earner, the interviewers were instructed to obtain the total family income,

rather than father's salary alone. In addition, they obtained data on, the

nature and degree of the wife's employment. The data concerning median

family income and proportion of timtt of the wife's employment (either full

or part time) are shown in Table 4:8. Very little difference can be

discerned between the three groups. On the basis of these data, as well

as the preceding information on education, it would appear that no essen-

tial difference in social class indicators obtain between the criterion

groups.

The high income and education level of the three groups, particular-

ly the Aggressive families, suggests that the respondents represent a
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TABLE 4:6

Claimed Religious Affiliation
For Entire Sample - Combined Percent of Response

Prot. Cath. Jew. None Other NR

67.8 10.3 7.1 10.7 3.5 3

TABLE 4:7

Claimed Religious Affiliation
By Adjustment Group and Family Position

AGG W A U A

P C I N O P C INOPCINO
18 1 34 4 4 Z. 3 11 2

% 95 5 72 8 8 4 6 64 12 12 12

F f 15 2 1 1 35 4 9 5 2

% 79 10 5 5 74 8 6 8 2 53 29 6 12

S f 7 1 8 2:32 5 4 5 2 8 3 2 3 1

39 44 11 67.10 8 10 4.. 47 18 ,12 18 6



TABLE 4:8

Median Family Income
And Percent of Wives' Employment

AGG WA UA

Median Income $ 9,444 $ 8,145 $ 8,052

Percent of Wives

Employed 63% 52% 53%

predominantly middle-class sample. The range of income in each of the

groups was from approximately $5,000 per year to over $20,000. For all

three groups, the proportion of women working is quite high. This may

be a function of the age of the parents, as well as representing the rela-

tive emancipation of wives whose child has grown to high school age. The

higher employment of mothers of Aggressive boys is supportive of the notion

that boys whose mothers are out of the home at work fail to receive proper

supervision from parents. Without direct examination of this question in

the interview, such a finding must be taken as a supposition, however.

In general, the degree of similarity between the three criterion

groups on the variables of age, religious affiliation, education, income

and marriage pattern is quite high. It would appear that these variables

need not be considered when examining intra-family data developed in the

later chapters. Had there been sizeable differences between criterion

groups on these variables, the research task Would have been much more com-

plex, requiring some form of statistical control on the contaminants.
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1 Several previous Youth Studies Center publications deal
with this project:

D. Welty Lefever, Fred J. Shanley and Georgia Adams,
Preliminary Analysis, of School Records and Behavioral Data
for Matched Groups of Aggressive, Well-adju;EriFrlinder-
011T/T7oys,Los Angeles: Youth Studies Center, University
of Southern California, 1961, (mimeo).

Fred J. Shanley, William R. Larson, H. L.. Myerhoff, Roger
Rice, D. Welty Lefever and Lan9don Longstreth, Comparative
Study of Factors.Influencin9 the School AcT.Istment, of Adoles-
cents: ATWIT;Inary Resort, Los Angeles: Youth Studies
Center, UniVersity of Southern California, 1964, (mimeo).

Fred J. Shanley, Jalil Alzobaie and D. Welty Lefever, Com-
parativeAnalysis of School Record and Behavioral Data for
plgressive, Well-adjusted aniiFITIgrachieving Students, Los
An Youth Studies Ce nter, University of Southern
California, 1964, (mimeo).*

2 Talcott Parsons and Robert Bales, Family, Socialization and
Interaction Process, Glencoe: The Free Press, 1955, p. 33.

5 This table is taken from Fred J. Shanley, Jalil Alzobaie and
D. Welty Lefever, 22.cit.

4 Orville Brimm, Jr., "The Parent-Child Relation as a Social
System," Etild Development, 1957, Vol. 2$, No. 3, p. 343-364.



PRESENTATION OF DATA

Chapter 5

The description of the present research given thus far has focussed

upon two primary investigatory concerns. The first deals with a deter-

mination of which definition of intra-family consensus would best dis-

criminate between the criterion groups, and the second question revolves

around tIle eleven areas of inquiry used in the interview, related to the

1n$truinentaiExpressive, Participative and .Normative activities of the

son, in the family, school and society. The task, quite clearly, is to

determinp whether disconsensus in these are of inquiry relates equally,

if at all, to the criterion of school adjustment. A related,"composite

task is to discover if similar patterns of relationships between predic-

tors and criterion hold for each of the three consensus scores, V, M, and D.

The analysis technique selected to deal with the research questions

concerned here is called multiple discriminant function. Although based

on original work reported by Fisher in 1936,1 the.applicatiop of this pro-

cedure to more than two groups of subjects is a recent innovation. The

extension of Fisher's discriminant function technique is due primarily to

Bryan, who developed analytic procedures necessary for generalizing the

process to any number of groups. The name multiple discriminant function



ivas proposed by Bryan for this extended technique.2

Discriminant function analysis can best be described as a procedure

in which one seeks a set Of numeric weights for a set of scores, such

that the ratio of the sum of squares among groups to the sum of squares

within groups is at a maximum. The process serves to develop a new set

of scores, which is a linear function of the original scores. Following

the Central Omit Theorem, this set is morelikely to be normally dis-

tribyted than the original values.3 The multiple discriminant scores

serve to estimate the position of a subject on a ilultivariate line that

indicates the best separation between classes pr groups, on the basis of

the ratio of between-within group sums of squares. Unlike a bivariate

rrgl4ssion situation, more than one set of weights maybe calculated

which provides significant discrimination between groups of subjects.

To e*hayst'the predictive power of a set of variables, in terms of dis-

tinguishing between criterion groups, as many mutually orthogonal func-

tions may be obtained as the lesser of two numbers: (Number of Groups

- 1) or (Number of Predictor Variables).

In most instances, as in this study, the number of variables Is

purposefully set up to be greater than the number of groups, to provide

for mathematical stability in the estimation of group differences. Since

three criterion groups have been defined for the present work, Aggressives,

Well-adjusteds and Under-achievers, and eleven predictor variables have

been used, two uncorrelated discriminant functions can be obtained. A

part of the application of the discriminant function procedure will be to
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determine if.the.elevenndimenslonal space. necessary to describe,' the

groups in terms.of raw data.can be reduced. The two discriminant

functions Can provide .a-two-dimensional system which can describe

.1.-f.-4-.' --.....-

the original data with minimum loss. In this sense the discriminant

fnctions can be thought of much as factors in a factor analysis.
4

DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF V

As descriLed in Chapter 2, the V score is a measure of consensus

between parents, and consists of the variance of their responses on

Importance ratings for each of the 110 items of the interview schedule.

Following the classification of items presented in Chapter 3, the Item

V scores for a.family were.summed, and then divided by the number of

items in a set. The mean result was taken as one of 11 mean V scores

describing a family. Each family in the study.is classifiable by the

school adjustment group in which.the son was placed. Althoup the terms

have some unfortunate connotations, for the sake of succinctness, here-

after families will be named by the acrustment group of the son. Fami-

lies which have produced a son classified as.Aggressive will be called

Aggressive families, etc. It should be plear.that in so doing, no im-

plication regarding family process is intended.

As a preliminary to the findings of the discriminant analysis,

Tablg A:1 through A:4 showthe inter-correlations between the eleven

spales or sets of items, for each of the criterion groups. The term

spa)e will .be used from here on to refer to the eleven sets of items,
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althoughin actuality the items have not been subjected to any kind of

sEaling technique. Table A:5 shows the means and standard deviations

for each group,. Throughout the xemainder of this report, tables with the

prefix A wilt be found in the Appendix.

In order-to evaluate the univariate relationships between scales

and.the criterion, F tests for the V scores on the eleven scales are

included in Table 5:1. As can be seen, none of the.eleven scales

Tears a significant univariate relationship to the criterion. With

2 and 81 degrees of freedom, an F of 3.11 is significant at the .05

level. Three scales can be evaluated against this F value: Society

Expressive, School Normative, and School Instrumental. For the remain-

in9 scales, the variance ratio must be reversed, since the within-group

mean square is greater than the between-group mean square. In these

instances, F would have to exceed 19.48 to be significant at the .05 level.

The results of the .univariate F tests show.that V scores on the

eleven scales. do not provide any indications which would suggest a sig-

nificant pattern of relationships to the criterion.

The findings of the multiple discriminant.function analysis applied

to the V scores for the three criterion groups.are shown in Table 5:2.

Since three groups were involved in the criterion, a maximum of two dis-

criminant functions is possible.6 The latent roots of the matrix contain-

ing the.weighted ratios of between-group sum of squares to within-group

sum of sqFares are shown as eigenvalues. The extent to which a discrimi-

nant function accounts for the discriminating power of the set of predictor

Variables.ls shown by the percent of the trace of the matrix.
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TABLE 5:1

V Scores

Discriminant Function Analysis:
Intra-Family Consensus on Importance

Univariate F's

Sum of Squares Mean Squares F P

SOC INS

SOC NOR

soc EXP

SCH PAR

SCH EXP

SCH NOR

SCH INS

FAM PAR

FAM NOR

FAM EXP

ASP

df

Within Between

806.20 2,86

218.18 .64

215.15 I3.50
.

812.89 5.36

355.93 8.20

676.94 39.02

179.51 7.35

796.28 2.72

759.33 2.84

624.70 4.56

637.30 5.57

81 2

Within Between

9.95

2.69

2.66

10.04

5.63

8.36

2.22

9.83

9.37

7.71

7.87

1.43 6.96

.32 8.41

6.75 2.54

2.68 3.75

4.10 1.37

19.51 2.33

3.67 1.65

1.36 7.23

1.42 6.60

2.28 3.38

2.78 2.83
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As shown in Table 5:2, the first discriminant function accounted for

about 71 percent of the trace, while the second function accounted for the

remainder.

Two normalized vectors are shown in the table. These values represent

4.kg. ..^.4Cf..f..*". ...0 .4.1.- At---t,-,_, r____,
ully vvi11%.tuut.al vi WIG U101611Mlildnt. IWIGL ions, i and 2. For visual inter-

pretation, these values are, difficult to handle. Since one aim of this

research is to determine the differential contribution of each of the eleven

scales to the discrimination between criterion groups, it is necessary to

examine these coefficients. By multiplying the normalized latent vectors

by the diagonal elements of the matrix of pooled, within-groups deviation

scores cross products matrix, scaled vectors result which directly illustrate

the relative contribution of each scale. These vectors are shown in the

right-most columns of Table 5:2.

To determine the degree to which the V scores have achieved a

significant discrimination between the three criterion groups, a test of

significance has been applied. Fisher's F is appropriate in this situation,

to evaluate Wilk's Lmbda. Wilk's Lambda is defined as follows:

A = II [ 1

li+T;T
'

As the formula above indicates, the value of Lambda grows larger with

decreasing significance. For the dircrimi.nant analysis of V scores, Wilk's

Irambda has a value of .739.

690.1



TABLE 5:2

V Scores

Discriminant Function Analysis:
intra-Family Consensus on Importance

Coefficients of the Discriminant Functions as Latent Vectors

Scale
Normalized Vectors Scaled Vectors

1 2 1 2

SOC INS -.13 .01 -3.61 .30

SOC NOR -.05 .21 - .67 3.15

SOC EXP .77 -.32 11.36 -4.63

SCH PAR .18 -.01 5.07 - .30

SCH EXP -.27 .34 -5.73 7.32

SCH NOR -.28 -.32 -7.31 -8.34

SCH INS -.33 .74 -4.36 9.90

FAM PAR -.08 .03 -2.19 .79

FAM NOR .03 .20 .75 5.57

FAM EXP .26 -.20 6.58 -4.90

ASP -.13 -.09 -3.33 -2.30

Eigenvalues Percent of Trace

Ai = .2344616

A2 = .0951898

71.12

28.88

Trace = .32965 Sum of Eigenvalues = .32965

Wilk's Lambda = .73966 Fisher's F, with 22 and 142 df = 1.050

p > .25
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Fisher's F for this analysis allows the evaluation of Wilk's Lambda

for a generalized multivariate null hypothesis that the three groups do not

differ on V scores. The determination of the two values for degrees of

freedom in this situation is quite complex. They are calculated as follows:

For the greater mean square estimate:

Df = (Number of variables) (Number of groups - 1)

For the lesser mean square:

df.(4-1) NV-NG NV2 (NG-1) - 4 + 2 -NV(NG-1) - 2

2 NV2 (NG-1)2-'5

Where N is the total number of subjects

NV is the number of variables

Nk is the number of groups

For the present problem, with eleven scales and three groups, the degrees

of freedom from the two formuli are 22 and 142.

The value for Fisher's F obtained in the discriminant analysis of V scores

is 1.05, as shown in Table 5:2. With the degrees of freedom in this situation,

this value is not significant. In order to be significant at the .05 level,

a value of 1.64 would have to be achieved.

A test of the significance of the separation has been developed by

Rao,7 making use of Chi-square approximations for estimating the significance

of an eigenvalue. Table 5:3 shows the values of Chi-square for the eigenvalues

of the V score matrix. Function 1 is not significant, with the p falling

between the .20 and .10 level. The degrees of freedom for this test are

calculated by the following formula:
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df (1) = NV + NG - 2

df (2) = NV + NG - 4

Where NV ;3 the number of variables

NG is the number of groups

From the discriminant function analysis of the V scores, measuring

consensus between parents on the importance of a list of values, standards

and behaviors for their son, the following conclusions seem relevant.

Tha separation of the three groups is such that the first discriminant

function accounts for 71 percent of the total variability. However, signi-

ficance tests of this separation indicate that the chances of drawing group

differences as large or larger than those obtained here by taking three

random samples for all eleven dimensional space are greater than five out

of 100. A null hypothesis stating no difference thus cannot be rejected.

It is concluded therefore, that V score, or inter-parent consensus, does

not differentiate school adjustment groups, as defined in the present study.

TABLE 5:3

Discriminant Function Analysis

Chi-Square Approximations
Significance of the Discriminant Functions

V Scores

Discriminant Function Eigenvalue df X2

1 .2345 12. 16.22 <.20 >.10

2 .0951 10 6.99 <.70
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DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF M

The second intra-family consensus score described in Chapter 2 was the

M score, measuring the extent to which the son's item rating was divergent

from the mean of the parents rating. In this case, as with the V score,

M values were summed across sets of items within scales, and divided by scale

size, to arrive at a mean on each of the eleven scales. The resulting eleven

M scores per family were subjected to the same multiple discriminant function

analysis just described for the V scores. Since the details are identical,

they need not be repeated.

The intercorrelations between M scores for the three groups, together

with the means and standard deviations of each scale are shown in Tables A6

through A10.

The univariate F tests for the M scores show a very different pattern

from that of the V scores. As shown in Table 5:4, five of.the eleven

scales are significant at the .01 level and one at the .05 level. Thus six

of the eleven scales significantly differentiate between the criterion groups.

Of the four school scales, family normative and society normative are the

notable ones.

When the multiple discriminant function analysis was performed for

the M score data, multivariate signficance was discovered. As shown'in

Table 5:5, the eigenvalue representing the first latent root accounted for

about 77 percent of the trace. Wilk's Lambda had a value of .569 and Fisher's F,

with 22 and 142 degrees of freedom, was 2.101 showing the Lambda to be signifi-

cant beyond the .01 level.
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TABLE 5:4

M Scores

Discriminant Function Analysis:
Intra-Family Consensus on Importance

Univariate F's

Scale .Sum of Squares Mean Squares F p
11111MITIIIIIMINIIM=~41111I

Within Between Within Between

SOC INS 10244.20 736.28 126.47 388.14 2.91

SOC NOR 20051.54 4345.83 247.55 2172.91 8.78 <.01

SOC EXP 4528.41 230.64 55.91 115.32 2.06

SCH PAR 13952.39 3082.12 172.25 1541.06 8.95 <.01

SCH EXP 2439.43 629.80 30.11 319.90 10.62 <.01

SCH NOR 45454.85 8863.63 561.17 4431.81 7.90 <.01

SCH INS 8426.95 1214.36 104.04 607.18 5.84 <.01

FAM PAR 20163.89 1069.88 248.94 534.94 2.15

FAM NQR 32137.89 3165.91' 396.76 1582.95 3.99 <.05

FAM EXP 17492.65 424.97 215.96 212.96 1.02

ASP 10564.33 763.23 130.42 381.61 2.93

....14,=p11.

df 81 2



TABLE 5:5

M Scores

Discriminant Function Analysis:
Intra-Family Consensus on Importance

Coefficients of the Discriminant Functions as Latent Vectors

Normalized Vectors Scaled Vectors
Scale 1 2 1 2

...._

SOC INS -.03 .52 -3.08 52.51

SOC NOR .23 .09 33.09 13.13

SOC EXP -.37 .43 -24.74 29.14

SCH PAR .29 -.32 34.09 -37.83

SCH EXP .82 .42 40,49 20.69

SCH NOR .07 -.14 15.14 -30.41

SCH INS -.12 .31 -11,26 28.75

FAH PAR -.02 -.12 -2.78 -17.37

FAH NOR -.14 -.31 -24.46 _

-55.22

FPM INS .01 .07 1.88 9.81

ASP .12 .15 12,39 15.51

Eigenvalues

Al = .5186127

"2 =

Trace = .67466

Wilk's Lambda = .5696081

75

Percent of Trace

76.87

23.13

Sum of Elgenvalues = .67466

Fishers's F for 22 and 142 df = 2.10

.S.



The Rao test of the separation of groups is shownin Table 5:6. The-

value of Chi-squarp for Function One is, so large as to be due to chance less

than one percent of the time. Function Two is not significant.

TABLE 5:6

M Scores

Discriminant Function Eigenvalue df X
2

P

1 .5186 12 32.17 <.01

2 ,1560 10 11.16 >.30

DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF D

The D score is a measure of total intra-family consensus. It is

composed of the sum of V and M, following the rationale described in Chapter 2.

Considering the outcome of the discriminant analysis of the two component

scores, V and M, it might be expected that the D score will provide a degree

Of separation of criterion groups somewhat between the V and M scores. This

expectation was fulfilled, as the following tables demonstrate.

As with the previous analysis, intercorrelations among the eleven scales

for each criterion group are provided, as well as means and standard deviations.

Table Awl] through A-15 show these values. Table 5:7 shows the univariate

F ratiri, testing the degree to which the separate scales differentiate

between the criterion groups. Six of the eleven scales show signficant F

ratios-, following the identical pattern to that found in the analysis of

M scores.
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Scale

TABLE 5;7

D Scores

Discriminant Function Analysis:
Intra - Family Consensus on Importance

Univariate F's

Sum of Squares Mean Squares* F P

Within Between Within Between

SOC INS 10531.77 784.97 130.03 392.48 3.02

SOC NOR. 20114.26 4450.19 248.32 2225.09 8.96 <.01

SOC EXP 4969.22 192.45 61.45 96.22 1.58

SCH PAR 14869.05 3290.89 183.57 1645.44 8.96 <.01

SCH EXP 3278.55 772.34 40.48 386.17 9.54 <.01

SCH NOR 48681.35 8283.97 601.00 -4141.98 6.89 <401

SCH INS 8862.74 1410.65 109.42 705.32 6.44 <.01

FAM PAR 19584.42 1175.09 241.78 587.54 2.43

FAM NOR 34010.38 3358.01 419.88 1679.00 4.00 <.05

FAM EXP 18131.91 438.58 223.85 219.29 1.02

ASP 12330.50 838.08 152.29 419.04 2.75

GEO

IND

IND

IND

df 81 2
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TABLE 5:8

D Scores

Discriminant Function Analysis
Intra-Family Consensus pn Importance

Coeffipients of the Discriminant FUnctions as Latent Vectors

Scale

SOC INS

NOR

SOC EXP

SCH PAR

SCH EXP

SCI NOR

SCH INS

FAM PAR

FAM NOR

FAM INS

ASP

Normalized Vectors Scaled Vectors
1 2 1 2

-.08 .59 -8.44 60.49

.27 .03 38.77 4.61

-.44 .23 -30.73 15.96

.29 -.44 35.50 -53.90

.79 .39 45.15 22.17

.05 .03 11.64 6.29

-.03 .21 -2.72 20.11

-.03 -.11 -4.36 -15.29

-.11 -.36 821.03 -66.07

.03 .01 4.09 .68

.06 .26 6.43 28.98

Eigenvalues Percent of Trace

Al = .4997116

A2 ri .1394270

Trace = .63914

Wilk's Lambda - .58520

78

78.18

21.81

Sum of Eigenvalues = .63914

Fisher's F with 22 and 142 df = 1.98

p < .01



The calculations resulting from the actual multiple discriminant

fqnction analysis are shown. in Table 5:9, The eigenvalue for Function One

accounts for 78 percent of the trace of the inverse of the pooled within-

groups deyiation scores sums of squares matrix, post-multiplied by the

between groups deviation scores sums of square matrix.

Milk's.i.ambOa, a test of the separation of the criterion groups, is

significant; as shown by the value of Fisher's F. The obtained F ratiq, 1.98,

Is signifiOant beyond the .01 level, with 22 and 142 degrees of freedom.

TABLE 5:9

D Scores

Discriminant Function Eigenvalue df Xa p

..4997 . 12 31.13 <.01

.1394 10 10.05

1'

2 >.30

Raols.Chi-square'test for the significance of the.eigenvalues is sholwn

in Table 5:9. As in the previous analysis of f4 scores, Function One is

signifiqnti while Fynction Two is not.

The foregoing separate discriminant analyses of the V, M4 and D scores

has resulted in the finding chat the three scores relate quite differently

to the criterion groups. The V scores do not allow a significant separation

of the groups, while the M and. D spores do. This finding serves as an answer

to the first of the research questions posed in this stydy; namely, which

measure of intra - family consensus is most useful? From the discussion in

Chapter 2, it may be recalled that V scored consensus between parent$9

While M scores measure consensus between parents and son, The implications
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of the present findings are quite clear, and suggest that the concept of

intra-family consensus is more complex than a consideration of mere agreement

or disagreement between parents. The fact that the M scores discriminate

better than V' scores indicates that mere parental disagreement is not

sufficient as a basis for explaining parents' inadequacy to induce conformity

on the part of the son. Rather intra-family disagreement is a function of

all the actors in the system, as portrayed by the M scores.

Implicit in the research thus far has been another question, in

addition to the selection of the best consensus score. This, of course,

is the question as to whether any of the consensus measures would provide

a discrimination between criterion groups. This question has been examined

simultaneously with the matters mentioned above. The finding that intra-

family*consensus is related to school adjustment, in a multivariate sense,

leads one to the second research queition to be considered here, that of the

determination of specific scales of items which contribute most to the

criterion discrimination.

PATTERNS OF VECTOR WEIGHTS

The scaled vectors of'the discriminant functions for the three measures

of consensus have already been presented. Since the V scores did not provide

significant separation of the criterion groups, they will not be discussed

further. The D scores are a composite of V and M, so they may also be

dropped, since the M scores are the most efficient for the ensuing analysis.
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To provide a clearer visualization of their contribution, each of

the eleven scaled vectors from Table 5:5 are shown below, in Table 5:10,

"conventionalized" by relating each value to the largest in the vector.

Bryan has shown that the values are independent of any linear transformation

that might be performed, therefore this technique provides visual facility

without altering the meaning of the values.8

TABLE 5:10

Conventionalized Scaled Vectors
of Discriminant Coefficients, M Scores

SOC SOC SOC SCH SCH SCH *SCH FAM FAM FAM
INS NOR EXP PAR EXP NOR INS PAR NOR EXP ASP Function

-.08 .82 -.61 .84 1.00 .37 -.28 -.07 .6o .05 .30 1

.95 .24 .53 -.68 .37 -.55 .52 -.31-1.00 .18 .28 2

The data from Table 5:10 provide the answer to the second research

question under examination here, concerning the differential contributions

of scales to the criterion separation. As the conventionalized vectors clearly

show, there are considerable differences between the scales in terms of their

relation to the criterion.

Three of the scales make a heavy contribution to the separation of

criterion groups: School Expressive, School Participative and Society

Normative. Two other scales, Society Expressive and Family Normative provide

a moderate contribution to the separation. The coefficients for Function Two

information is useful, however, when evaluating Function One coefficients.

In choosing the relevant scales from Function One data, for instance, the
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fact that the Family NorMative and Society Expressive scales are polar

reversals between the two sets of coefficients leads one to attend more

closely to them than the .60 and -.61 values on Function One would normally

indicate. As an arbitrary cutting point, a conventionalized vector element

should approximate .75 in order to be selected as a heavy "contributor" to

criterion group separation. One of the problems with the use of multiple

discriminant function as an analysis techpiquels the determination of

weights. An operationalized criterion such as used here enables at least

a comparison of relative differences.

SUMMARY OF DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS

The multiple discriminant analyses of V, M and D scores have shown

clear differences between the types of intra-family consensus measured by

those scores. The V scores, as measures of between-parent consensus, failed

to provide a significant discrimination between the criterion groups.

The M scores measuring consensus between parents and son yielded a strong

separation, with two measures of significance, F ratio and Chi-square.

The D score, as a composite of V and M, provided a somewhat less significant

separation between the criterion groups, as might be expected. Due to its

higher significance of separation, the M scores were chosen as the "best"

consensus measure, answering one of the research questions under examination,

as 'co which, if any, of the scores would show a relationship to the criterion

of school adjustment. These findings suggest that agreement or disagreement

between parents is not itself a sufficient basis for predicting "adjustment"

of the son. That the M scores should provide the best separations of the
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criterion groups supports the notion that the social system aspects of

the family are important to the outcome of the socialization process.

Agreement within a family, in other words, means agreement among all

participants of an interaction, not merely among parents as the major

definers of actions.

Having determined that degree of antra- family consensus does

discriminate between the criterion adjustment groups used in this study,

the next step is to examine the direction in which values of consensus are

aligned with the criterion groups. To accomplish this, a representation

of the groups in terms of the two dimensional space implied by the discri-

minant functions was necessary.

GROUP CENTROIDS IN REDUCED SPACE

To describe the original data for this study in multivariate terms

would require a discussion of eleven-dimensional space. One of the purposes

of using the multiple discriminant function has been to reduce the dimen-

sionality, while retaining as much of the discriminating ability of the

data as possible. It is possible to represent the criterion groups in

two-dimensional space by determining group centroids, making use of the

discriminant weights, the original means and dispersion matrices.

Representation in two-dimensional space can allow for an easier interpre-

tation of the findings of the discriminant analysis. The computational

routine for calculations of group centroids is shown in the Appendix.
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Table 5:11 shows the group centroids in two-dimensional space for the

three criterion groups on V scores. The matrices of two-dimensional dis-

persion for V scores are shown in Table 5:12. A graphic portrayal of the

group centroids is shown in Chart 5:1. function One is measured along the

horizontal axis, and Function Two on the vertical. As can be seen,

Function One differentiates well between the Well-adjusted-Aggressive

combination versus the Under-achievers. Function Two, on the other hand,

differentiates between the Well-adjusted-Underachiever combination versus

the Aggressives. Recalling that the overall 4iscrimination was not signi-

ficant for V scores, these data are still of interest, due to the centroid

configuration they reveal.

In part, the basis of the non-significant group discrimination can be

seen here, since each function serves to separate only two of the three

groups. This is in itself a noteworthy finding, as it implies that the

Well-adjusted and the Aggressive parent-consensus systems are similar to

each other, but different from the Under-achiever parent-consensus.

The group centroid for M scores is shown in Table 5:12, and the

plotting in Chart 5:2. The configuration here is quite different from

that of the V score centroids. A more even separation of groups is

evident, and the configuration to separation by Function One is of a

different pattern. Speaking in terms of the significan.7.: Function One only,

it can be seen that consensus is greater among Well-adjusted families and

least among Aggressive. A moderate amount of consensus characterized the

Under-achievers. Function Iwo separates the Well-adjusted and Aggressive

groups but slightly, while the Under-achievers are divergent.
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TABLE 5:11

V Scores

Discriminant Function Analysis:
Intra-Family Consensus on Importance

Group Centroids and Dispersion in Two-Dimensional Space

Raw Centroids

Function

1 2

AGG .237 1.086

WA .228 -.069

VA -1.283 .266

Dispersion in Two-Dimensional Space

Function

1 2

AGG 1.729

-1.352

-1.352

3.023

WA

INIMMI.11=1=1,1IV

1.653 .505

.505 2.193

UA

eamilealK~wrwalm=011

1.485 .036

.036 2.076
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TABLE 5:12

M Scores

Discriminant Function Analysis:
Intra-Family Consensus on Importance

Group Centroids and Dispersion in Two*Dimensional Space

Group Centroids

Function

1 2

AGG 18,658 2.410

WA 7.280 4.086

UA 12.963 11.403

Dispersion in Two-Dimensional Space

Function

1 .2

AGG 91.222 .129

.129 122.330

WA

UA

25.378

-8.263

45.079

24.126

-8.263

30.923

24.126

116.592
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UA

Multiple Discriminant Function Analysis

CHART 5:1

II

AGG

Plotting of Group
Centroids for

V Scores

-1.00 -.75 -.50 -.25 .25 .50 1.00

II

II

CHART 5:2

WA
0

UA

Plotting of Group
Centroids for

M Scores

AGG
0

9 12 15 21
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Table 5;13 shows the group centroids for Po scores. The

plot pattern in Chart 5:3 is essentially identical to that of the M.

§core't reflecting as before the tffecti of .summing V and M to pro-

.duCe.fhe*D.sCore.

Multiple Discriminant Functior Analysis

CHART 5:3

WA

Plotting of Group
Centroidi for

D Scores

AGG
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TABLE 5:13

D Scores

Discriminant Function Analysis:
infra- Family Consensus op Importance

Group Centroids and Dispqrsion in 2-Space

group centroids

1

. Function

AGG

WA

UA

20.285

7.979.

13,806

2

4.474

6.008.

13..679

Dispersion in 27Spce

1

Function

2

AGG 101.805

9.052

9.052

140.178

WA

UA

35.374

-9.335

48.618

17.238

-9.335

44.680

17.238

124.832
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CHAPTER 6

THE ISSUE OF IMPORTANCE RATING

IMPORTANCE A$ AN ALTERNATIVE

The analyses reported thus far have dealt with intra-family

consensus measures, and the relation of those scores, in eleven content

areas, to a criterion of socialization effectiveness. Implicit in this

kind of design is the notion that the transmission of behavioral

expectations, examples and guides is negatively affected by the presence

of dissensus in the family. The original research questions posed for

this part of the study have been answered. The anelysis to this point

has indicated that significant differences do exist between group mean

centroids of consensus on the eleven scales, measured by M scores.

Between-position consensus significantly discriminates the criterion

groups, and three scales in particular, School Expressive, School

Participative and Society Normative, show high contributions to the

discriminations.

Since the data for the consensus analysis have been variances of

responses by parents and sons, an additional question can be raised

concerning the extent to which mean importance ratings themselves,

rather than degree of agreement on importance, are different for the

three groups. Clearly, an alternative explanation for low socialization

effectiveness can be couched in terms of degree of subscription to the

values and standards for adolescent behavior. If parents see little

importance attached to a set of values and standards, they are probably



less likely to utilize them as elements in their socialization of the

child. If, simultaneously, the external criteria of socialization are

determined even in part by adherence to these same values and standards,

the result is a child categorized as "poorly socialized."

In terms of the present study, this relationship is especially

clearcut, since school behavior is a great share of the criterion develop-

ment, and school related behaviors both directly and indirectly occur

frequently in the interview schedule. It is quite relevant to examine

the question of importance ratings as an alternative to consensus. The

remainder of this chapter will consist of an analysis of importance

scores paralleling the techinques used with consensus scores.

DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS OF IMPORTANCE

As outlined in the previous paragraphs, mean importance ratings on

the eleven scales can be analysed in a manner similar to the consensus

scores, making use of the same research questions. Here we may ask if

differential assignment of importance occurs between the three criterion

groups, and if a pattern of scores on the eleven content areas can be

found which will enable a significant discrimination between the criterion

groups. As before, we can also determine the scales which contribute the

most to the discrimination.

In Tables A-16 to A-24, intercorrelations among 'J M and D scores

and Importance ratings are shown, for the three criterion groups. For the

most part, correlation between the consensus scores and importance ratings

is low or moderate. Consensus on Importance and importance rating seem to

be two distinct measures. if the three criterion groups are examined
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separately, somewhat different patterns appear, looking only at the

three scales selected as heavy contributors to the discrimination in

Chapter 5. (Society Normative, School Participative and School

Expressive). Whereas the Well-adjusted group show only one significant

correlation value out of 33, the Aggressives have 12 and the Under-

achievers 18. These values are underlined in Tables A-17, A-20 and A-23.

This finding suggests that the importance scores might provide clear

discriminations between the criterion groups, through an analysis

similar to that done for consensus scores in Chapter 5. The following

sections describe the discriminant function analysis for importance

ratings.

The multiple discriminant function analysis of importance ratings

was conducted in a manner identical to that which has already been

described. Table A-25 shows the means and standard deviations of

importance ratings for the eleven scales. Tables A-26 through A-29

show! the intercorrelations among scales on importance. The univariate

F ratios for all scales are shown in Table 6:1. Of the eleven scales,

eight show significance at the one percent or five percent level. Ole

of the non-significant scales shown in Society Normative, which was

notable in the consensus analysis. From these data, it seems clear

that importance rating will provide a between-group discrimination of

interest.

The actual multivariate analysis of importance ratings is shown

in Table 6:2. Each of the two eigenvalues accounts for approximately

the same percentage of the trace as in the consensus analysis. The

value of the trace is much larger, however, indicating greater overall
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TABLE 6:1

Importance Scores

Discriminant Function Analysis:
Mean Ratings on Importance

Univariate F's

Scale Sums of Squares Mean Squares F p

SOC INS

SOC NOR

SOC EXP

SCH PAR

SCH EXP

SCH NOR

SCH INS

FAM PAR

Within Between

14.81 .10

12.35 .89

10.20 .84

14.26 1.97.

26.99 11.69

10.60 1.56

14.61 7.25

16.32 1.40

Within Between

.182 .05

.152 .45

.126 .42

.176 .98

.333 5.84

.131 .78

.180 3.62

.201 .70

FAM NOR 9.05 .70 .112 .35

FAM EXP 5.29 .49 .065 .25

ASP 7.80 .27 .096 .14

3.64 -

2.96 -

3.34 <.05

5.57 <.01

17.54 <.01

5.95 <.01

20.11 <.01

3.48 <.05

3.12 =.05

3.84 <.05

1.45

df 81 2
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TABLE 6:2

Importance Scores

Discriminant Function Analysis:
Mean Ratings on Importance

Coefficients of the Discriminant Functions, as Latent Vectors

Scale
Normalized Vectors Scaled Vectors
1 2 1 2

SOC INS -.25 -.30 -.95 -1.14

SOC NOR .01 .22 .02 .79

SOC EXP -.25 .08 -.79 .26

SCH PAR -.05 .32 -.18 1.21

SCH EXP .32 .20 1.67 1.06

SCH NOR -.37 -.57 -1.22 -1.85

SCH INS -.41 .54 -1.56 2.05

FAM PAR -.01 .18 -.04 .74

FAM NOR .16 -.15 .49 -.47

FAM EXP .45 -.14 1.04 -.31

ASP .49 -,17 1.36 -.46

Eigenvalues

Xi .8178447

A2 = .3592302

Trace = 1.17707

Wilk's Lambda - .4047

95

Percent of Trace

69.48

30.52

Sum of Eigenvalues = 1.17707

Fisher's F for 22 and 142 di = 3.68

p < .01



variability in importance scores. As a measure of the effectiveness of

group separation, the value of Wilk's Lambda is quite small, and the

Fisher's F clearly shows its significance. The obtained F ratio, with 22

and 142 degrees of freedom, is 3.60, which is significant beyond the

one percent level.

The Rao test for the significance of the discriminations provides

a different result than the preVious analyses with consensus scores.

As shown in Table 6:3, both Function One and Two are significant.

TABLE 6:3

Chi-Square Approximations,
Significance of the Discriminant Functions,

importance Ratings

Function

1

2

Eigenvalue df

.8178 12

.3592 10

X
2

46.05

23.63

p

< .001

> .01

CONTRASTS OF LATENT VECTORS

If both discriminant functions are significant, it follows that

some selection must be made between them so that conclusions which are

comparable to the consensus analyses can be drawn. Since Function One

accounts for more than twice the discriminating power than does

Function Two, it would seem that its selection is indicated. For clear

contrast between the scaled latent vectors of discriminant coefficients,

however, Table 6:4 should be consulted. It shows the two latent
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vectors "conventionalized" to indicate the relative contribution of each

scale to the group separation, with each vector element represented as a

proportion of the largest element.

TABLE 6:4

Conventionalized Scaled Vectors of
Discriminant Coefficients, Importance Ratings

SOC SOC SOC SCH SCH SCH SCH FAM FAM FAM
INS NOR EXP PAR EXP NOR INS PAR NOR EXP ASP Function

-.57 .01 -.47 -.11 1.00 -.73 -.93 -.02 .29 .62 .81 1

-.56 .38 .13 .59 .52 -.90 1.00 .36 -.23 -.15 -.22 2

In terms of Function One, three scales exceed the .75 cutting point

established previously: School Expressive, School Instrumental and

Aspirations. School Normative is near the cutting point, with a weight

of -.73. The significant Function Two, accounting for 30 percent of the

trace, shows a quite different pattern, with low-moderate values on nine

of the eleven scales. School Normative and School Instrumental show the

only high weights. What is of most interest in Table 6:4, however, is

its contrast with the parallel information concerning M scores, as shown

previously in Table 5:10. Table 6:5 shows the. Function one weights for

both analyses, for comparison.

The noteworthy scale weights on each function have been circled to

make the contrasts more apparent. It is clear that with the exception of

a single scale, School Expressive, the mean importance ratings and intra-

family consensus as measured by M scores are distinct phenomena.
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Had there been conspicuous overlap, meaningfulness of the consensus

analysis could have been questioned, since the differentials between

groups there might have been due to the underlying differenCes in

overall ascribed importance.

TABLE 6:5

Conventionalized Scaled Vectors of the
Discriminant Function 1

M Scores and Importance Ratings

SOC SOC SOC SCH SCH SCH SCH FAM FAM FAM
INS NOR EXP PAR EXP NOR INS PAR NOR EXP ASP

-.57 .01 -.47 -.11 1.00 -.73 -.93 -.02 .29 .62 .81 Imp:

-.08 .82 -.61 .84 1.00 .37 -.28 -.07 .60 .05 .30 M Scores

TWO DIMENSIONS OF IMPORTANCE

A plotting of the group centroids of importance ratings can aid

in the interpretation of the discriminant analysis of those values.

Since both orthogonal functions were significant, it is especially

necessary to examine the centroids to determine if the two sets of

weights separate the groups in meaningful ways. Table 6:6 shows the

group centroid matrix, and Chart 6:1 shows the importance rating

centroids plotted in two-dimensional space.
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TABLE 6:6

Importance Scores

Discriminant Function Analysis:
Intra-Family Consensus Study

Group Centroids and Dispersions in 2-Space

Group Centroids

Function
1 2

. 11986 . .54900

-.52538 .32979

. 12012 .24319

Dispersion in 2-Space

Function
1 2

.0685

-.0130

-.0130

.0302

.1066 .0133

.0133 .0454

.0413 -.0244

-.0244 .0542
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The plotting of centroid$ above clearly shows striking differences

between the groups, in terms of both Function One and Two. Measured on

the Function one axis, the Aggreisives-and Underachievers are about equal,

while, the Well.-adjusted group lies far out. As represented in this two-

:dimensional space, the Well-adjusted have a significantly lower mean

importance centroid than the other two groups'. The original data on.impor-

tance ratings were such that low values indicate high importance and vice

versa. We can conclude, therefore, that the heavily weighted scales on

Function me arc those on whiCh the Well-adjusted families ascribe greater

importance than either the Aggressive or Under-achiever families.

An examination of Function Two reveals a pattern in which the

Aggressive families are significantly differentiated from the Well-adjusted

Under-achiever combination. Recalling again the direction of the original

ratings, this means that the Aggressive families have .ascribed lower

importance than the other two groups on the scales represented by sizeable

weights on Function Two.
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Considering only the four highest weighted scales on Function One,

an interesting relation of content to criterion can be discerned. The

Well-adjuSted families ascribe higher importance to the son's behavior

in the three school areas, representing social-emotional relations, goal

achievement and rule conformity (School Expressive, School Instrumental,

and School Normative scales). As well, they ascribe high importance to

qualities which they wish the son to possess in the future (Aspiration

scale). These results support a position that the son has been socialized

to achieve the very kinds of qualities and relationships that are necessary

for effective integration into the school as a social system. In short,

it appears that the Well-adjusted boy is a member of this category because

he has been explicitly taught the values and standards for behavior which

parallel the requirements of the school. His family socialization environ-

ment, in other words, is oriented toward providing the explicit bases for

behaviors which are acceptable within the school milieu. If the family

socialization process can be thought of as being adequate or inadequate

for its production task, this would be the crucial area. The family which

provides the son with a value base which is in harmony with requirements

of the school will be aiding him in his conformity task.

A CHOICE OF CONCEPTS

At this point in the analysis of importance, it is obvious that the

concept of differential subscription to v3lues and standards for the son's

behavior is valid for differentiating families whose sons have demonstrated

different types of school adjustment. Statistically, the results here are
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more striking than those in the analysii of intra-family consensus.

However, the design of research requires a choice of concepts, and

importance has been dealt with as a side issue to the original questions

concerning consensus. Logically, it seems that the first question one

would ask about intra - family communication of values, standards and

behavior expectations concerns the consensus issue. Given knowledge of

consensus, then, an analysis of mean importance rating is obvriously in

order. Following this model, the question of differential importance

rating will be left for further work beyond the scope of this part of

the report.

i
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PART II

CHAPTER 7

ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM PERCEPTION

INTRODUCTION

The material presented in the previous chapters of this report

indicate that a complex relationship holds between intra-family consensus

and school adjustment. In the analyses reported thus far, the emphasis

has been upon ratings of importance of the content matter or issue of

an item, as perceived by the two parents and the son. In this chapter,

we deal with the relationship between the level of consensus on

importance and the perception of problems encountered in the socializa-

tion process. We are concerned then, with the interplay of two attributes

of the family organization - consensus and problem perception - and their

relationship to the effectiveness of the organization in fulfilling its

basic prol....ztion task; in this case, the organization is the family and

the product is the "well-socialized" child, whose behavior conforms to

criterion requirements.

The three specific research questions treated in this chapter are:

(1) how is the overall family consensus, on role prescriptions for a child

related to the successful socialization of that child, as measured by

conformity of school behavior; (2) how is family perception of problems

concerning these role prescriptions related to the successful socialization

of a child? and (3) what, if any, is the relationship between family

consensus on prescriptions for a child and the family's perception of

problems regarding those prescriptions?



DATA AND PROCEDURES

In the previous chapters, consensus has been presented as a

Rroile of values, on eleven scales related to the content divisions

of the interview schedule. In this chapter, our concern is with an

overall expression of consensus, such that a family can be classified

or arrayed with other families in terms of degree of consensus.

The data for this chapter are the item ratings on Importance

and Problems, as described earlier in Chapter 6.

During the interview, mothers, fathers and sons were requested

to give two separate ratings on five-point scales for each item; first

indicating the importance of the item to the respondent, and second,

indicating the extent to which the respondent felt the item constituted

a problem to anyone in the family. For example, parents were presented

with the question: "How important is it to you that your son obey even

those laws and rules which most people ignore?" then, "To what extent

is this matter a problem to anyone in your family?" Sons were asked,

"How important is it to you that you obey even those laws and rules

which most people ignore?" and then, "To what extent is this a problem

to anyone in your family?"

The data so gathered consisted of 220 separate ratings and were

used to define, for each person, indices called Total Assigned Importance

and Total Problem Score. The nature of the instrument was such that

exactly comparable data were obtained from each person, and thus it was

possible to compare the scores of mothers, fathers, and sons within each

family. In addition to the individual Total Assigned Importance. Scores

and Total Problem Scores, Total Family Difference Scores were obtained for

L,,o4A---eilistailaildwomev."0"""*--"-------
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both importance and problem scores. These scores were developed by

combin!ng, within a family, the inter-personal differences in the ratings

on each item. This score is the reverse of a consensus measure. For any

family, then, the larger the score, the greater the differences 1r ratings

on importance or problems. In this chapter, the Total Family Difference

Score for importance ratings is used as the measure of intrafamily

dissensus on importance.

ANALYSIS

To pursue the research questions posed earlier, the data were

subjected to analyses using a median test, intended to evaluate the distri-

bution of each variable around the grand median of all scores. The null

hypothesis in this type of test may be stated, "If no relationship exists,

approximately half of each group will lie on each side of the grand median."

Following the determination of the grand medians for each set of data, the

tabulations of each group, Chi-Square was used to evaluate the degree to

which the cell frequencies represent departures from what might be expected

by chance. For these data then, each computation resulted in a 2 x 3 table,

consisting of a cross-tabulation of the criterion groups (Aggressives,

Well-Adjusteds, and Underachievers) relative to the grand median (i.e., above

or below the median.

FINDINGS

Turning back to the three questions under consideration, the

following results were obtained: first, concerning the relationship between

family consensus on role prescriptions and successful socialization as
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as indicated by school performance and adjustment, a positive relationship

was found. The higher the family consensus, the greater the likelihood

that the adolescent son was well-adjusted in school. The underachieving

boys came from families with less consensus, and the aggressive group

came from families with the least family consensus.

TABLE 7:1

Intrafamily Consensus in Relation
to Son's School Success

Above Median

Below Median

X
2

= 20.25, p < .001.

AGG WA UA
, .

16 17
1

4

0 27 9

37

36

16 44 13 73

Second, the relationship was examined between family perception of

problems concerning role prescriptions for the son and the son's school

success. Here, it was found that high problem perception was positively

related to poor performance and adjustment at school. Families of the

aggressive boys perceived the most problems, the underachieving boys'

families perceived fewer problems, while the families of the well-adjusted

group perceived the fewest problems of all.
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TABLE 7:2

Problem Perception In Relation
To Son's School Success

Above Median

Below Median

X
2

ill 9.752, p < .01.

AGG WA UA

15 77 25

33 57 26

48 134 51

117

117

234

These two sets of findings are in accord with notions about organiza-

tion characteristics associated with effectiveness in general, and in

particular, notions about family attributes which are desirable because

associated with successful child-rearing. It is not surprising to find that

"well-socialized" children come from families with less disagreement and

fewer perceived problems. Why these two conditions are related to successful

socialization is, of course, a more complicated issue, and the causal direction

cannot be taken for granted. It is plausible to reason that family disorgan-

ization jeopardizes the effectiveness of a family's socialization efforts,

hence preceding and causing the son's later difficulties. But it is just

as reasonable to argue the converse, that the son's school difficulties

cause family disruption, generate disagreements, and result in family

problems. Only longitudinal studies cars clarify these cause-effect ambi-

guities, and on the basis of the present study, it is possible only to indicate

the close relationship between the effectiveness of socialization and certain

features of family organization.
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But satisfying as these findings may be, by virtue of their

consistent direction and their support of common-sense observations,

they may not be taken at face value. More detailed analyses of the data

revealed that problem perception was related to family position in a

variety of ways. The fathers of aggressive nd underachieving boys,

it was found, perceived many more family problems concerning the son than

did fathers of well-adjusted boys. The mothers and sons, however, were

not so differentiated, for among them problem perception was not related

to school success.

TABLE 7:3

Family Position and Problem Perception

Above Median

Below Median

Mother

AGG WA UA

5 2.5 9

11 20 8

39

39

Father

AGG WA UA

5 29 6

12 16 11

16 45 17 16 45 17

X
2
= 2.85 X

2
= 9.21

39

39

Son

AGG WA UA

8 21 10

8 24 7

16 45 17

X
2
= 0.0

-411.71=1.1,

39

39

If, as Parscis
1

and Zelditch
2

suggest, fathers are instrumental leaders

in the family and mothers are expressive leaders, it is likely that fathers

would be more concerned about the son's performance outside the family and

more attuned to future consequences of school failure. The mother, as
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expressive leader, might be more interested in the son's emotional

development and interpersonal relations; or, as a woman, she might be

simply less sensitive than the father to the extrafamily problems faced by

the growing boy. An alternative explanation may be that the mothers as a

group are more protective of their sons than are fathers, and therefore are

less willing to disclose their feelings concerning problems involving the

sons' behavior. That the sons are not differentiated into the three group^

on the basis of problem perception may be due to the fact that adolescents

as a group share many problems which transcend and eclipse differences

between them based on school- related problems.

Turning now to the third question concerning the relationship

between these two organizational variables, it was found that there is no

correlation between family consensus and perception of problems (r - -.02)

as measured in the present study.

Thls finding is perhaps the most interesting of all, for it contradicts

the theoretical position3 and everyday notion that disagreement within an

organization results in discomfort on the part of the members. The finding

may be explained in several ways. For example, it may be the case that

families are unaware of the extent of their disagreements, due to the lack

of communication on these matters. Or, perhaps they are, aware of their

disagreements but unperturbed by them, because of little affective involve-

ment in family life. On the other hand, families may be aware of their

dissensual views, concerned about this state of affairs, but have accommo-

dated to it - by agreeing to disagree, so to speak. Another type of

accommodation would be the mutual identification of these as problems and
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the establishment of a group effort to cope with them as well as

possible. Such a course could give rise to high morale in any organi-

zation. In these latter instances, families might have very clear

satisfactory communications about their dissensus and this would, in

large part, account for their equanimity auout it..

ANALYSIS BY SUB-SCALES

In Chapter 3 it will be recalled, the eleven scales imbedded in

the primary interview schedule were described. At this point, we may

examine the relationship between problem perception and school adjust-

ment across all eleven scales. This will allow us to ascertain the

extent to which differential seriousness of ascribed behavior problems

in each scale area is related to the criterion of school adjustment.

ror each item, the problem ratings were arranged so that a low

numeric value indicated high problem value. By summing the ratings

for an individual, then, within scales, eleven values could be

determined per person, serving as a profile of perceived seriousness

of problems in each of the eleven scale areas.

Since the analysis is between individuals rather than families,

a larger number of subjects may be included than in the intra-family

data presented thus far. Table 7:4 shows the N for each category

of respondent.
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TABLE 7:4

Sample Size, by Family Position and Adjustment Category

POSITION AGG WA UA

Mothers
i

29 67 31

Fathers

!

1 19 50 20

Sons 23
I

65 28

Totals 71 182 79

Total Number Interviewed = 332

For each scale, the individuals' scores were arrayed by magni-

tude. A. median test wcs applied, to evaluate the hypothesis that the

distribution of adjustment category membership was unrelated to the

median of scores. A 2 x 3 chi-square table was developed, for each

family position, for each scale.

The resulting chi-square values allow us to examine the relation-

ship of perceived seriousness of problems and criterion category

membership. A significant chi-square value would indicate that the

criterion groups are not randomly distributed around the grand median

of problen scores, for a given scale and family position. Table 7:5

shows the results of this test.
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TABLE 7:5

magonew ,..,49.4.^ etrwAY.°1

Chi-Square Values for Median Test
Perceived Problem Seriousness Score vs. Adjustment Category

By Family Position

Scale Mother Father Son
............_

SOC INS 10.424 , 23.314 1.984*

SOC NOR 12.015 10.889 6.693

.

SOC EXP 12.097 13.934 2.884*

SOC PAR 12.949 14.986 12.827

SCH EXP 42.210 28.361 34.331

SCH NOR 10.787 11.173 2.905*

SCH INS 18.625 16.953 3.511*

FAM PAR 3.467* 10.889 .325*

FAM NOR 15.140 11.178 1.368*

FAM EXP 35.999 27.123 25.619

ASP 19.693 21.135 2.905*

* Not significant at .05 level, 2 df.

-1111111(

From the results shown above, it is clear that with only eight

exceptions out of thirty-three, significant relationships hold between

school adjustment category and perception of problem seriousness.

In twenty-six of the thirty three comparisons, the Well-adjusted group

was opposed to the Aggressive and Underachievers, as shown in the
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tables in the Appendix. From these data, the, we can clearly see

that for all family positions, the perceived seriousness of problems

is lower for persons from families with a Well-adjusted son.

It is interesting to note that seven of the eight non-significant

contrasts occur for the son. (See Table 7:5) This suggests that the

sons share more common perceptions of problem seriousness with each

other, while the parents share among themselves. Such findings

suggest a position of peer group homogeniety and inter-generational

heterogeniety of perception.

As shown in Table 7:5, the six largest chi-square values all

fall in School Expressive and Family Expressive areas, suggesting the

greatest differences in problem perceptions lie in the sphere of

interpersonal relationships within the family and the school.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS - PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL

The findings presented in this chapter may be viewed as offering

support to W. I. Thomas's
4
admonition to the sociologist always to watch

closely the ectors' :-.!efinition of their situation. Obviously, disagree-

ment will have different meanings in different organizations, and

families are no exception. Tolerance limits for dissensus may be

expected to vary between faHlies, and perception of problems to vary

between parents' and children and between men and women.

On these grounds, it is appropriate to question those studies of

family interactions based on such methods as "revealed difference" tech-

niques,5 in which members are requested to resolve their disagreements
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on particular matters. Experimental domestic problem-solving

techniques such as these do not take into account the possibility that

disagreements which were unrevealed prior to the interviews may not

constitute genuine issues in the eyes of the participants. Such

techniques may be introducing into an organization artificial

"difficulties" which are a function of the investigator's presence,

preconceptions and purposes.

The theoretical implications of this last finding seem especially

worthy of comment. Psychologists have recently suggested the need for

revision of the well-established assumption that an organism's natural

condition is the absence of tension, and that the quest for a state of

equilibrium motivates much behavior. Tension-reduction models - for

example, cognitive dissonance theory and frustration-aggression explana-

tions - have difficulty in accounting for such findings as those of

McClelland6 concerning expectations of affective chance, Harlow's7

regarding exploratory behavior and curiosity, and the series of sensory

deprivation experiments,
8
all of which point to the absence of stimula-

tion as neither natural nor even necessarily desirable.

Here we may find analogies relevant to organization theories.

The work of Heider,
9

Asch,
10

Newcomb,
11

and Homans,
12

among others,

indicates the movements of groups toward a balanced condition. But

this notion may prove to be in need of refinement. It may be that

organizations, as well as organisms, are not necessarily most comfort-

able for the members without some degree of tension, provided perhaps

by intermember dissensus. It may be that there are optimum degrees of
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balance and discord for groups as for people. In other words,

equilibrium might be better treated as a variable rather than as a

uniformly desirable, natural, and final condition for groups. The

question is an intriguing one, concerning which only speculations

can be made at present. Certainly it serves to demonstrate the

family as an organization which has formal as well as primary

characteristics, and by so doing, emphasizing its similarities with

other kinds of groups instead of viewing it as an entity unique unto

itself.
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CHAPTER 8

DIFFERENTI4 SOCIALIZATION TECH I QUES

INTRODUCTION

The major concern of the present project is with adolescence is

a crucial period in the socialization process. We base this concern

on the fact that at this point in an individual's life cycle it is tP

be expected that a major transition will take place, Socializing agents

begin to relinquish responsibility for him; he is expected to make

choices which will have great significance for his fyture, and he is

held, in part, accountable for his behavior And Attitudes. The adolescent,

to some extent, is judged by the same standards help for adults, and his

success or failure can be estimates with some precision, for perhaps the

first time in his life, by himself and others alike.

Relinquishment of responsibility for the adolescent by the

socializing agents is only partial at this stage, and family, school

and community still figure prominently in his life - morally, legally,

psychologically and economically - hence family, school and community

must be taken into account in considering adolescent success or failure.

It is toward this procc$s by which the salient socializigg agents set

the definitions for behavior that this chapter is directed. Here we

Shall examine the techniques whereby the family as p socializing agent

attempts to induce conformity in the behavior and attitudes of the

adolescent. Using the interview schedule and data described previously,
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we shall present fingings related to differential utitizati9n of

specific socialization procedures, as related tai the criterion measure

of school adjustment.

Throughout the analyses thus far, the f#W10#5 beep dealt with

as a system of interrelated role actors. Two stattis leyels are Offerenr

tinted, parents and spn, with the socialiFation task as major focus.

In this process, the parents attempt to impart to their child thii skills,

values and knowledge which will make him willing apd able to assume his

expected place in subsequent life stages. In the perceptions of the

parents; qnd perhaps also for others in the commtmity, a fpilwreanywhere

along the line jeopardizes the chlldfs cpances.for str9qe$$19 the nemainder

of his cumulative education process.. It is the splential and 94Mylatire

nature of socialization which makes correspondences between elpeatations.

hpld by the. various socializing agent of such 1mportarfe, Of. equa 1

importance to the expectations, howevpr, ?re. the prqcedtinqs or tgchnives

whOreby.the expectations are cqmmunicated_and_rpinforced, In other.w0r41

the alcVims of the, parents in attemOting_;c_1414uce the child to conform

to certain required norms require as close sfrutlny as the eXpectations.

themselves,

In earlier chapters of this reppil, we havc.een that diffareptial

levels of agreement hold between parents a9d.sops, 4epenclip9 on the Amta

of activity, and the school adjustment categary.: Now we Wimst Foam rte

the enforcement procedures, to determine hqw usage,Of certain teihniqups

is related to school adjustment, and the.degree_of similarity 0 cross

perception between parents as to their usage_of metho4s or techniques q

secure behavioral conformity in their spn.
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QATA AND PROCEDURES

The data for this chapter were gathered in whot was termed Phase 2

9f the interview. The Phase 1 material described.. Maus far form the basis

of this material, but additional steps were.involved at the time 9f the

interview to generate additional information for this analysis of

socialization techniques.

As described in Chapter 3 of this report, the basic instrument

consisted of 110 items describing objects, conditions and relationships

which the son might have, do or be. Both parents and the pn indicatecl

their ratings of Importance, Occurrence, end Problem for each of the

items, as incorporated in the eleven sub-scales. This need not be

described again. The Phase 2 process, however, moved beYPnl this level of

data, i the following manner.

At the conclusion of the first stage of lntwillewinp, which lasted

about 90 minutes, on the averagg,p short recess was .declared, In PrdTr

that the three interviewers coyld come tiagether and compare the responses

they received from the family members. The comparison process was greatly

facilitated by means of the data recording sheets? which were printed Qn

Clear acetate, so that the responses of all three family members could be

compared directly, without turning pages or manipulating the sheets,

(cf: Chapter 3, page 4Q) The interviewer designated as team calnain

scanned the clyerlaid data sheets, determining which of the 110 items were

P9bler, as indicated by any family merber, providing a 1 or ? response on

the Problem question. Simultaneously, p Otormination was made of

those items on which any two or more family members disame0 in ImportanCe
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rating by more than adjaceht categories pn the five point scale. .

Item numbers were recorded for que$tions which ware marked 1 or 2 on

Problem rating or showed intra-family disagreement on importance.

Frequencies of occurrence of these problems are shqwn in Toblc 8:1,

by school adjustment.
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The determination of problem items is an impgrtant step in the pro-

cess of exploration into soc..aliption techniques used by family mem4rs.

in. many previous studiesl.familres are asked to indicate how they would

handle hypothetical problems, and their procedyres recorded as methods f9r

inducing oprif9rmity to expectations. We felt in this study that is was

necessary that each family bp questioned with recOrd to real problem

areas - tho'se aspects of.the son's -behavior which did in fact and in per-

ceptual pr9cess pr=ovide problems for the family members. In this way,

although not all families would be making statements about the some items,

pr similar techniques, it would be possible_to_expmine the differential

kinds of:problems wcelyed in families differentiated ay the son's sch9o1

adjustment.
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In Table 8:2, frequency of problem perception is shown by sub-scale?

for each criterion group. Correlations between the arrays are quite high,

reflpeting a similar pattern of problem nomination erxrqss scales, even

though the raw frequency distribution in Table 8.1 indlcates a much higher

overall prqblem nomination for AGG families.

OC INS

SOC NOR

SOC EXP

BCH PAR

SCH EXP

SCH NOR

SCH INS

FAM PAR

FAM NOR

FAM FXP

ASP

TABLE 8:2

Frequency of Problem Perception
By Sub-Scale and School Adjustment

AGG % WA % PA %.

31 11.1 119 12.5 31 11.7

23

20

21

8

17

16

34

35

44

30

8.2 52 &.5 24 9.1

7.2 38 4.0 0. 3.$

7.5 $2 8.6 26 9.8

2,9 40 4.2 4.9

6.1 75 7.9 8.0

5.7 64 6.7 2p 7.6

12.2 102 10.7 21 8.0

12.5 120 12.6 33

15.8 144 15.1 56

10.8 115 12.1 29

12.5

13.6

ii.p

279 (100)

Correlations: AGG-WA .89

AGG-UA .79
WA-UA .90

951 (100)
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Tp accomplisi? the ends described above, the items 10 bp titiliged

in the second portion pf the intervievf were drawn froill the body of ipms

selected by the problem identification procedure described above. Each

family yielded a number of problem items, The range of identlfied

problem items was from 20 to 10 oyt of the lip iteml in the schedule.

It is interesting to note that the family with 10 problem items was that

of a student body president of tile high school, who was 0 member of the

Well-adjusted group.

From the total number of problem items determined by the interviewer

team captain, twenty were drawn by means of a table of random ordinal

digits. This process was necessary because it was beyond'the time capabi-

lities of the interviewing procedure to incorporate all the items for a

given family. By using the random proceSs, In vnbiased.selectipn could

be used for further exploration of the socialization jechniqucs used with.

each item or sub-scale.

After the determination of the twenty randomly chosen problem items

was complete, the three-man interviewer team convened again and conducted

the second phase of the interview. Here, as described above, the aim was

to determine the kinds of techniques usp0 in the family to induce confor-

mity in the son's behavior to expectations of the parents, For each. of

the twenty items, four response modes were recorded, as follpws:

Fqr the parents -

1. What do you do about this problem?
2. What does your spouse do alpput it?
3. Whit should parents do about it?
4. Whet did your parents do about this when yop were

an adolescent?
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For the son -

1. What does your mother do about th4 problem?
2. What does your father do?
3, What should parents do about this?

.4. What will you do abqut this when yoi are a parent?

Responses to each of these sulrgviestions were coded on a special

form, allowing the interviewers to record verklatim,statigments in each

instance, or to probe for codeable responses. 4 portion of the form i4

shown in Appendix C, illustrating the manner in which the fovr response

modes were recorded.

In order to allow processing of the raw data on sfcWization

techniques used in the family, it was necessary to develop r. Foling scheme

whi5h would allow the many varied behavioral patterns toe incorpgrated

into a categorical system for analysis, They 44Ing system for 014.

portion of the study was developed in conjunction with other members of the

youth Studies Center staff. A complete co4.14POK, Owing the 1naJor and

minor coding categories and their numeric cocles, js prfsent9d In Ope9dix C.

An examination of the raw data for the tilsIC set in Oil chapter

is clearly beyond the limits*of practicality. With three family positionS,,

three adjustment categories, 92 behavior codes, 110 itOs and foyr raspprise

modes, the resulting table of data would cpntain 360,310 ells! Ely redmcino

thp scope'oT the behavioral codes to the eight ma4or categpriesl we myst

still deal with a table of 7,920 cells for each respOq§e mode, It is clear,

then; that although item-by-item contrasts might prove inimresqngl the

size of the analytic task.precludes this. Th4 is not p drastic losst in
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another sense, as we are more concerned with illailmiesof socialization

rather than specific techniques for specific circumstances. Strategies,

for the purpose of this study, may be thought of as the "mix" of techniques

used in the parents socializing process. These.strategies may be examined

by evaluating the distributions of usage for each of the eight major

categories of the behavior' codes, separately by school adjustment criterion

group.

Our research questioh under examination here might be stated thusly:

Within a given sub-scale, does the distribution of usage of socialization

techniques, as coded in majdr categories, differ by school adjustment

criterion group? Data relative to this question is shown in Table 8:3,

TABLE 8:3

Usage of Major Categories* of Socialization Techniques
By Sub-Scale and School. Adjustment

(Percentage of Combined Parent Response)

1 2. 3 4 r) 6 7 8

Soc Ins AGG 16 26 24 15 2 8 3

WA 28 18 9 3 15 22 4 1

UA 14 10 15 5 28 24 3 1

Soc Nor AGG 11 21 31 26 3 1 4 3

WA 32 12 21 13 18 4 0

UA 28 14 15 10 12 10

* Refer to complete code in Appendix C for minor:category breakdown with
each major category. Percentage may not total 100.0% by rows exactly
due to rounding.
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1

TABLE . 8:3 . CONT I NUED)

2 3 4
..

5 6 7

Soc Exp AGG .15 18 16 24 10 6 5

WA 22 6 . 4 42. 21 I : 2

,

UA 21 9 1 38 18

Sch Par AGG 7 1.0 '26- 31 9 8. 6

WA 18 22. 17 16 15- 11

UA 10 31 12 20 10 13

Sch Exp AGG 8, 16 22 14 12 .,.......,81

20

12

WA . 25 3 ., 8, 5 31 4 4

UA 11 7 11 .3 4o 18

SCh NOr
,

AGG .16 .18 22 28 '8 6- 1 1

WA 32 5 15 9 22 13

UA 36 3 12 15 15

Sch Ins AGG 12 18 31 26 2 1

WA 26 15 29 8' 12 10

IIIIIUA 30 22 18 3 4 14 6

Gam Par AGG 18' 15 21 18 10

WA 31. 2- 26 -1- '21 12 5

UA 14 18 16 20 21

111111111.111.11111111.111111101111NIONMENommom
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1 2

TABLE 8:3 tCONTINUEO)

3 4 5 6 7 8

Fam Nor AGG 6 19 31 26 10 6 1 1

VA 23 14 29 15 12 5 2 0

UA 12 10 18 10 22 10 12 6

Fam Exp ..AGG 26 19 18 6. 10 7 8 6

WA 10 5. 3 3. 42 37 0 o

UA 10 4 6 1 38 41 0 0

Asp AGG 15 18 17 12 18- 14 4 2

WA 19 10 5 6.. 33 21 3 . 3

UA 21 25 10 1 26 3 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 -- 7 8

The row frequencies in Table 8:3 represent the number of possible

responses, computed as the number of parents in each row times 20, the

number of items responded to.in Phase 2 of the interview. Each cell entry

represents frequency of mention of a major behavioral code, expressed as a

percentage of the row total. Table 8:4 shows the accumulated usage of

each category by the three school adjustment categories.

As indicated in Table 8:4, the WA parents utilized a preponderance

of. Code A (Structure, Explain and Teach), with additional heavy use of

Code 5 (Personal-Familial) and. Code 6 (Family Atmosphere, Environment,

Family Communication). The UA parents show a modal usage of Code 6, with
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considerable utilization of Codes 7 (Action Deferred or Delayed) and

8 (Action Not Designated, Nothing Done, Nothing Effective, Nothing Needs

to be Done).

Code

TABLE 8:4

Total Frequency of Usage of Major Code Categories
...Combined.Sub-scales-, by-School Adjustment

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

AGG 150 198. 254. 236-- '9 71 58 44

WA 266 122 166 121: 242 156 23 14
.

UA 207 153 134 102 233 162 72 37

The AGS group, in contrast, uses Code 3 most heavily, with Code 4

(Use of Authority) close behind in frequency. The frequency of use for

Codes 7 and.8.is.notabirhigher for AGG than WA, In general, Table 8:4

shows the AGG parents using more direct techniques such as Authority

and Rewards-Punishment, while the WA parents.make more use of family

interaction, indirect coercive procedures.. The UA parents, as in other

data cited earlier, tend to resemble the WA.. A-striki-ng decline in

direct Authority use shows here, however. There-is also considerably

more use of Codes 2 and.8 than with the WA.group.

An examination of Table 8:3 reveals that, across sub-scales, note-

worthy differences in-techniques utilization are reported. In Chapter 3

of this report, contrasts of the two issues.of the analysis, M scores. on

consensus and Importance Ratings were made. in that section, the three

sub-scales most contributing to criterion group differences were School

Expressive, School Participative and Societal Normative on M Scores, and
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School Expressive, School fnstrumental.and.Aspirational on Importance

Ratings. Looking.now at these same sub-scales, it .can be seen that a

somewhat similar. pattern is retained, inasmuch.as a considerable

between-group difference_in usage ofiechniques. in these areas seems

apparent. .Combining the percentages of use on Codes 1 and 5 in the

School Expressive sub-scale ror WA and also for UA we see that these

techniques account for more than half of the total for the sub-scale,

while for the AGG the two codes account for only 20%. In contrast to

the other two.groups,.the AGG parents' modal category is Code 3,

.(Rewards and Punishment) being used 22%. Codes 7 and 8, representing

little or no action taken, total 20% in themselves. Since the School

Expressive sub-scale concerns achievement of good interpersonal re-

lations in the - school environment, it would appear that the parents

of the WA and also the UA try to influence their son's behavior by

more subtle methods, not.relying on.authority procedurest.but also

not letting the.matter.go unattended.

Looking now.at.the data for the School Participative sub-scale

in Table 8:3, we see that again the patterns.differ considerably bet-

ween the adjustment groups. Whereas the AGG.parents again have Code

3 as the modal category, the other two groups stress Code 2 (Manipu-

lations of the Situation).. Many.of the raw.responses of WA parents

in this category included mention of "using psychology" as a means for

manipulating.the goal, motivation standards of the on in order to

encourage him in school attendance.
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The third sub -scale .noted asAiscrienating'the groups in Part 1

of this reportSociety...Normative, also.shows_sizable differences in

usage by major code.categories. This subTscala,.it will be remembered,

deals with adherance.to social -rules and laws. The WA and UA parents

tend to make use of less.authoritprian methodt than the AGGparents.

Particularly low for the AGG parents is the use of Code 1, which in-

cludes the setting of-examples and guidelines for social behavior.

The AGG parents appear to .tress an authoritarian approach, rather

than one which allows the sonto participate in an imitative model,

using structures defined and Illustrated by-the parents' own behaviors

Two sub-scales that contributechnost highly in differentiating

the groups on Importance ratings, as reported in Part 1, are School

Instrumental and.Aspirations. On the first of these, the AGG ,tarents

make modal use.of.Codes 3 and 4. The WA and UA parents make sparse

use of authority, as tn Code.4, and involve Codell methods quite

highly instead. It is interesting to note that in Code 3, (Rewards

and-Punishment), the UA parents report a low usage compared to the

other groups. Since this sub-scale deals with achievement of school

formal goals, such as grades, it would appear that the UA parents are

not making use of almost "traditional" methods of inducing school

. achievement by setting rewards.

In overvi.ew, the data from-Tables 8:3 and 814-indicate that

considerable differences in application of socialization strategies

exist between the.three school adjustment groups.. As cited in earlier
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chapters, the WA ,,nocl UA groups are not too.dissimilar, although here

a decrease in usage of goal setting and.clarifing procedures can be

seen for the UA group.compared to the WA...Generally speaking, the

AGG parents use much more in the way of authoritariao procedures than

the other two.groups. In addition, many of the AGG parents report

little or no.action is taken at all. The AGG parents do not seem to

exploit the family organization as a socializing facility, with in-

formal social control capabilities, but rather make use of procedures

which attempt to elicit conforming behavior by means of direct "appeals".

to conform, with use of direct methods such as punishment or other

authoritarian techniques.

It would seem that.dependence upon conformity inducement procedures

that are oriented around. the positional authority of the parent might

be.of low effectiveness in.controlling behavior outside the family.

The son is often.not in direct contact with.the went, and is parti-

cipating in social systems .in which the parent does not or cannot be

involved, as in the school .or peer group. In.these circumstances, the

authoritarian parents' influence may be less than sufficient to main-

tain behavioral control in the face oF competitive non-family influences.

The parents who utilize the family organizational attributes, and the

more subtle control mechanisms involved,.may have a better chance of

maintaining the external control. The data. in this chapter do not allow'

difinitive statements in this matter, but.clearly suggest that a fruity

ful line of further study would lie in an.explication of these differen-

tial socialization perspectives
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As the data.for.this-chapter were being:organized for analysis,.it

became clear.that.add.i.tional. work would_be..nacessary.to exploit the

material to the fullest.. The next chapter-descibes the ensuing cons,

ceptualization and.analysis that resulted.when additional funds were

obtained through .a contract from the'U.S. Office'of Education.
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CHAPTER 9

The material in this chapter constitutes a final report:ofa.

separate'project, funded by the U. S. Office of Education (S-044),

entitled "Consistency, ContinUity and Congruence in Adolescent'

Socialization."



CHAPTER 9

CONTINUITY, CONSISTANCE AND CONGRUENPE

INTRODUCTION

The basic probleM to which this chapter is addressed arose in

the course of analyses of data described in previous chapters of this

report.

These analyses together with an examination of relevent

literature led the investigators to posit three potentially salient

variables. The variables concern states of corresponding usage of

socialization techniques by contemporary nuclear, families and

families extended in time in their handling of selected problems.

involving the son. Taken into account are states of correspondence:

(1) between grandparents, parents and sons; (2) between mother and

father; and (3) between the mother's upbringing or socialization

history and the father's.

The first variable we have called Continuity, which is defined

as the condition in which the grandparents, parents and son have

employed (or, in the case of the son, anticipate employing) similar

techniques in handling specific problems of socialization. The second,

'called Consistency, is defined as the condition in which the two

parents employ similar techniques in handling specific problems. Tha

third, Congruence, refers to similarities between the socialization

histories or traditions of the two parents.



The relationship between each of these types of correspondehee r

temporal, inter-parental and historical - and the child's success in

school, is the fundamental concern of this chapter. The extent to

which these variables, considered separately and in .combination,.are

associated with the acceptance of socially provided goals, is an issue

pertinent to the objectives of all educational institutions - school

and community, as well as the family.

Three specific tasks will be undertaken in the course. of this.

investigation: first, operationalizing the three variables; LISIngthe.

data on 73 adolescent boys and their parents described earlier;

second, ascertaining the relationship between these variablei and the.

son's adjustment and achievement in school; and third, developing

specific hypotheses concerning conditions of family correspondence

which are related to successful socialization efforts.

CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND

The degree of prior attention to these three variables is

markedly uneven, in that what we here call Consistency has been .

heavily studied, Congruence almost completely overlooked, and

Continuity usually considered over a period of only two generations,

without assessing persisting family traditions for a more extended

time span.

Inter-parental consistence has long been regarded as an

essential ingredient to success in child training. Zelditchl and

Parsons
2
have indicated the necessity for the parents to operate as

a strong leadership coalition in the family, upholding and reinforcing
.
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each other's authority. The desirability of.consistence is largely

taken for granted and the potential advantages of inconsistence

seldom considered. Complete agreement between parents may result in

the creation of an unassailable position which hampers.the child's

development of independence. Flugel3 has suggested that the mother's

greater protectiveness and possessiveness is often checked by the

father, who subverts her authority as the children mature, and thus

contributes to the self-liquidating requirement of the family. It

may be that parental inconsistence has positive effects, if, for

example, one parent is unreasonable about a particular issue; or at

those periods in the child's development when it becomes appropriate

for him to exercise initiative and judgment. One of the objectives.

of this investigation is an exploration of the beneficial as well as

the detrimental effects of parental consistence in the .rearing of

children, as shown through relationship with school adjustment.

In another body of literature to which this study is related,

it is held that family traditions are deteriorating in our society,.

Burgess and Locke4,_in their description of the transition of the

American family from patriarchal and extended to demographic and

nuclear, take this for granted. Dramatic outward changes in the

form of American family life may disguise the persistence of family

traditions over such a relatively short period of time as two generar

tions. The findings of Aldous and Hill
5

, in their study of three'

generational continuity, suggest a certain imperviousness of family
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patterns to external social trends. Much more is known about

external pressures toward change such as child.Tearing experts,

social conditions, popular opinion, etc., than internal pressures

toward continuity, one of which is undoubtedly the parents' own

childhood experiences. The extent to which the parents recapitu-, .

lated their own socialization histories in bringing up their

children in the face of altered social environment is an issue with
.

which the present investigation is directly concerned.

DaviS
6

in his discussion of some of the intrinsic and extrinsic

sources of conflict in parent-child relations*,:has also raised quev.

tions related to the continuity variable. He has emphasized the

disruption of family traditions as a result of external factors such

as rapid social change and technological advancement. Social

mobility and parent-child membership in differing cultures, for

example, are mentioned as external conditions which shatter inter -

generational continuity by Green
7

, Hansen
8
,'Herberg9 , and Eisenstadt

10
,

Indeed, Mannheim 11
speaks of people in adjacent generations as members

of different sub-cultures, so different are their. experiences, in his

opinion. Rie man
12

and Eisenstadt haVe seen some of these social

conditions as resulting in a transference of the source of socializing

influences from parents to peers, a situation which may give rise to

widespread youthful deviance, particularly in the form of delinquency,

This occurs, they suggest, because parents and their children come to

share diminished common experiences, values and expectations. Hanqen

has commented that "What the father wishes to forget the grandfather.
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wishes to remember," implying that continuity may proceed in a

pattern of alternating generations. Of course, such persistence

of traditions would be invisible in the usual two generational

studies of continuity. The investigation outlined here will shed

light on all these issues: the patterns of cultural transmission

from one generation to the next; the degree of continuity of child-

training; and the kinds and extent of disruption which do in fact,

occur.

A large portion of the information available on the continuity

of socialization concentrates on the development of abberant and

pathological behavior patterns. Kaufman, Peck and Tagiuri13 have

shown that extreme cases of role reversal leadi..s.g to incest may take

three generations to develop. Recently, many psychologists and

psychoanalysts14 among them Bell and Vogel, Henry and Warson, and

Emch
15

, have studied the processes whereby families select a

particular child as a scapegoat who inherits problems which may go

back to the parents' relationships with their parents.

The failure of the social sciences to take sufficient cognizance

of the parents' relationships with their own parents has been called

by Stringer and Pittman
16

"the unmeasured residual" in current

research on parental attitudes and child behavior. The authors'

indicate that the parent-grandparent relationship has an enormous

effect on the parent-child relationship, and ask "In what ways and

to what degrees do parents, the people in the middle, visit the sins

of their parents upon their children and thus serve as (usually

unwitting) relays for the transmission of surcharges from an older
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generation to a younger?" Cass and Wessen
17

have recently remarked

that "Idenfication with parental behaviors and attitudes as the main

determinant of one's own later parental attitudes would produce the

repetition from generation to generation of 'family attitudes' toward

children - a pessimistic outlook in those families where the attitudes

are such that they contribute little to society's well-being."

To what extent, then, are parental attitudes and skills

"inherited"? Several studies, some even on animals, have suggested

that in the absence of a history of maternal warmth, women have a very

difficult time responding warmly to *their own children. How much do

parents recapitulate their own childhood experiences, how much do

they make special efforts to provide what they lacked, how able are

they to overcome the inadequacies of their own upbringing, passing

on what is desirable and eliminating whatis not? At the present the

development and transmission of pathological and undesirable heritages

is more clearly understood than the development and transmission of

those which may be regarded as desirable and beneficial. 18
The

present study will contribute to an understanding of the maintenance

over time of positive as well as negative family heritages in child

rearing practices.

The influence on marital adjustment of similarities and

differences of individuals' backgrounds has long been of interest

to social scientists. But to date, the question of whether

"homogamy" or ncomplimentarity"19 are pertinent to successful
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child training as well as marital adjustment has been overlooked.

If one of the parents has a history of punishment by frequent and

strenuous beatings while the other was punished by more subtle

expressions of disapproval, such discolgruence might be expected

to raise considerable difficulties in the couple's joint efforts

in bringing up their own children. There is no reason to think

that the effects of "mixed" backgrounds on marital success will

be less pertine than its effects on success in child-training.

SAMPLE AND PROCEDURES

The sample used here is the same as described earlier in

this report. Since the analysis requires fully symetrical data,

only families from which three complete interviews were obtained

could be used. There were 84 of these, as described in Chapter 4.

A few details of the data will be recapitulated here for purposes

of review, and to emphasize the sources of specific information

for this analysis.

Data were gathered for this study by means of the four-hour

interviews with the boys, their mothers and fathers, as described

previously.

In:the first part of the interview, subjects were asked to

respond to 110 items describing the son's behavior and attitudes

in three social systems, the family, school and society. The items

referred to four kinds of interactions in 1"ese systems, partici-

pative (the subject's presence or absence in the system),

instrumental (goal-directed activities), expressive (interpersonal
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activities) and normative (conformity and non-conformity to ruies,

laws and expectations). Concerning each item, the parents and sons

were asked to make ratings on three five point scales: (1) the

extent to which they felt the behavior referred to in the item was

important; (2) the frequency with which the behavior occurred; and

(3) the extent to which they felt the behavior constituted a

serious problem to anyone in the family.

This procedure allowed for the location of two kinds of

problems: (a) operational, defined as a large disagreement with:n

the family on the importance of an item, and (b) perceptual, defined

as a problem perceived as serious by one or more of the members of

the family. Of the problems thus identified, twenty were selected

at random and constituted the basis for the second half of the

interview. This part of the interview was condycted with a detailed

exploration of the family's method of handling these problems and

constituted that portion of the data to be used in the present

chapter.

Mothers, fathers and sons were asked: (1) how each parent

dealt with the problems; (2) how they felt the problems should be

dealt with ideally; and (3) in the case of the parents, how the

grandparents had handled the problem and in the case of the son,

how he anticipated handling it when he was a parent. The data thus

gathered crossed two basic dimensions: time and family role positions.

1010,101_11kwIL__410",!"___!!"'"'"'"_'
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Aa an example, let us assume that one of the items selected

as a problem referred to the son doing his homework before going

out. Both the mother and father were asked separately: (1) "What

do you do about your son doing his homework before going out?"

(2) "What does your spouse do about your son doing his homework

before going out?" and (3) "What did your parents do about you

doing your homework before going oUt when you were an adolescent?"

Separately the son was asked: (1) "What does your mother do about

you doing your homework before going out?" (2) "What does your

father do about you doing your homework before going out?" and

(3) "What do you think you will do about your son doing his

homework before going. out when you are a parent?"

The verbatim replies were coded into the following eight major

categories as described more fully in Chapter 8: (1) Structuring,

Explaining and Teaching; (2) Maniupulating the Situation; (3) Giving

and Withholding (rewarding and punishing); (4) Using Primary or

Formal Authority (displaying emotion or power); (5) Using Familial

or Personal Attributes; (6) Using Aspects of Family Communication;

(7) Deflrring or Delaying Action; and (8) Making No Response.

The data thus gathered describe socialiption techniques

spanning three generations in time (grandparents - parents - son)

and cutting across three contemporary family role positions

(mother - father - son). These dimensions may be represented

diagramatically:
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POSITION

TIME MOTHER FATHER SON

Generation I My parents did --- My parents did ---

Generation II
I do ---

My spouse does ---
I'do ---

My spouse does --4-

My father does--
My mother does--

Generation lit
As a parent
I will do ---

At least three kinds of correspondence in socialization techniques

are implicit in this scheme: (1) correspondence between the generations;

(2) correspondence between the parents; and (3) correspondence between

the parents' experiences with their own parents. We have called these

three variables Continuity, Consistency and Congruence, respectively.

Continuity may be defined as a state of correspondence between

the grandparents, parent and the son (distinguishing between mother

and father). A technique is continuous when the grandparents, parent

and son make the same or similar response to the same situation.

Consistency may be nominally defined as a state of correspondence

between the mother and the father in their handling a specific problem.

In short, the parents make the same or similar responses to the same

situation.

Congruence may be defined as a state of correspondence between

the experiences of each of the son's parents with his or her own

parents. That is, when both the mother and father have had similar

socialization histories or experiences.
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The analysis of this information was In two steps: first,

scores were calculated on the three variables for each family,

indicating the extent of Consistency, Continuity and Congruence;

and second, these scores were related to th, son', achievement

and adjustment group in school, which is the criterion variable.

employed in this investigation.

Consistency, Continuity and Congruence are guationat,
II

defined by the following procedures: .Consistency is the number

of instances in which the mother and father describe themselves

as making the same or similar responses to the same stimuli

(the family's problem in connection with the son). if,.for

example, the mother answers that in order to see to it that her

son does not go out before doing his homeWork, she explains to him

the, importance of good grades and going to college,.her reply is .

coded as falling into the first category, Structuring, Explaining

and Teaching. if the father replies that, he doesn't* care whether
.

or not his son does his homework and so does nothing about it, his

reply is coded as falling into the last category! Making No Response.

This situation does not constitute an instance of consistency and

so no score is given. If, however, the father replies that he

tries to set an example for his on by taking care of his own

work before enjoying himself, this would be an Instance of consis-

tency, because the reply would be coded as structuring, Explaining

and Teaching. Since his reply corresponds to the mother's, it would.

be scored as one increment of consistence. The complete Odebook

for these data is contained in the Appendix, and indicates how each

responie was categorized..
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ANALYSIS

By summing the total number of consistency increments within

each family, a total score was obtained. Subscores for consistency

in problems pertaining to the areas of family, school and society

and for behaviors which are participative, expressive, instrumental

or normative behaviors also were obtained for finer analysis of the

relationship between successful outcome, and area-specific and

behavior-specific training techniques.

The same procedures were applied to Congruence and Continuity.

Each instance of corresponding techniques used between members of

different generations was counted as one increment of.continuity

and each instance of correspondence between techniques used by

the mother's parents and techniques used by the father's parents

was counted as an increment of congruence, These scores were also

broken down by areas (family, school and society) and modes of

behavior (participative, expressive, instrumental and normative),

and related to the son's school adjustment and achievement.

A diagram of the relationships analyzed may be helpful

(arrows represent lines of analysis):

GENERATION CONSISTENCY CONTINUITY CONGRUENCE

Generation I

:Generation II

Generation III
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As with previous chapters, our research queition.here concerns

thi nature and degree of differential,betsaeep school adjustMent criterion,

groups on sub-scale scores. As despritled above, the Consistence, Continuity

an0 Congruence scores have been developed as frequencies of Occurence of

the operationally defined patterns of similarity of responses to each item.

TABLE 9:1

Mean Consistence (C1), Continuity (C2) and Congruence (CO Scores
by Sub-Scale and School Adjustment_

AGG

C C2 C

sop INS 3.2 3.1 4.2

SAC NOR 3.7 4.5 5.2

SOQ EXP 1.1 4.5 4.3

SQC PAR 3.2 5.3 4.7

EXP 1.1 2.4 2.7

SCii NOR 3.8 2.7 3.1

SCH INS 4.1 5.9 4.7

FAM PAR 4.2 2.8 5.2

FAM NOR 2.0 3.4 2.6

FAM p) 3.3 3.7 3.8

ASP 3.1 3.9 4.4

WA UA

C
1

.C2
C3 C1

C2 C3

4.3 4.7 5.4, 4.1 4.5 3.9

5.7 3.6 5.2 4.1 4.6 3.7

2.1 3.7 3.0 2,9 2.1 2.6

4.0 5.6 4.. 4.1 4.3 3.?

2.2 1.6 2.0. 2.4 2,0 1.4

4.2 5.8 3.6 2.9 3.1 3.4

3.2 4.5 4.1 3.0 4.6 4,4

6.4 6. '6.7 5.1 4,1 5.4

8,6 8.0 4,0 4.0 5,8 5.2

6.3 8.1 8.8 3.5 3.7 2.4

5.5 5.0 4.1 6.0 4.2 5.3
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. Table 9:1 presents the mean scores on the three variables, for

eash sub-scale and the three criterion groups. Table 9:2 contains the

c9r1plations between the original scores on the three variables, with

st.lir'sPale4 combined but the criterion retainod. in addition, the mean

frequency of occurence, for each score, acrgss all sub-scales per group

is, shown.

TABLE 9:2

Intercorrelations between Consistence (C1), Continuity (C2) and
Congruence (C3), by School Adjustment

AGG WA UA

Cl C
2

C3 C1 C
2

C
3

C
1

C
2

C
3

1,10 .19 .57 1.00 .79 .55 1.00 .53 .73

1.00 .54 1.00 ".67 1.00 .75

1.00 1.40 1.00

N=23 Nx44 N=16

Means.

15.3 15.0 25.7 15.2 22,4 31,0 10.6 9.5 12.6

The most immediate indicator of difference.between the groups, from

Table 9:2, is the lower means for the AGG group. The value on C1 (Consistence)

is lower than the other two groups, indicating_a lower degree of socializing

procedure responses which were consistent between the two parents. The low
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p
2 mean (Continuity) indicates that the AGG family. reports many fewer

techniques which represent a line of transmission from grandparents

through parents to child. Comparing the WA. and UA groups to these data,

it can be seen that the WA famlies,,particularly, Utilize methods which

d'monstrate "traditions" of conformity inducement extending through the

peveral generations. in these terms, the AGG family could be typified as

a socializing agency which attempts to conduct its task with methods and

techniques which are more or less isolated from the earlier experience of

the primary agents, the parents. This might reflect a perception on the

part of the parents that earlier methods have met with little success

and new ones must be tried, or that the problem behaviors are new or

4nique are require new coping procedures.

A question can be raised as to the degree of relationships between

thp Consistence, Continuity and Congruence scores and the frequency of

problgm perceptions, as reported in Chapter 7. Table 9:3 show these data,

which indicate a particularly interesting pattern. As is evident, the

correlations for the WA and UA groups are.quite.high, from which one may

pnclude that as problem percpetions increase, the number of consistent,

Continuous and congruent socialization techniques used by a family also

increases. With the AGG group, however, the correlations are virtually

zero. From this we may conclude that the response of the AGG parents is

distinct from that of the WA and UA parents. . As increasing numbers of

problems are perceived, they may not attempt. to cope with the situation by

utilizing previously used methods. Apparently they tend to select techniques
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TABLE 9:3

Correlations between Consistence (C1), Continuity (C2)
and Congruence (C3), and Problem Perception

by School Adjustment

AGG

Ci - P .28

C2 - P -.14

C3 - P .13

WA UA

C1 - P .76

C2 - P .81

C3 - P .70

C1 - P .76

C2 P .80

C3 - P .72

on the basis other than past familiarity or application. This may result

in what the adolescent interprets as inconsistent application of coercion

or influence. Again, as with evidence presented in earlier chapters, the

AGG families seem not to make use of organizational elements of the family,

but rather to adopt more fragmented, possible temporary measures, which

they themselves may view as having less than optimal likelihood of success.

(Such as Codes 7 and 8 described in Chapter 8)

In general, examination of Table 9:1 suggests that the AGG families

have fewer instances of C1, C2 and C3 patterns than the WA and UA families.

On the school-related sub-scales, the AGG parents generally fall below the

others, with the UA parents in the middle. It is interesting to note that

on the Normative sub-scales particularly the WA parents reveal considerably

more C
1,

C
2
and C

3
patterns than the other two.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

The task-of.this-investigation.has-been.to_prosent the findings

of research concerning the methodological and_conceptual aspects of intra-

family relations as they relate to family socialization effectiveness.

The previous chapters have dealt with the notion of intra-family consensus,

problem perception, and differential utilization of socializing techniques,

influencing the degree to which to socialization aims and practices within

a family social system are effective. The outcome of the family's

socialization practices has been measured by_the use of composite criteria

rotating to social and personal behavior in school. The rationale for this

derives from the notion that the-family prepares. the adolescent for inter-

action in the school and other social systems.external to the family, and

if the job is satisfactorily-carried out, behavior should be visibly conforming

to requirements of these external systems..

The procedures. described here have resulted in a series of findings

which seem to contribute to our general understanding of small socializing

systems, and is not confined to family process alone. Earlier in Chapter 1

it was mentioned that one aim of this :study was to examine a variable,

consensus, which could be regarded as of general sociological import,

transcending Family Sociology per se. This orientation has been maintained,

and seems fruitful.



DIFFERENTIAL MEANINGS.OF.INTRA-FAMILY CONSENSUS

Microconsensus,.as.defined in Chapter.2, consists of agreement

ttetween persons operating.within the same social system. When the system

irtvolves interacting.positions which are not differentiated into status

rqlations, the consensus model is that of a number of persons observing

a single target, from the same location. Consensus in this instance

involves the degree.of.similarity of perception or reporting by the

observers. Few social organizations are so simple as to allow represen-

tation by this model, however. The family, although often suggested as

an example of a simple social system, consists of numerous sub-systems

of.relations.between.at least two differentiated strata, parents and

children.
1

The parent-child social system, then follows the model of

two groups of persons, viewing a single target, from two locations.

.In this sense, one -can speak of consensus within a status stratum, and

also consensus between.strata._ Likewise, as depicted in Chapter 2, the

total consensus measure for an interaction system is the sum of the

within and between-components.

The conceptualization.of multiposition microconsensus in analysis

of variance terms has been developed by Brooks, and reported in Gross et al.
2

The optimuM utility of such work lies not in merely establishing a statisr.

ical algorithm, however. What-can be even.more useful is a model which

would allow examination.of the.interplay of. consensus held by a set of role

actors and the transmission of role expectations between actors. The

three-fold analysis of consensus by V, M and D scores has been carried out

approach this goal, and distinctly different results have been obtained

for the three criterion groups.
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A commonly offered model by means of which the parents are assumed

to influence the behaviors or.value system of the child is that of actor-

imitator. Using this model, the child is seen as coming to view the

parents' behavior as a definition of acceptable action, and through a

process of imitation, he manifests behaviors which are acceptable. A

variant of this relationship is the form in which not imitation but rather

direct transmission of expectations concerning behavior is involved.

However different the two models, the degree of consensus between parents

is a crucial consideration. As Gross et al. have demonstrated, consensus

has most often been taken as a constant rather than a variable.
3

If parents

enacted their roles in such a way that imitation of either of them by the

child would result in behavior acceptable to both, then the question of

consensus would be irrelevant. It is quite clear, however, that family and

social structure both mitigate against this. The divisions of activity by

age, sex and other basic axes serves to prevent simple imitative relation-

ships from resulting in child behaviors which are congruent with those of

the adults.

What then can be said for the transmission model, in which the parents

serve as explicit teachers rather than as sources for imitation? Here, the

implications of variable degrees of consensus are striking. If the parents'

provision of normative and evaluative information for the child is such that

the two sets of information are not consensual, the actual content of the

material communicated may be irrelevant:for conformity cannot be defined

without a common standard. , short, socialization is unlikely to be opti-

mally effective in situations where the parents present divergent or

non-similar values and standards for behavior.
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The preceding statement, taken as an..hypothesis, has been tested in

the analysis of.V scores. The finding,..as.described in Chapter 5, was that

V scores, measuring inter-parent consensus,-are unrelated to the school

criterion, either. in a univariate or multivariate sense. This finding leads

one to the position that either consensus is not a matter of concern to

socialization effectiveness, or, single-position consensus is not sufficient

to describe the dynamic interaction which might take place between members

of two different positions in a social system.. The latter supposition is

dealt with by the analysis of M scores, which measure the degree of consensus

between parents and the son. The foregoing analyses have shown that M scores

are highly related to the socialization criterion. This indicates that

it is not mere disagreement between parents which may bring about non-conforming

behavior on the part of.the son. Rather, the son's own position in the

attribute-space defined by.the values and expectations must be taken into

account, relative to .that of the parents. This finding has the effect of

weakening the notion of.imitation.as.a basic process in socialization. If

imitation were highly.influential in the process, it would follow that the

distinction between.V and M scores would not.be.so great as observed here.

Since this study has made use of adolescent boys and their parents,

viewing adolescent behaviors, nothing can be.said of the imitation process

at earlier stages in socialization.process.. When verbal communication is

restricted, as in infancy, imitation is quite likely to be of great importance.

The present study does not deal with the overall process of : ocialization in

this sense, normas it intended to.
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The analyses of V, M and D scores conducted thus far have demon-

strated several findings concefring the concept of consensus as a variable.

First, the results ;ndicate that microconsensus between two positions

within the family relates to the qualitative_characteristics of the son's

behavior, as defined by the school behavioral criteria in this study.

This is in itself a majok- finding, supporting the work of Gross et al. as

well as others who have explored consensus, An additional research

question under examination here has been whether any of several areas of

expectation for the son's behavior would show a heavier relationship to the

criterion than others. The multiple discriminant coefficients presented

in Chapter 5 have shown the scales or areas of expectations or behavior

which contribute most to the separation of the criterion groups in eleven-

dimensional space. Of the original eleven, three scales are particularly

heavy contributors: Society Normative, School Participative and School

Expressive. The items making up these scales are shown in Chapter 3, in

Table 3:1. Family Normative and Society Expressive scales have weights

close to the .75 cutting point- The remaining scales have very low weights,

indicating that they contribute but slightly to the discrimination between

the criterion groups.

The finding that the several scales of items contribute in a highly

differential manner to the discrimination betwen criterion groups is of

great interest. It gives clear evidence that areas of expectations exist

in which the degree of intra-famly consensus relates to the success of

socialization- This is a much more significant finding than the mere
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statement that consensus itself relates-to.socialization success. The

division of interview items into the eleven. scales was intended to allow

for an exploratory view .of this very situation,.in order to contribute to

further studies.. A task beyond the present. one would involve continued

analyses of these data in such away as to allow. specific hypothesis-

testing with each set of items, following a conceptual system making use

of the expressive, instrumental, normative and participative dimensions.

An analysis of that kind can contribute greatly toward a unification of

family data with significant.general sociological concepts.

SUBSCRIPTION AND AGREEMENT

A major emphasis in this part.of the research has been the study of

intra-family consensus on the importance of.objects, conditions and rela-

tionships which the adolescent boy might have,.do or be. An additional

question has been raised, in Chapter 6, concerning the possibility that the

consensus phenomena observed might be accounted for by the family members

differing on the degree of ascribed importance. itself. The issue resolves

itself in two questions: (1) Does unsuccessful_socialization arise from a

process of poor-transmission-imitation due to...low intra-family consensus

on expectations, values and.standards? or ..(2) Does unsuccessful sociali-

zation arise from a process in which family-socializing agents subscribe to

different expectations, values and standards.than the judges of socializa-

tion effectiveness, the social organizations for whom the family is

socializing the child?
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The analysis of.importance ratings reported in Chapter 6 has

clearly shown the significance of the issue.of differential subscHp-

tion. A pattern of assignment of.higher.importance was revealed which

indicated that, in .general,.the Aggressive families assess the interview

items lower than the others, the Under-achievers in the middle, and the

Well-adjusted families the highest. An additional finding, bearing on

the meaningfulness of the consensus issue, is that the scales contri-

buting most heavily to the criterion discrimination in the importance

analysis are different, save one, than those.contributing heavily in the

consensus analysis. This suggests strongly that two distinct phenomena

are being dealt with here, each of significance in explaining the

socialization process. Differential agreement on values within families,

and differential subscription to values between.families both bear a

relationship to the process of adolescent socialization, as defined here.

DIFFERERENTIAL PROBLEM PERCEPTION

Beyond the several issues of consensus and subscription, the aims

of this project have included an examination of problem perception, and

its relationship to school adjustment. The data presented in Chapter 7

took up this issue, relating frequency of problem items to measures of

consensus and to family position.

The data indicated that the fathers of adolescents with school

troubles (AGG and UA boys) were most sensitive to the problems,:in terms

of perceptions. The data of Table 7:3 indicated that the mothers and sons

were much less differentiated by problem perception frequencies.
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Analyses by sub-scale were also conducted with the problem

perception data, revealing noteworthy relationships across the several

scales and school adjustment categories. For all but eight of the thirty

three contrasts, significant results were found, with the WA families

reporting fewer problems than either AGG or UA. The sons' data yielded

interesting results, in that it seems clear that the distinctions between

the adolescents themselves is nowhere as great as between the parents.

There is a suggestion of mutual support here, and a maintenance of percep-

tion of behavior through means of peer group support.

FURTHER RESEARCH TASKS

The accomplishments of this research would have been shallow indeed

if they do not, in their turn, indicate additional research directions for

the future. The several research questions dealt with here have been

merely those most basic to a fuller understanding of a highly complex

situation, that of family and school socialization. Indeed, the raising

of the issues of consensus, importance, problem perception and socializa-

tion techniques seems to leave the field as complicated as before. What

has been done, however, is to illustrate how a symmetric, systems oriented

approach allows the generation of data which can be used to describe

dynamic aspects of the family as a social organization, in which the

actors define each other's behavior and the rules therefor. Some of the

findings allow the extension of research on family socialization,

juvenile deviance and school criteria along lines of standard sociologi-

cal conceptualization. This was one of the goals originally set for the

study.
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The human family is .a social organization which envelopes us all,

throughout our Wetimes. Socialization, the process by means of which

a human organism becomes and remains a social being, begins there. The

many social problems identified in our society are often cited as

growing from improper or inadequate family socialization. This study

has been designed as an attempt to seek some means for explation of

the relationships betwen family processes and social inadequacy and

deviance, particularly in such external socialization agencies as the

school. Many more studies will be needed before the causal nexus can

be know sufficiently well to allow for programs directly aimed at the

alleviation of personal and social ills.
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APPENDIX A

In the following.taEes, decinai points have been omtted,
Diagonal entries have been omitted in symmetrical tables,



TABLE Al

Intercorrelations Among Scales,
V Scores, Aggressive Families

SOC INS 26 37 41 -13

SOC NOR -23 -25 -22

SOC EXP -14 38

SCH PAR 00

SCH EXP

SCH NOR

SCH INS

FAM PAR

FAM NQR

FAM EXP n=19 families

ASP

19 24 18

-02 *26 -18

-34 16 18

54 29 45

-24 29 60

25 43

44

53 19 -i2

-06 -04 -30

-12 18 Oi

61 17 42

-21 59 50

50 28 26

38 36 37

29 63 52

-11 19

35

TABLE A2

Intercorrelations Among Scales,
V Scores, Well-adjusted Families

SOC INS 27 31 44 22 01 35

SOC NOR 33 67 -02 50 69

SOC EXP 58 68 24 51

SCH PAR 33 45 79

SCH EXP -06 23

SCH NOR 32

SCH INS

FAM PAR

FAM NQR

FAM EXP n=48 families

ASP

1

12 03 08 18

51 42 50 49

25 32 08 26

39 45 33 48

09 05 -09 02

27 29 23 44

39 47 35 34

62 71 27

54 42

36



TABLE A3

Intercprrelations Among Scales,

V Scores, Underachiever Families

SOC INS 04 36 09 07 -03 10

SOC NOR 25 -24 26 -09 33

SOC EXP -16 45 -01 52

SCH PAR -20 04 -11

SCH EXP 32 10

SCH NOR -06

FAM PAR .

FAM NOR

FAM EXP nm17 families

ASP

12 08 16 23

02 45 55 27

16 12 13 47

71 17 01 46

03 05 22 18

18 55 39 23

31 05 08 35

40 25 63

78 66

48

TABLE A4

Intercorrelations Among Scales,

Family Types Combined

SOC INS 24 32 39 05

SOC NOR 20 36 -05

SOC EXP 35 48

SCH PAR 13

SCH EXP

SCH NOR

SCH INS

FAM PAR

FAM NOR

FAM EXP n=84 families

ASP

2

02 28 14 19 11 12

30 41 30 29 41 26

06 40 22 17 11 20

35 52 45 43 26 41

r03 24 24 04 14 19

18 25 36 24 34

39 35 29 33

48 62 40

44 45

35



Scale

TABLE A5

Means and Standard Deviations

11 Scales, V scores

AGG WA UA TOTAL
IT

SOC INS

SOC NOR

SOC EXP

SCH PAR

SCH EXP

.SCH NOR

SCH INS

FAM PAR

FAM NOR

FAM EXP

ASP

5.55

.1.43

.2.32

3.78

2.87

1.83

1.68

3.92

4;16

3.92

3.61

1-- rr

5.11 5.12 5.21

1.22 1.25 1.27

2.06 1.12 1.94

3.29 3.03 3.35

2.10 2.46 2.35

2.74 . 3.91 2.77

1..05 1.28 1.19

3.47 3.56 3.60

3.71 3.74 3.82

3.94 3.35 3.82

3.56 4.22 3.70

'1 1

Standard Deviation§

SOC INS 3.87. 3.02.

SOC NOR 1.61 1.78

SOC EXP 1.57 1.80

SCH PAR . 3.31 3.34

SCH EXP 3.66 1.78

SCH NOR 1.84 3.08

SCH INS 1.56 1.44

FAM PAR 2.93 3.23

FAM NOR 3f38 2.70

FAM EXP 2,12 3.10

ASP 2.12 2.31

"N IP 19 -4Er'- '

3

2.60

1.18

1.06

2.39

2.03

3.25

1.54

3.07

3.64

2.33

4.37

3.12

1.62

1.66

3.14

2.36

2.94

1.50

3.10

3.03

2.75

2.78

84



TABLE *

Intercorrelations Among Scales,
M Sprits, Aggressive Families

SOC INS 53 50 76 45 80 .77

SOC NOR 32. 449 Z1 75' 46

SOC EXP 41 40 27 23

SCH PAR 41 79 64

SCH EXP
7

63

SCH NOR 79

SCH INS.

FAM PAR:

FAM NOR

FAM EXP nie19 families

ASP

16 73 51

39 61 41

-24 44 43

21 70 50

-02 28 08

25 84 59

08 71 34

14 02

69

1 II n rT PrirTV, r OP IP 1 Iv IT -

TABLE A7

Intercorrelations.Among Scales,
M Scores, Well-adjus'ted Families

SOC INS 16 31 30 -14 36 20

SOC NOR 39 34 23 43 38

SOC EXP 52 32 65 34

SCH PAR 15 47 72

SCH EXP 1 pi Q4

SCH NOR 50

SCH INS

FAM PAR

FAM NOR

FAM EXP n=48 famines

ASP

4

41

-01

27

18

24

30

52

-22

50

25

28 34 29 05

26 56 35 46

40 61 52 26

51 53 51 36

12 42 25 39

24 56 38 28

34 43 28 38

49 63 34

62 61

49



SOC INS

SOC NOR

SOC EXP

SCH PAR

SCH EXP

SCH NOR

SCH INS

FAM PAR

FAM NOR

FAM EXP'

ASP

TOLE A8

IntercorrelaticAs Am9ng $cales,
M Swes, Underachieyer Families

30 5 34 55 50 34 46 51 39 57

32 02 41 79 60 75 64 -01 34

53 .00 46 . 06 35 30 -07 46

16 73 61 54 63 03 65

13 -t14 12 07 -20 19

55 57 70 01 42

63 77 15 61

81 35 32

27 39

nq17 families 05

TABLE A9

Intercorrelations AMono Scales,
Mlcores, Family Type Combined

SOC INS 38' 46 49 35 58 51. 29 53 35 33

SOC NOR 36 54 30 71 53 45 64 30 33

SOC EXP 46 49 45 25. 20 45 33 37

SCH PAR 36 71 69 44 65 45 39

SCH EXP 38 40 12 32 13 34

SCH NOR 71 35 75 38 36

SCH INS 30 66 27 50

FAM PAR 45 45 21

FAM NOR 55 52

FAM EXP nw84 families 34

ASP

5



Scale

TABLE A10

Means and Standard Deviations
11 Scales, M Scores

AGG WA UA Total

el......,,.....Comeammmapmplargftww.11.

SOC INS

SOC NOR

SOC EXP 9.27 6.27 9.94 7.69

SCH PAR 27.14 12.10 15.91 16,27

SCH EXP 10.44 4.6o 9.75 6,96

SCH NOR 46.09 20.58 28.26 27.90

SCH INS 15.31 6.02 10,33 9.00

FAM PAR 26,29 17.95 17.29 19.70

FAM NOR 38:42 23.42 24.91 27.11

FAM EXP 24.29 18.75 19.59 20.17

22,18 17.10 23.70 19,53

33,80 15.97 22,13 21.25

ASP 20.45 13.79 19.10 16,37

. ,

SOC INS

SOC NOR

SOC EXP

SCH PAR

SCH EXP

SCH NOR

SCH INS

FAM PAR

FAM NOR

FAM EXP

ASP

14.06

22.61

7.83

17.95

7.45

35,78

17,12

18.95

28,83

11.69

11.43

Standard Deviations

9.98 11.18

11.10 17.78

5359 11.05

11.96 9.42

3.46 7.27

18.37 20.22

6.49 8.56

14.36 15.83

15.46 19.27

1657 11.54

9.53 15.69

11.50

17.11

7.57

14,32

6.08

25.58

10.77

15.99

20.62

14.69

11.68

1 9

6

17

1



TABLE All

Intercorrelations Among Scales,
D Scores, Aggressive Families

SOC INS 56. 51 73 64 77 81 16 70 51 49

SOC NOR 32 53 17 76 48 42 62 38 06

SOC EXP 44 47 23 21 -19 42 44 28

SCH PAR 45 78 66 25 71 46 21

SCH EXP 29 58 -04 21 23 20

SCH NOR 80 27 84 57 32

SCH INS 07 71 38 51

FAM PAR 13 01 -21

FAM NOR 66 52

FAM EXP n=19 families 33

ASP

TABLE Al2...

Intercorreltions Among Scales,
D Scores, Well-adjusted_Families

SOC INS 26 38 37 -05 39 25 33 46 36 17

SOC NOR 47 38 31 43 42. 25 57 32 47

SOC EXP 62 41 67 .37 47 66 45 28

SCH PAR 27 52 .72. 55 54 47 40

SCH EXP 21 09 19 37 18 36

SCH NOR 51 28 57 34 29

SCH INS 35 45 27 42

FAM PAR 50 64 27

FAM NOR 59 57

FAM EXP n=48 families 42

ASP

7

a0



TABLE A13

Intercorrelltions Among Scales,
D Scores, Underachiever FamWes

SOC INS 32 60 51

SOC NOR 31 61

SOC EXP 55

SCH PAR

SCH EXP

SCH NOR

SCH INS

FAM PAR

FAM NOR

53 51 32 55 55 45

04 81 56 79 73 ;2

60 45 08. 39 33 -01

17 78 60 57 66 09

18 -10 17 fl -16

48 63 74 00

58 71 2

86 38

26

59

45

5/

71

24

53

64

38

45

FAM EXP n=17 families 06

ASP

SOC INS 43

SOC NOR

SOC EXP

SCH PAR

SCH EXP

SCH NOR

SCH INS

FAM PAR

FAM NOR

FAM EXP

ASP

TABLE A14

Intercorrelations Among Scales,
D Scores, Family Type Combined

49 53 40 58 54 33 57 40 40

39 57 30 71 55 48 67 30 38

52 53 45 25 28 47 3i 43

40 71 70 49 66 43 43

34 37 16 30 14 35

71 38 75 35 39

31 66 27 50

47 46 21

52 51

n=84 far, lies 31

8



Scale

SOC INS

SOC NOR

SOC EXP

SCH PAR

SCH EXP

SCH NOR

SCH INS

FAM PAR

FAM NOR

FAM EXP

ASP

SOC INS

SOC NOR

SOC EXP

SCH PAR

SCH EXP

SCH NOR

SCH INS

FAM NOR

FAM EXP

FAM PAR

ASP

TABLE A15

AGG

Means and Standard Deviations
11 Scales, D Scores

WA UA

27.74 22.11 28.82

35.24 17.18 23.38

11.60 8.33 11.12

30.92 15.40 18.94

13.32 6.71 12.20

47.92 23.32 32.18

17.00 6.97 11.62

30.21 21.43 20.88

42.58 27.13 28.65

28.21 22.69 22.94

24.05 17.34 2332

11111911=Mmimpmminmpre,..........................

14.22

22.28

7.75

17.69

7.62

36.71

17.41

18.26

29.79

11.97

10.94

Tota

Standard Deviations

10.33 1082

11.32 17.96

6.05 11.64

12.71 10..11

4.57 8..83

19.15 21.19

6.74 8.92

13.88 16.82

15.68 20.12

16.79 12.01

10.46 .72

24.74

22,52

9.63

19,62

9.32

30.68

10.18

23.30

30 93

23.99

20,07

l'i,68

i7,20

7.88

14.79

6.98

26.20

11,12

15,82

21.22

14.96

12,60

19 17

9



SOC INS 36

SOC NOR 22

SOC EXP -10

SCH PAR 19

SCH EXP -04

SCH NOR 62

SCH INS 04

FAM PAR 51

FAM NOR 42

FAM EXP 35

ASP -09

TABLE A16

Intercorrelations Among V Scores,
and Importance, Aggressive Families

22

22

-12

00

-01

-34

20 11

-18 -34

72 70

11 -10

29 26

33 35

13 -05

13 -08

18 28 09 15 16 17

00 37 -17 01 -11 06

-32 -12 -15 r06 -04 -26

31 13 25 -08 18 12

-74 -08 -21 -14 -19 -33

86 51 75 50 67 73

11 -32 29 53 10 13

38 17 28 32 26 20

45 12 46 26 46 27

17 24 07 22 22 07

10 -07 18 '05 32 05

21 21

13 27

-08 -21

07 -16

-30 -28

72 52

-01 -10

15 14

20 34

18 18

-06 -22

r T . r ,

TABLE A17
.

Intercorrelations Among M Scores
and Importance, Aggressive Families

SOC INS 40 41 39 59 09 49 64 51 67 44 47

SOC NOR 13 63 39 65 14 69 39 62 58 62 25

SOC EXP 25 27 26 37 -07 50 46 29 48 25 13

SCH PAR 23 28 44 49 m10 50 67 33 57 29 34

SCH EXP 22 16 18 29 05 21 28 13 45 19 22

SCH NOR 37 58 59 74 15 69 71 61. 75 66 57

SCH INS 47 42 42 60 29 36 29 36 59 44 70

FAM PAR -30 08 08 03 -18 07 -07 05 05

FAM NOR 38 46 55 68 02 57 76 52 71

FAM EXP 37 34 39 -16 42 58 37 40 22

ASP 62 40 34 36 30 13 38 20 41

10

-03 -04

47 61

37 22

31 58



SOC tNS 50

SOC NOR 15

SOC EXP 23

SCH PAR 27

SCH EXP 20

SCH NOR 39

SCH INS 46

FAM PAR -23

FAM NOR 41

FAM EXP 28

ASP 64

TABLE A18

intercorrelations Among D Scores
and Importance, Aggressive Families

4747 3939 6464 1717 5151

6666 3939 6666 1717 6969

2525 1919 3131 -10-10 4848

3232 4747 5555 -07-07 5656

0707 0202 1616 0101 1111

6060 6161 7676 1818 7171

4242 4141 6060 2626 3838

1313 1313 0909 -16-16 1212

4949 5757 7171 0303 6060

3939 3333 4848 -11-11 4242

4444 3434 3939 3030 1717

47 39 64 17 51

66 39 66 17 69

25 19 31 -10 48

32 47 55 -07 56

07 02 16 01 11

60 61 76 18 71

42 41 60 26 38

13 13 09 -16 12

49 57 71 03 60

39 33 48 -11 42

44 34 39 30 17

67 55 71

40 62 59

46 28 24

66 36 60

21 04 29

71 62 77

62 44 70

49 52

63 27

43 09

31 31

04 09

67 58

48 60

-02 10 09 -01 -02

77 54 74 49 61

61 40 41 25 39

39 26 44 31 57

TABLE A19

00 24 -11 33 64 34 35 33 29

FAM PAR 27 41 12 42 07 34 27 57 40 44 30

FAM NOR 27 55 05 29 -04 44 36 49 62 43 37

FAM EXP 39 34 22 20 06 17 19 41 30 57 33

ASP 50 36 36 35 15 27 29 39 30 38 54

1111
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TABLE A20

Intercorrelations Among M Sccre$
and Importance, Well-adjusted Families

..S0t 1INS. 19 21

S0.C.:NOR 10 15

r ,
SOC"EXP 17 . 12

SCH' PAR 37 -03

21 18 28 12

07 09 .-05 06

'12 13. 02 21

01' 19 04 07

SCH EXP. -10 -20 ..T17 -03

.SCH .'N04 10 '46 00 50

Sell'iNV 24 14 -01 26

FAM .`PAR 16 .12 06 -08

FAM:.NOB 10 11 10 06

r0 OP -03 '04' 05 r05

A. 19 00 22 -02.

705 ..0$

13 p.'

-02 17

13 -14

07 .07

09 -13

17 -18.

-24

.07

14

17

15

12 03

X11 -03*

05 14

00 00

-18 -11

*24 06

-06 05

-15 05

-06 14

-13 *21

)8'. 27 33 -02 19

24 01 01 -13 25

r07. -03

-08 03

-13 4.04

'4-13 .06

-04 -06

-10 -08

07 -25

06 06

JAKE A?1

Intercprrelations Among D Scores
and importance, Well-tadlusted Families

.

sec .04 26 20
..

SOC:NOR 16 21

SOC,.EXP. ?5 12

'SCH;PAR, 46 p4

1MHN0R 9.10 .16

SCHINS 16 '50

-FAH PAR 25 16

kAMINOR 23 -03

!AM.. EXP: 15 21

.ASO 29 08

23 23

10 15

49 17

05 30

-20 -08

06 55

-Q1 30

09 02

11 11

28 06

33 13 -18 12 01 24 11

,03 12 12 1104 03 02 10

-03 27 27 08 20 -12 12

05 19 30 13',. 10 04 25

-P12 -10 19' -18 -14 -18 -15

14 63 24 34 41 05 27

-04 24 37 .Q8 08 -05 31

15 -05 ,04 06 06 06 01

06 14 07 00 14 -03 -01

15 -01 -,01 r(03 01 14 18



SOC INS 13

SOC NOR 39

SOC EXP 26

SCH PAR -03

SCH EXP 21

SCH NOR 23

SCH INS 37

FAM PAR 14

FAM NOR 43

FAM EXP. 52

ASP 39

TABLE A22

Intercorrelations Among V Scores
and Importance, Underachiever Families

00 24 09

28 22 20

21 37 03

09 15 12

19 29 07

20 29 16

05 29 17

32 48 39

55 48 44

43 51 36

57 68 46

08

-13

04

04

-02

35

-09

25

38

34

33

06 27 13 02 -02 22

14 65 25 13 26 29

14 36 29 17 30 32

21, 00 18 14 14 09

13 33 24 24 22 25

2f 17 02 12 14 36

26 41 45 34 37 45

52 36 50 40 47 46

40 57 38 23 46 65

31 68 31 22 30 67

51 52 60 36 47 66

TABLE A23

Intercorrelations Among M Scores
and Importance, Underachiever Families

SOC INS 29 39 48 44 26 45 34 57 52 38 49

SOC NOR 22 68 65 76 64 61 49 62 49 58 66

SOC EXP 37 62 82 46 54 57 57 46 51 39 57

.SCH PAR 20 55 73 73 48 57 44 71 58 41 52

SCH EXP 03 19 29 -01 11 14 02 12 12 15 14

SCH NOR 22 68 63 76 55 65 38 64 52 49 57

SCH INS 29 52 49 78 53 57 44 77 84 63 58

FAM PAR 12 68 59 69 61 56 38 61 52 59 50

FAM NOR 14 60 56 67 56 62 32 70 66 70 55

FAM EX? 12 17 03 13 4-09 12 27 18 13 14 13

ASP 48 50 63 69 37 56 51 8i 78 50 70

13



TABLE A24

In4rcorrelations Among D Scores
and ImOortance, Underachiever. Families

SOC. INS' 34 51 55 48 28 48 42 57 52 38 49

SOC NOR 25. . 69 . 66 76 62 61 52 62 49 58 66

SOC EXP 38, 6! 81 44 52 56 47 51 39 44 57
. :

SCH PAR 18 53 71 71 45 58 41 71 58 41 52

SCH EXP 07:. 40 31 00 10 14 09 12 12 15 14

SCH NOR 68 65 75 57 65 39 64 52 49 57

SCH 34 . .52 78 50 60 49 77 84 63 58

FAM PAR' '64 72 62 63 43 61 52 59 50

FAM NOR 21,- 69 4 63 72 60 66 41 70 66 70 55

FAH EXP 21 y 25. 13 20 -02 18 39 18 13 14 13

ASP 52; 72 72 41 63 58 81 78 50 70

14



TABLE A25

Sca..e

Means and Standard Deviations

11 Scales, Importance Rating

AGG WA UA

SOC :NS 2,18 2.12 2.20

SOC NOR 1,84 1.61 1.78

SOC EXP 1.75 1.56 1.46

SCH PAR 1.98 1.60 1.71

SCH EXP 1.96 1.62 1.05

SCH NOR 1,65 1.51 1.86

SCH tNS 1.70 1.45 1.21

FAM PAR 2,25 1.93 2.09

FAM NOR 1.70 1.60 1.82

FAM EXP 1.58 1.46 1.35

ASP 1.82 1.71 1.82

Total

Ala..Imaftramoll

2.15

1.69

1.57

1.71

1.56

1.61

1.66

2.03

1.67

1.47

1.76

Standard Deviations

SOC %NS .54 .4o .35 .42

SOC NOR ,38 .38 .40 .40

SOC EXP .38 .32 .4o .36

SCH FAR .45 .39 .45 .44

SCH EXP .44 .68 .35 .68

SCH NOR :29 .38 .4o .38

SCH AIS .41 .43 .42 .51

FAM PAR .42 .44 .5o .46

FAM NOR .31 .34 .35 .34

FAM EXP .30 .26 .16 .26

ASP .37 .28 .31 .31

19

15

17



TAP4 A40

Intercorrelations Among Scelles
Importance, Aggresslye Families

W10' 51 0 71 70 39 4 47 58 58 79

NQR 69 80 48 78 48 74 f)

SOC EXP. 86 43 76 54 65 80 74 75

Pi1lt 53 84 64 81 89 85 76

§CH fXP 24 r03 32 31 56 59

SCH NQR 68 70 8g 85 51

sOf sk$ 56 7h 56 61

FAH Pfdt 86 $2 66

FA1: NQR 82 77

rikm,pi n ",17 families 70

SO INS. 35

SOC NQR

hoc ix?

SCH !Ai

SCH.N9R

SHINS

!AM RAR.

FAH NOR

FAM gsp

ASP

TAB X A27

Interporrelations Amqng Sqales
Importance, Well-adjoted-Familieq

60. 45 34 39 33 59 49 57 73

30 57 18 74 32 70 70 44 52

58 71 21 -17 54 31 73 IA

57 64 21 73 47 56 55

08 -39 37 -01 51 1

59 69 76 15 65

3c 55 08 55

78 69 63

64

45n=48-fmilles

16



TABLE A28

Intercorrelations Among Scales
Importance, Underachiever Families

SOC INS 68 61 59 44 72 84 66. 72 59 83

SOC NOR 85 86 78 90 73 72 78 8o 80

SOC EXP 81 80 85 73 78 73 68 86

SCH PAR 73 87 72 88 84 68 79

SCH EXP 76 42 51 57 'SO 66

SCH NOR 72 85 86 83 82

SCH INS 77 72 69 87

FAM PAR 92 78 '84

FAM NOR 79 82

FAM EXP n=17 families
75

ASP

r

TABLE A29

Intercorrelations Among Scales
Importance, Family Types Combined

SOC INS. 45 59 53 33 43 39 54 54 76

SOC NOR 51 70 24 77 45 75 71 56 61

*SOC EXP 72 64 40 11 62 47 73 58

SCH PAR 50 68 39 80 62 64 66

SCH EXP 01 -39 32 -01 56 21

SCH NOR 69 72 81 41 65

SCH INS 48 04 13 59

FAM PAR 81 69 69

FAM NOR 54 71

FAM EXP n=84 families

ASP

17

53
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TABLE B1

Chi-Square Tables
Median Test of Problem Perception vs. School Adjustment

By Family Position

Above Median

Below Median

Above Median

Below Median

Above Median

Below Median

SOCIETY INSTRUMENTAL

MOTHERS

AGG WA UA

29 67 31

2
X = 10.424

64

63

FATHERS

AGG WA UA

2 36

17 14 13

19 50 20

X
2
= 23.314

SOCIETY NORMATIVE

8 43 13

21 '24 18

29 67 31

X
2
= 12.015

64

63

6 33 6

13 17 14

19 50 20

X
2

= 10.889

SOCIETY EXPRESSIVE

7 42 15

22 25 16

29 67 31

X
2
= 12.097

64

63

534 6

14 16 14

45

44

45

44

45

44

SONS

AGG WA UA

9 36 13

14 29 15

23 65 28

X
2
= 1.984

7 39 12

16 26 16

23 65 28

X
2
= 6.693

8 36

15 29

58

58

58

58

14 158

14 1 58

19 50 20 23 65 28

X
2
= 13.934 X

2
= 2.884



Above Median

Below Median

Above Median

Below Median

Above Median

Below Median

Above Median

Below Median

TABLE B1 (Continued)

SOCIETY PARTICIPATIVE

MOTHERS

AGG WA UA

13 437

16 24 L

29 67 31

X
2
= 12.949

64

63

FATHERS

AGG WA UA

19 50 20

2
X = 14.986

SCHOOL EXPRESSIVE

21 43

8 24 i 31

29 67 31

2
X = 42.210

64

63

15 30

4 20

45

44

4420

45

2

19 50 20

SONS

AGG WA UA

8 .42 8

15 23 20

23 65 28

2

X = 12,827

4

17 17 24

23 65 28

2 2
X = 28.361 X = 34.331

SCHOOL NORMATIVE

43 11

19 24 120

29 67 31

2
X = 10.787

64

63

33 7

14 1 17

19 50 20

X
2
= 11.173

SCHOOL INSTRUMENTAL

29 67 31

X
2
= 18.625

64

63

2 33810

17 17 it.

19 50 20

X
2

= 16.953

45

44

45

44

23 65 28

2
X =2.905

9 3 18

I
114/ 34 1.2j
23 65 28

2
X = 3.511

58

58

58

58

58

58

58

58



Above Median

Below Median

Above Median

Below Median

Above Median

Below Median

Above Median

Below Median

TABLE B1 (Continued)

FAMILY PARTICIPATIVE

MOTHERS

AGG WA UA

29 67 31

2
X 3.467

64

63

19 50 20

2
X = 10.889

FAMILY NORMATIVE

7 44 13

22 23 18

29 67 31

X
2
= 15.140

64

63

5 33 7

14 17 13

19 50 20

2
X = 11.173

FAMILY EXPRESSIVE

29 67 31

2
X = 35.999

64

63

14
131

0

5 19 20

19 50 20

X
2

= 27.123

FAMILY ASPIRATIONS

29 67 31

X2X = 19.693

64

63

45

44

45

44

45

44

45

14 16 44

19 50 20

X2
.

X = 21.135

5

14

36 4

23 65 28

2
X = .325

9' 34 1 !.5

14 13

23 65 28

X
2

= 1.368

23 65 28

2
X = 25.619

9 37 12

14 28 16

23 65 28

2
X = 2.905

58

58

58

58

58

58

58
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"This world in itself is not reasonable, that is all that can be said.
But what is absurd is the confrontation of this irrational and the
wild longing for clarity whose call echoes in the human heart."

Albert Camus
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I EDITORIAL COMMENT

Please keep in mind that coding 'open-ended responses is inevitably difficult,
ambiguous and tedious; that is to say you're not the only one who's uncomfort-
able. No matter how thoroughly you understand the process or how conscien-
tious you are, from time to time you will have.doubts as to the proper assigna-
tion of a response to a suitable category. This is in the nature'of the task;
there is rarely c absolutely correct choice. You must make judgments
continually and endure the fact that you will rarely be certain about your
choices. I think you will find it helps to make these judgments with care but
without very close analysis; by trying to be absolutely certain you have chosen
the best category, you may find more and more Possibintle7S7-1sing and end up
like the centipede who was never able to walk again after he was asked how
he ever managed to control 100 legs at once. Occasionally, especially at first,
there will be instances of such ambiguity that a response seems uncodable, and
provision has been made'for a head coder to handle these cases. It will also
help if you make sure you are thoroughly familiar with the entire code book,
rules and response categories. You will recall that many interviewees were
uncomfortable trying to describe their feelings in terms of pre-coded categories,
but as coders you had no difficulty in dealing with their replies. Now it's
your turn to be uncomfortable while coding open-ended responses that caused
interviewees less difficulty. Inevitably, either the coder or the interviewee
has to take responsibility for systematizing replies, and in this study at least,
both coder and interviewee got a turn,

1
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II PHASE II CODING

MECHANICS GF CODING

-----""'-'-".-V"Ir04Mk.gO

Phase II interviews may be checked out by the project secretary to
coders, not more than five at a time, except in special circumstances.
Be sure you never code your own interviews and that you never have
more than one member of a family in a batch. Face sheets will be coded

separately and at a later time.

2 In filling out the coding sheets, be sure the identification data called
for in the extreme right hand corner is complete. Please use.pencil

(not necessarily IBM) and make numbers as dark and legible as possible.
Cells with slashes are to be used to accomodate the X over-punch which
always occurs in the units digit. Put the X in the upper half of the cell

over the number with which it belongs.

3 Do not put two cases or positions on one coding sheet; leave the rest
of the sheet blank when you have completed a case' or position.

4 When you have completed a case, check it in to the project secretary
along with the coding sheets (five per case), if you have no questions

about it. Please do not keep data out over 10 days without notifying the
project secretary.

5 In case of questions, leave the interview response sheet and a note
stating the question in the head coder's envelope; she will answer your
question by phone or by leaving a note and the case in your envelope.
When your question is thus answered, complete the case and turn the
material in to the project secretary. Be sure to check your envelopes
regularly, preferably a couple of times each week.

2



B. CODING CONVENTIONS: RULES

1 No code has been provided for R and P (reward and punishment); these
were used too infrequently to be of any use.

2 The first technique mentioned is to be coded in the cells provided on
the coding sheet for first technique, unless there is some indication
that another technique should be coded as the first (i.e. if the inter-
viewee indicates what the first technique really is by some means other
than mentioning it first).

3 The last technique mentioned is to be coded in the space provided for
most effective, unless there is some indication that a technique not
mentioned last is the most effective (i.e. use of asterisk, underlining,
parentheses etc.). Individual interviewers often used idiosyncratic
abbreviations and symbols to indicate which technique was most effective;
be attentive to the use of these symbols and in cases of doubt refer the
matter to the head coder who will check with the interviewer.

4 When there is only one technique mentioned or where the same technique
is both first and effective, code that technique in the effective space,
and 1eaVe spaces for the first technique blank.

5 Always code with the 110 items.before you and refer to them frequently in
order to make sure you properly understand the reply.

6 Technique content categories are arranged from the most specific to the
most general. Where ever it is possible to use a specific rather than
general reply, do so. Categories 30 through 46X should be used primarily
when general, unelaborated replies have been given.

7 If interviewee says "same", code responses-listed in immediately preced-
ing reply; be sure to use identical codes and interpretation.

8 Be very careful in using zero's as opposed to blanks; these are defined
at the top of each page of the technique content categories. The same
definitions apply to coding interpretations.

9 Values are evalutive (emotional) standards; held to be important and
justifiable. Preferences are choices based on values but less strongly
felt, or ratioTOTTTIFOrted (i.e. involving individual tastes and habits).
Code "alternative value" on the basis of this definition.



C. CODING CONVENTIONS: INFERENCES

1 In coding techniques, do not make inferences about what the interviewee
seemed to be saying; code.only what is.actually recorded. Select a code
which reproduces the interviewee's words as closely as possible.

In coding interpretations, it will be necessary to make inferences. Code
an interpretation for each set of replies on the basis of the reply rather
than what is written in the "interpretation" blank. Code "face value"
sinless there is clearly 3 more appropriate interpretation category.

3 When a technique is listed as an interpretation or an interpretation as
a technique, code according to what the reply really is rather than on the
basis. of where it is listed.

4 First and effective techniques may be compounded and provision has been
made for them io be coded in immediately adjacent cells, except in the
final reply set (My parents did or I will do). Here the father's and
mother's first technique may be coded or parents' (in general) first and
effective techniques may be coded if no distinction has been made between
father's and mother's responses. You may code either separate father and
mother responses or parents in general, but not both. "I will do" (son's
response) will always be coded in the last four cells and will consist of
only first and effective techniques with no provision for compounds. If
compounds are given for son's reply, code only the first part of the first
and the first part of the' last technique and ignore the rest.

5 You will frequently have to make inferences as to whether you have a true
compound or merely a 1;st of separate responses. If there is a connecting
word or phrase between two techniques (i.e. but, while, at the same time,
without, etc.), the technique should be treated as compound. if there is
any indication that two distinct techniques were done simultaneously, code
them as compound.

There may be occasions when using a compound will make for a more
meaningful code, for example, by combining an attitude and a technique.
It is acceptable to treat such responses as compound. The main guideline
to be followed in making such decisions is the necessity of avoiding
making mere lists into compounds. In deciding what comprises a compound,
look for indications of a clear relationship between the techniques given.
Without such indications, treat techniques as separate and code accordingly.

Do not use compounds as a means of coding as much information as possible .

Keep in mind that we cannot use all the information gathered and it is
preferable to loose data rather than distort meaning.

4



C. CODING CONVENTIONS: INFERENCES CONTINUED

6 Introductory statements are frequently made by interviewees which are
not properly techniques but merely ways of leading up to an answer.
If the interviewee says "same"'but goes on to give techniques, ignore
"same" and code the responses which follow.

When the interviewee has described a_feeling or ap attitude rather than
a technique, code the feeling' or attitude only when nothing else is given.
This material is to be coded in the cells provided for first technique. If,
howeVer, 'the feeling or attitude is followed by a technique, ignore the
feeling or attitude and code the technique, as first or effective, accord-
ing to where it belongs. Those categories which may be considered attitu-

.:des are so labelled. This rule does pot apply 'to thoie cases in which the
attitude and technique appear to be clearly related, In, which cat they

%are to be treated as compounds(cf. inference #5)p'

When the interviewee specifies an alternative value, code "alternative
value" in the interpretation cell and code the technique which is a
responsetolhe alternative%value in the appropriate cells. When the
.interviewee has given both an alternative value' and a technique used
with respect to the alternative value, and has given a technique with
respect to the original item as well, use the following proceuure:

First: code the response(s) to the original item, using a face
value interpretation in the cells provided for first technique.

Second: code alternative value.(technique 03, not interpretation
%dWarin the cells provided for effective technique and code the
.response to the alternative vd'ue in the effective compound cells.

This will allow us to distinguish between responses to the original item
and responses.to.alternative values. Keep in mind 4411at W. are more in,.
terested in how the interviewee responded to the original item than we
are in the response to the substituted values.

9 Be careful about the interviewer's use of viewpoint; occasionally what
is written as "same as they did" from the interviewer's point of view,
should be read as "same as I did" from the parents' point of view.

10' In using negative codes (X) interpret categories as meaning that the
negative behavior was either done not at all or that it was done to an
insufficient or inadequate degree, even when this is not written out in
the response category. Positive and negative categories are not always
directly parallel; please be attentive to the differences between them.

11 Because several techniques are the same as some of the interpretations,
It is possible'to code redundantly. This may be avoided by using a face
.value interpretation and coding the reply as the technique (even though
the technTque may be listed as or may actualllube aninterpretation).

5
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Each-and every technique coded will be preceded by an interpretation code.
Blanks will appear only when there is.no Sechnique given.

Use zero codes where.some information has been recorded but cannot be used;
uncodable; illegible;.inscrutable; refusal to reply indicated on response sheet.

Use blanks where there is no information, question not asked, inapplicable
(i3O. no spouse in the home).

01100411Nr=1=LMIMMIIIIIMIIIIMMINIIIpIIIMIIIIMAIIIIMIVIIIIIINIEnroppmpipmfmmumppinwipirmmwmplM111Mrrt.

INTERPRETATIONS - CONTENT CODES

I Under-pbbscri tion to norm: norm held to be unimportant 1.0, "I don't
care what he does. r77TTE doesn't really matter."

2 Average subscription to norm: face value interpretation
i.e. Son may have to express anger occasionally."

"We sacrifice within reason."
"We don't expect perfection."

3 Over - subscription to norm: extreme emphasis, super-importance attri-MeTto norm.
. i.e.- "Our soft must obey

laws-rOgar416sp.of.the-ctrcumstances."
"Our on must never do such a 6117g; we wouldn't ever permit it."

N.B. Most interpretations will be face value; code over or under-subscription
only if there is a clear and pronounced stress on.the importance or lack of
importance of the norm.

4 Denial of norm is minimized, held to be inapplicable or irrele-
vant.

i.e. "Our son would never think of leaving school."
"Our son couldn't have a better life than mine."
"Such things never happen in our family."

5 Qualification: equivocation; refusal to generalize; emphasis on particulars.
i.e. Every is different."

"That depends on the family."
"That's up to the school."

Specification of,alternative value or norm: emphasis on one dimension of
norm, technique is but a means to indication of a more real
pr important value (not merely suggesting a preference)..
i.e. "You can't buy popularity."

"Loyalty is more important than pelf-protection."
"Parents should always stand behind. their child."
"Above all he should learn to take responsibility for what he does."



No action or technique necessary: things will happen passively or
spontaneously.
Le. "Things tike that take care of themselves."

"We just waft for son to grow out of that."
"We don't have to do anything because son's early training took
care of that."
"We feel that's up to the son; his business."

8 hypothetical al: norm held inapplicable but reply is still
given.

i.e. "of that ever happened I would probablye.."

8



TECHNLQUES...r CONTENT CODES

STRUCTURE, EXPLAIN, TEACH

01 ulainj talk about things; show son.the.importance of something; point
out advantages and disadvantages; give advice; reason with son.

01X Do not ex lain; talk about things; show son the importance of
something, point out advantages or. disadvantages, give advice
or reason with son.

02 Structure and define; set limits and standards; let son know what's
expected of him; where he stands, what he can. expect from parents;
make right and wrong, good and bad clear to him; division of labor;
allocation of rights, duties and responsibilities.

02X Do not structure and define; set no limits and standards; do not
let son know what's expected of him; where he stands, what he can
expect from parents;.make right and wrong, good and bad clear to
son; divide labor or allocate duties or responsibilities.

03 Su est an alternative value; teach a value or norm considered by res-
pondent to e tgher or more important than that referred to in the
item; emphasize one dimension of the norm (i.e. technique is but a
means to another end).

03X Dorlat...22_iest an alternative value; do not teach a value or norm
considered by respondent to be higher or more important than that
referred to. in the item; emphasize one dimension of the norm (i.e.
technique is but a means to another end).

04 Demonstrate; set or provide an example; parent shows or explains to
son how he feels_or how he felt when he was yoling or what he did or
would do; helps or works with son, shows son how to do something
(not merely having.fun together but demonstrating something consi-
dered important and necessary by the parent).

04X Do not demonstrate; do not set or provide an example; parent does
i7E7M773707gn to son how he feels or how he felt when he was
young or what he did or would do; does not help or work with son
or show son how to do something.

9
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Use zero codes where some information has been recorded but cannot be used;
uncodable; illegible; inscrutable; refusal to reply indicated on response sheet.

Use blanks where there is no information, question not asked, inapplicable
(i.e. no spouse in the home).

r . - &A.:«
-a raw.o...-srave.....t. x-.ass- c, .1-

MANIPULATION OF THE SITUATION

05 Change the situation; interfere, intervene or make alterations in son's
environment; change by direct, active means employed by the parent as
opposed to indirect change effected through or involving someone out-
side the family (i.e. remove son from school or neighborhood; see some-
one about the son; have a talk with his teacher; break up fights with
siblings, give him his own room, etc.).

05X Do not change the situation; do not interfe. intervene or alter
son's environment i.e. do not remove son fior school, neighbor-
hood; do not see someone about the son, don't 'Ave a talk with
his teacher or break up fights with siblings rr give him his own
room, etc.).

06 Change the situation; make alterations in the son's environment by
involving a perso r agency outside the family (i.e. send him to a
psychotherapist, tell him to talk to his teacher; hire a lawyer or
tutor, etc.).

06X Do not chan e the situation; do not alter the son's environment by
re erring him to a person or agency outside the family (i.e. do not
send him to a psychotherapist, don't tell him to talk to his teacher;
don't hire a lawyer or tutor, etc.).

07 Draw into other activities; distract; provide or try to involve son in
more desirable interests or people; stimulate and arouse his interests,
make a situation attractive to him, etc.

07X Do not draw into other activities; distract; do not provide or try
to involve son in more desirable interests or people; do not
stimulate and arouse his interests, do not make a situation
attractive to him, etc.

10
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Use zero codes where some information has been recorded but cannot be used;
uncodcble; illegible; inscrut4ble; refusal to reply indicated on response
sheet.

Use blanks where there is no information, question not asked, inapplicable
(i.e. no spouse in the home).

- s...,utr=orvzwces.

GIVING AND WITHHOLDING - REWARDS AND. PUNISHMENTS

08 Grant extra privileges; give extras (unelaborated).

08X Take away privileges; restrict and confine (unelaborated).

09 Grant additional freedom of space or time; extra time out of the house,
up late, grant extra use of family possessions.

09X Restrict freedom of space or time; confinement to house or room,
in early, limit use of family possessions, assign extra work or
chores.

10 Give gift of money or goods (bribe).

10X Take away money or goods (do not give money or goods).



Use zero codes where some information has been recorded but cannot be used;
uncodable; illegible; inscrutable; refusal to reply indicated on response sheet.

Use blanks where there is no information, question not asked, inapplicable

.1

(i.e. no spouse in the home),

USE OF AUTHORITY DISPLAY OF EMOTION OR POWER - (PRIMARY AND FORMAL AUTHORITY)

11 Praise, encourage, express approval or pleasure.

11X Scold, discourage, verbal expression of anger (yelling) dis-
pleasure, disapproval, worry or anxiety.

12 Do not warn, caution or threaten son (intended to scare son).

12X Warn, caution or threaten son (intended to scare son).

13 Direct expression of affection, verbal or physical.

13X Direct ItyloniL (non-verbal) display of anger (i.e. striking,
corporal punishment).

14 Do not physically or psychologically abuse son; do not express hostility
or dislike.

14X Physically or psychologically abuse son; express hostility or dislike.

15 Do not shame or embarrrr,s son.

15X Shame or embarrass son, make him look or feel foolish.

16 Do not force son to do something; urge but do not insist.

.16X Insist son do something; give an order; make a demand; enforce
a rule, lay down the law (using parental authority).

17 Do not insist on parental authority; don't maintain firm control of
situation; democratic and equalitarian about family affairs.

17X. Insist on or state parental authority; maintain firm control;
undemocratic (i.e. "We're the parents", "I'm in charge here",
"Elders know best").

12



USE OF AUTHORITY - DISPLAY OF EMOTION OR POWER - (PRIMARY AND FORMAL AUTHORITY) -

CO TINUED

18 Gradual relinat4istautaLmantalcontrol; encourage son to grow up,
become independent and self-reliant.

18X No gradval relinquishment of parental contiol; do not encourage
son to grow up, become independent or self-reliant.

19 Do not nag, don't remind repeatedly; tell over and over; do not keep
on the son.

19X Nab, repeatedly remind, tell over and over; keep on the son.



Use zero codes where some information has been recorded but cannot be used;
uncodable; illegible; inscrutable; refuL31 to reply indicated on response sheet.

Use blanks where there is no information, question not asked, inapplicable
1(i.e. no spouse in the home).
eaM=M=. ...61rOMM.W46 faILVELOerMITOWYMMINI.aNe

PERSONAL - FAMILIAL ATTRIBUTES

20 Follow through (on promises and /or threats) be consistent; persistent;
dependab e; reliable.

20X iotfoLlovLitIDQrlrouh (on promises and/or threats) be inconsistent;
non-persistent; eratic, undependable; unreliable.

21 Flexible; easy going; tolerant; understanding; permissive; lenient,
Ugirgold grudges; forget and forgive; be reasonable.

21X Fes; rigid; demanding; intolerant; not permissive or understanding;
strict; hold grudges; unreasonable.

22 Considerate; fair; honest; truthful (Golden Rule).

22X Inconsiderate; unfair; dishonest; untruthful.

23 Concern with and respect for individual privacy; not probing when
unwelcome; knowing when to leave son alone.

23X Lack of respect for individual privacy; probing when unwelcome;
not knowing when to leave son alone.
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7ero codes where some information has been recorded but cannot be used;

uncodeable; illegible; inscrutable; refusal to reply indicated on response
sheet.

Use blanks where there is no information, question not asked, inapplicable
(i.e., no spouse in the home).

FAMILY ATMOSPHERE - ENVIRONMENT -.FAMILY COMMUNICUION

24 Avoidance of avoidance of yelling.

24X Skat....i-elinorin (to be distinguished from individual
members' expressions of verbal anger).

25 LcsatprL-oblerFamilworinstoether; family has conferences; makes
decisions and plans together; talks things over together; tries to
find compromises.

25X Family does not work at problems together; family does ntt have
conferences; or make decisions together; does not talk things
over together or try to find compromises.

26 Parents kept informed as to son's activities, friends, whereabouts;
check up on him; keep tabs on him.

26X Parents not keptinformed as to son's activities, friends, where-
abouts; do not check up on him or keep tabs on him.

27 Prqvision of a psychologicalitslanundsuEportive environment;
creates an atmosphere of warmth, trust; family stands behind son;
gives him reinforcement and backing; try to make him feel he is
accepted; shows interest, pride in son and his activities; listens to
him; cares about his opinions and feelings.

27X No provision of a psychologically secure and supportive
environment; no atmosphere of warmth, lack of trust; family does
not stand behind son or give him reinforcement and backing; don't
try to make him feel he is accepted or show interest and pride
in son's activities; do-not listen to him or care about his
opinions and feelings.

15



FAMILY ATMOSPHERE - ENVIRONMENT - FAMILY COMMUNICATION - CONTINUED

28 Provision of adequate taisitLaniuRsmimilatimb social
advantages; good breeding; goods and services; give son a place
where he can study; nice clothes;. transportation; get him up on
time, etc.

28X No rovision or made uate rovision of h sical and :72,cial
environment; social advantages; goods and services; good reeding;
place-to study; nice clothes; transportation, etc.

9 Do thin9s together as a family (refers to any all members of family),
family fun; outings; recreation rather than problem oriented.

29X (22_211.9.9.2.1..tieras_21.2721y.;'no family fun; outings;
activities.

16



; Use zero codes where some info;mat7on has been recorded but cannot be used;
uncodeable; illegible, inscrutable; refusal to reply indicated on response
sheet.

Use blanks where there is no informaCon, question not asked, inapplicable
(i.e., no spouse in the home)

NOTE: Categories 30 through 46X are general categories, to be used only
when more specific codes cannot be found.

ACTION DEFERRED OR DELAYED

30 Refer matter to son; it's his responsibility; his business; leave it up
to him; let him handle it; he should know right and wrong by now, leave
it up to his conscience.

30X Refer matter to spouse; one parent handles it; it's spouse's
responsibility; let spouse handle it.

31 Investi ate further before acting or deciding; get more inftmriation;
ind out why; ook into. things; try to find out what son feels.or

thinks. (distinct from "keep informed" in being oriented to a specific
situation)

31X 21:222Lirmaliate further before acting or deciding; don't find
out why; look into things; do not try to find out what son feels
or thinks.
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Use zero codes where some information has been recorded but cannot be used;
uncodeable; illegible, inscrutable; refusal to.,reply indicated on responsesheet.

Use blanks where there is no information, question.not asked, inapplicable
(i.e., no spouse in the home)

ACTION NOT DESIGNATED NOTHING DONE, NOTHING EFFECTIVE NOTHING NEED BE DONE

32 Don't know what I'd do; don't remember what I did (Attitude).

32X Don't know what to do about it; nothing much a parent can do
Attitude

33 Don't do anthing because nothin, need be done; no action is required orappropriate; taken care of by early training; behavior should be orshould not be done without reward or punishment or necessity of parental
action.

33X Don't do anthin but recognition expressed or implied that action
ma be a no riate suggestion that respondent feels impotent or
frustrated .

34 Does care; it concerned- (unelaborated).

34X Doesn't care; isn't concerned; situation doesn't matter, isn't
WO7707777nxious (unelaborated) (Attitude).

35 Let some otter erson or a ency handle it (not son or spouse, i.e.,
SC 00 Ix) ce .

35X Do not let some other erson or agency handle it (not son or
spouse, i.e., school, police

18
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OIN.MOY.MMM/.1M
Use zero codes where some information has been recorded but cannot be used;
uncodeable; illegibile, inscrutable; refusal to reply indicated on response
sheet.

Use blanks where there is no information, question not asked, inapplicable
(i.e., no spouse in the home).

UNELABORATED AND GENERAL STATEMENTS

36 Reward (unelaborated)

36X Punish (unelaborated).

37 Punish and/or reward (unelaborated).

37X Does not punish and/or' reward (unelaborated).

38 Asks sonjuestions or tells son (unelaborated).

38X Does not ask son questions or tell son (unelaborated).

39 Do everything possible, take every precaution, do everything a
parent can do but nothing works. (unelaborated).

40 Do the behavior referred to in the item (i.e., I do sacrifice,
I do keep promises unelaborated..

40X Do not do the behavior referred to in the item I don't
sacrifice; I don t keep promises unelaborated).

41 AL..tm make an effort, help, do what's possible, do the best that
can be done, do the behavior within reason (unelaborated).

AlX Don't try, do not make an effort, or help, do not do what's
possible, don't do the best that can be done or do the behavior
within reason (unelaborated).

42 Qualification, equivocation; refusal to generalize; "it depends on
". give or do what's right, appropriate, deserved

Attitude

1 9



UNELABORATED AND GENERAL STATEMENTS - CONTINUED

43 lopre it, (unelaborated) .

43X pon't19nore it (unelaborated).

44 Never came up; no problem (unelaborated)(Attitude).

45 Do or say nothing about it (unelaborated)(Attitude).

46 Overdo it; overwhelm; do it to an excessive degree.

46X Do not overdo; don't overwhelm; not to an excessive degree.

20



III FACE SHEET CODING

A. MECHANICS OF CODING

1 Face sheet data is to be coded directly Onto.UOM mark sense cards.
IBM cards and face sheets may be checked out by the project secretary.

2 All face sheet IBM cards are pre-punched with data phase 'number (3),
position-number (M, F, S), IBM card number and interviewer number.
As yom receive each deck of cards, be sure to.chfck all the identifica-
tion codes 1,o see that you have the correct deck. A face sheet deck
consists of three cards. 0.

3 In coding face sheets, be sure to u$e 1pm pencils, make heivy and
precise marks in appropriate columns,

4 Check face sheets and IBM cards in to the project secretary within
ten days of the check out date.

5 In case of questions, deposit.IBM:card, face sheet_and.tnOte.
stating the problem in the head coder's.envelope. She will contact
you by phone or by a note in your.envelOpe.and, return.the'cards and
face sheet to Our envelope so that you may complete the Coding which
can then be turned in to the project secretary.
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B. CODING CONVENTIONS: RULES

1 In case of no information, question not asked, inapplicable (i.e
spouse not in the home), use blanks, unless otherwise indicated.

2 In cases where information has been recorded but cannot be used, is
uncodeable, illegible or where interviewee fefused to reply, use zero.
Zeros may also be used as indicated in the content categories.

There is one exception to this rule:
In coding the age difference between ego and siblings (Toman
data - card two: columns 2, 3; 5, 6; 9; 11,12; 14, 15;
179 18; 20, 2 239 24;'26i.27; card three; columns. 21 3).
blanks are to be used where zeros would otherwisA be correct.
This is because in this section zeros are used to indicate which
child is ego (code of 0).' In thii ins4,ance zero is an arithmetic
number rather than a coding symbol.

In all other cases, use zeros and blanks asindiCated.

3 When coding age differences proceed as follows: .

Six months or over, code as one year; less than six months,
code as 0. .

4 Provision has only been made for ten children in a family.
Ignore all children born after the tenth child unless ego is such a
child. In that.case, do not code. data on the oldest child but begin
with the second.oldest.

5 In cases where two.occupations are given in different.categories,
code the occupation which occurs as this mount of the two (the lowest
ordinal number)

6 In cases in which two incomes are given, code the higher of the two.

7 Code race as Caucasian if there is no informotiol recorded on this
matter.

8 In cases where two attitudes are given, code.the lowest of the two
(highest ordinal number)
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C. FACE SHEET CONTENT CATEGORIES

COLUMN CONTENT CATEORIES

.

1,2,3 Total interview time in 'minutes.

4,5 Year of birth.
6,7. Last grade, completed in school (M.A. = 18th grade)

(Ph.D..* 21st grade)

8 Occupation
1. Professional Workers - accountants, architects,

engineers lawyers, scientists; doctors, professors.

2. Technical Administrative and Mana erial - (except

arm - actors, artists, at fetes, es gners, dieti-

cians, librarians,. nurses, recreation and social
workers, teachers, religious workers, technicians,
buyers, purchasing agents,- Inspectors, credit men,

officials, managers,proprietors.

Clerical Sales and Skilled Workers ,., attendants, bank

tellers, oockeepers, typisti75;Flars, insurance
work, receptionists, real estate agents, carpenters,
foremen, electricians machinists, repairment, firemen,
police, mechanics, tailors, members of armed forces.

4, Semi-Skilled Workers - apprentices, assemblers, bus
Fivers, painters, taxi cab drivers, laundry and dry

..cleaning operatives,, attendants; barbers, bartenders,
'hairdressers, MidWives,'practical nurses, laundresses,

baby sitters; waiters.

5. Unskilled Workers - fishermen, helpers, laborers,
elevator operators, janitors, sailors, warehousemen,

porters, gardeners.

6. Farm Laborer and Foremen - farm laborers, wage-workers.

7. Housewife- full time.

8. Student

.5. Unemployed,- (does nqt apply to student; refers to
housewife who usually works or other laborers).
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FACE SHEET CONTENT CATEGORIES CONTINUED

Occu ational Status (combine with column 8 to indicate nature.
of the work)

1. Full time worker

2. Part time worker

3. Student; full time (if there Is no inOication that a

student is omployed, assume he is a full time
student).

4. student; part time worker.
0. Other, not applicable; neither worker nor student

(i.e., housewife, reared, etc.)

10;11 aLily...2ccne- code number of interval (code response of
'mother, rather and/or son where given)

12 Race

-77 Caucasian
2. Negro
3. Mexican and Puerto Rican
4. Oriental

5. ,Other.

13 Number of. resent marriage - If npt.presently married, code
as zero. I married, code accordingly. Leave blank if
there is no information on marriage. if there is more than
one code applicable, code only the -'most recent 'disposition.

If Inapplicable, leave blank.

14 12:11n-VaLarevioL±..114.,,,,Lliarriae
1. Divorced

2... Widowed

3.. Other

15,16 Country of birth (Mother, Father, Sop)
. 01 U.S.A. and possessions

02 England (also other.dominions of British Empire)
04 Central Europe (France, Austria, Switzerland, Yugoslavia,

Slavic)

05 Southern Europe (Spain, Italy, .Greece)

06 Far East (China, Japan)

07 Mexico (Central American, West Indies, Puerto Rico)
08 .South America

09 Middle East (Tv key, Syria, Israel, Lebanon, Egypt, Iraq,
Iran, Jordan, etc.)

l0.Africa

11 South East. Asia (India, Thai, etc)

12-Russia, and the Steppes
13 Canada



C. FACE SHEET CONTENT CATEGORIES - CONTIUED.

17118 Country of parent's.mother's.birth (son's grandmother):

same as above (automatically zero coded for son)

'19,20 Country of parent's father's 'birth (son's grandfather):

same as above (automatically zero coded for son)

If a country is given for one of the.pmrents but not the
other, code the country given a$ that.of both parents.

21 !I1!'1021
T.Pfdtistant
2. Catholic
3. Jewish
4. None
5. Other

22 Exterior of House; 1 -.5 (Code 0 if no information is given).

23 Interior of House: 1 - 5

24 Neighborhood: 1 T 5

25 Attitude
T7733Wrative
2. Satisfactory

3. Reluctant

26,27 BLANK

END OF CARD ONE AND END OF FIRST PAGE OF FACE.SNEET.
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Interview Began

Interview Ended
frIM11.01111.1151.1.11INIOPT

-s-so.eapkv ter; s ±

Birthdate:

M

Last Grade Completed at School:

Occupation;

M'

Respondent M F S

Intarvicwer

Case

INTERVIEW FACE'SNEBT

.IMI.M11111114110.11Milimaftem..

E

Total Family income; 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 .12

Race: (nok asked) C N M 0

Number of Present Marriage:

Disposition of Previous Marriage:

N M Q
'F-

Div. Wid. Other

Where were you born: (icity, country)"

M
...11.41.001M1,11INf

CNMO

Where were Our parents .born; (parents only)

Do you have a religious preference?

P C J N Other

1 2 3 4 5

Exterior House

Attitude; C S R

M

Div. Wid. Other

P C N Other

1 2 3 4 5
IM-717'47,E2i."(110L--""Wr"

C S R

z6

Other

1 2 3 4 5

N o g l Si 7113 IT: d
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CARD ONE

HOW IMPORTANT TO YOU IS IT THAT ..,.

1 2 3 4 5
very moderately somewhat moderately unimportant

important important important unimportant

YES mc 1 NO = 5

HOW OFTEN DOES IT HAPPEN?

1 2 3 4 5
always usually sometimes rarely never

HOW LIKELY IS IT TO HAPPEN?

1 2 3 4 5
very somewhat 50-50 somewhat very
likely likely unlikely unlikely

DOES THIS TROUBLE YOU OR HOW MUCH? WAS THERE EVER
ANYONE IN YOUR FAMILY? A PROBLEM?

1 2 3 4 5 6-,.............
very moderately sorr' what not very not at past
much much all problem
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SAMPLE PAGE INTERVIEWER'S BOOK
DATA FOR CHAPTER 8 & 9

ITEM # Interpretation:

Mother Does: ..".---/".1..e...ON."

Father Does:

Parents Should Do:

I Will As A Parent:
1111.9111.

ITEM # Interpretation:

Mother Does:

Father Does:

Parents Should Do:

WIM11111111,

I Will As A Parent:

..

Case #

.111111,

Interviewer

Asailm..111

INMINMPINIMMIN=111=111111Y

28
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INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS

Memorize the underlined parts verbatim: the rest may be

varied in accord with the needs of the particular situation, Five

points must be covered:

1. Who you are and where from

2. What we are doing

3. How it will be done

4. Not a test

5. Confidentiality

Good evening: Are you Mrs. Jones? I'm from the Youth Studies

Center. I believe we have an appointment for an interview this

evening. (If necessary: may I come in?) I would like to introduce

Miss X, Mr. Y and I am Mr. Z. We are from the Youth Studies Center

of the University of Southern California.

This evening's interview is the last phase of a three year

study of adolescent boys in Santa Monica Hi h School which is beair

conducted b the Youth Studies Center of the Universit of Southern

California. We have already gathered21EliatmatLalimmautlai7

mately 300 boys in Santa Monica concernin their feelin s about school,

We have asked 200 families of these bo s to participate in the final

stage of our study in order to help us gain a fuller understanding of

some of the wa s in which events and characteristics of a boy's
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family life effect his feelin s about and behavior in school.

Tonight we will be ashing_ru about someOf the things which you

do with Johnny, and what 'ou want for him.

Tisitervie kind. It is a scientifich_k",,,

study of patterns of family activities that influence a boy's

school career. There are no right or wronganswers. We just want

our honest thou htful oinions and coo eration. Your participation

in our study will assist us in our attempt to learn more about the

difficulties ttspljathe adoiescentlbztmaiaa_up in America.

Natural] ,our answers are confidential. They will not be

discussed with each other and in writing up our report, your name

will be replaced by a number to assure you complete privacy.

Arethreani Please feel free to ask about anything

that isn't clear. This, evening Miss X will be interviewing you

Mr. Jones, Mr. Y will be interviewing you Mrs. Jones and I will be

interviewing you Johnny. The interview will last about two and a...0111111=A.B., .....0.111

half hours. In between the first two arts there is a 15 minute

Ibmal2lringjelichtte three of us will meet to ick 20 of the questions

at random which we will about in more detail during the second

part of the interview.

We would like*to interview each of you separately, although at

the same time. We would appreciate it if you could find each of us a

private place in the hoLise.
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